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Foreword

O

ur life, in my view finds its accomplishment only
when it confronts a barrage of serious questions aimed
at understanding the truth about our existence and finally
lands up at ‘no-questions-state’. Because, questioning is a
good habit, when used constructively it would keep us alive
and creative. Personally, I love questions as well as the habit
of questioning. My mind relishes questions with delight as
if they are its choicest food. I am a Professor of Sociology.
My profession has enabled me to ponder over human
behaviour in general and its related problems in particular
through introspection and conscientization. This habit of
mine has further intensified my mind’s appetite for questions.
Questions, which haunted my mind, were once innumerable
and varied.
Questions that fascinate me the most and deserve a
mention here broadly belong to three or four domains. First,
theories of existence; the nature, characteristics, forms and
types and longevity of the primordial source of all that exists
in this universe stir up more questions in me. Questions
about the real inherent essence of all matter and living
beings, the reasons for their manifestation in diverse forms
constitute the second set. Third, the origin of the notions
like religion, region, caste, class, ‘I’, time and egoism and
also the factors that block our understanding of the reality
behind the labels that are based on these notions. And as
a Sociologist I am always concerned about the social and
vii

psychosomatic miseries of humanity. What has been haunting me the most is
the psychological division of humanity and its inability to overcome the barrier
to usher into a new era of peace, prosperity and unity.
Of course, I was searching for answers. The concepts, the language, and
its style and logic used in their works by philosophers, spiritual and religious
masters all discouraged me, as they are often very difficult to comprehend.
Religious books confused me to a great extent and they robbed me of whatever
little common sense I had. My confusion compounded with the passage of
time and unknowingly I had crossed 50 years of my life keeping piles of
unsolved files in my brain withstanding with curiosity like a child.
One of the blessings the teaching profession has granted me is the friendship
of a few fine men and women much younger than I am. Mrs. Nagamani is
one such committed and beloved student. A couple of years ago, on a pleasant
winter morning she approached me with a gentleman. The gentleman had with
him a file of neatly typed papers, which, I thought those papers as some essays
to be corrected. Physically the file contained only 15-20 pages, but the thoughts
typed in them had the potential to run into volumes. They contained convincing
answers for all my questions. Thus began our acquaintance, which soon
blossomed into a series of brainstorming dialogical sessions, which went on for
over two years uninterruptedly. Each session was stimulating, enlightening and
satisfying. The gentleman about whom I am writing is Dr. Shashidhara one
of the famous pediatrician in Bangalore and above all the author of this book.
Should one be a philosopher of any sort to discuss life and living? And
the answer to this question lies here in a treatise published by Dr. Shashidhara.
His profession and family background set him to contemplate on the present
society and its people. Living, which is the practice of life, by and large, exhibits
individual glory and success. We as collective entity of people have created
compartments of life based on race, religion, region, language and nativity.
Obviously, human beings have developed a sense of blind following to them.
Socio-cultural identities, many a time, have blurred up visions of sanity, which
drive individuals to extremes of narrow mindedness. Perception of self as ‘I’
and its related expressions in language, have thrown to winds altruism, the
principle of ‘unity of life’. And the result is today’s individualistic perception
of life. Motivated by selfless acts in living, Dr. Shashidhara, a young man
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reflected on contraction, opposites and selfishness of people. He came to the
conclusion that there is something wrong with our perception of others and
ourselves. His observation and study of children at birth and persons at death
revealed no predetermined ideas of any kind influencing them in their facial
expressions. Hence, they could be situations of ‘pure state’ without labels of
caste, religion and such other things. But living in any society, makes it obligatory
for people to accept them through out their life. Therefore, all the problems
of life have set in. On the other hand, if the people recognize such labels as
not inherent but incidental to their birth, life opens up limitless possibilities
of oneness, undermining separatist tendencies of socio-cultural life.
Myths and writings of some self-styled God men over the years has
created more confusion about the nature of the ‘absolute’ as well as one’s
‘Inherent present state’. The popular impression is that, understanding and
realization is the most difficult goal, and only a few blessed among a billion
people if endowed with supernatural powers could achieve it. Shashidhara
debunks this popular thesis with ease and with surgical precision.
Making a radical departure from the various religious, scriptural and
philosophical paths, the author tries to explore a simple, scientific and safe path
to ‘Everpresent state’. The ‘introspection’ method which he explains certainly
helps us to peel the labelled layers with which our inherent essence is encased
and masked. People of all age, gender, caste, religion, region and sect can for
this to realize the ‘universality’ of our inherent essence. This realization should
unite humanity, which is at present divided, which is a dangerous development.
Indeed peace and unity are the eyes of Shashidhara’s vision that runs throughout
this book.
Dr. Shashidhara dispels all doubts and skepticism about the nature of
reality with a sharp analysis of the ‘Everpresent’ the absolute primordial source
of all that exists. He not only refrains from naming it but also appeals us not
to do so. Because, naming the reality might again give birth to a religion, cult
or a school of philosophy. Today, we have enough philosophical schools and
religious literature to confuse us. For him, there is no necessity to mythicize
or mystify the ‘Everpresent’ as it has been there in its own way. I simply
appreciate his stand as a non-believer of organized conventional religions.
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Dr. Shashidhara has taken pains to explain his convictions on
‘Everpresent state’, which pervades of everything from the universe to organism.
Thus, the ‘Everpresent state’ is wholeness itself, where as life and matter are
its parts. And they have the same attributes as the ‘whole’. But our psychological
congeniality along with limitations of body has given rise to the notion of self
that glorifies the individual instead of appreciating the ‘Everpresent state’ of
which it is a part. The author of this treatise has spared no efforts to prove his
argument making use of science, in particular, Quantum physics. Both life and
matter are quantum units and the character of universe is also the character
of them. Hence, it should be concluded that the ‘Everpresent state’ is all
inclusive. If this truth can be appreciated, all the individual skirmishes vanish
into the air. Such individuals, in a population, will contribute to happiness,
unity and peace. Human kindness flourishes in community life.
The uniqueness of his treatise lies in its avoidance of religious concepts
like God, soul, rituals, ceremonies, asceticism and philosophy which generally
constitute a host of cliches in understanding and practicing religion. Shashidhara
advises us to be cautious about persons who declare themselves as demigod,
messiah, and healers of human sufferings and producers of miracles.
Dr. Shashidhara has coined his own set of words like, Everpresent state,
Inherent present state and many others to set the ground for spreading
universality, oneness, equality and peace. His grand dream is that humanity
must enjoy happiness and its prerequisite is living a life for others.
In the dream of this medical practitioner, we also notice the need for a
World Peace Organization, to act as a custodian of peace on earth. He has
suggested only three action plans viz, which depends on a different kind of
education to be put into practice. He has given a farsighted action plan, which
is simple and implementable if the political and religious leaders across societies
eschew their narrow selfish interest and strive for global peace. Considering
the vitiated social environment across the globe, humanity should awaken itself
to usher into a new era as envisioned by the author. Some details of the same
are discussed at the end of the treatise.
In a society where people, generally work for their own agrandisement,
we unusually find individuals like Dr.Shashidhara caring for his patients,
neighbourhood and others in larger society. He thinks that service to humanity
x

away from one’s own relations is the just cause and must become a way of life.
It brings contentment to the individuals and our life would be worth living.
The present treatise of the author is developed on his experiences as a
medical practitioner. His idealism and concern for humanity should only imply
that any one who might draw a leaf from his treatise to appreciate and practice
this approach, which is so natural, would make his writing worth written. I
know that the author has not written this book to give expression for his dream.
He believes in concrete action. He has set up a mission to transform his ideals
into action. However I wish the people across the globe to join him in this noble
endeavour.
As a friend, I have associated with this doctor in giving shape to his
treatise to be published. Reading the manuscript and discussions with him were
always refreshing. I thank the doctor for giving me this opportunity to join
hands in the production of this treatise. I wish him all success. May his vision
come true.

15-08-2005
Bangalore

Dr. M.K.Srikantaiah

DR. M.K. SRIKANTAIAH
‘Shivashruthi’
No.240, 6th cross, 6th block,
2nd Stage, Nagarabavi (BDA)
Bangalore - 560 072
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Dr. M.K.Srikantaiah

Salutations...

W

ords only approximate the reality. Because, more often
they fail to give an expression to our thoughts and
feelings. I experience the inadequacy of my lexicon to
acknowledge the role played by this unassuming teacher in
my life in general and in bringing out this book in particular.
As a teacher, he is a devout to his profession and like a candle
he consumes himself in helping others to see the light of
knowledge. My emotional bondage with this great master
is inexpressible. In fact all students who have come under
his influence cherish him fondly.
The idea of presenting “Everpresent state” in a simple
way with scientific perspective is my brainchild. But this
child was nourished and brought up by my Master for years
together. He is the architect of this book who stood behind
the scene for two long years with patience and perseverance,
listening to me, and then guiding me in presenting my ideas
in the language of the people and in presenting this book
in the right way and with the right words.

– Dr. G. Shashidhara
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Prologue

I

am a Doctor. Interacting with patients has been a
profession as well as a way of my life for over twenty
years now. I have seen moments of birth and death of
human beings. Both are exceptionally very different
moments. Relatives of a child rejoice when it is born; they
bemoan when it dies. People tremble to think of death as
if death is the end of their existence of their ‘Inherent essence’.
However, as I have keenly observed the moments of
birth as well as death, in reality reveal no predetermined
ideas of any kind influencing them in their facial expressions.
I consider them to be situations of ‘pure state’ without any
labels like caste, religion and such other things. Of course,
living in any society, makes it obligatory for people to accept
them throughout their life and hence, all the problems of
life have set in. It is indeed sickening to see a psychologically
divided humanity with each caste, religious, racial and
political group fighting like bulls forgetting the ‘oneness’ of
their inherent ‘essence’.
Today humanity is divided. It is at crossroads. Chaos
and confusion, fear and restlessness have blurred our vision
of sanity. If people understand and recognize ‘Everpresent
state’ of our ‘Inherent essence’ and its universal ‘oneness’
and; socio-cultural labels as not inherent but incidental to
their birth, life opens up limitless possibilities of oneness,
undermining the separatist tendencies of socio-cultural life.
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This work is an outcome of my long cherished ‘Vision’ and ‘Mission’
to do my best for individual and global peace. It is not my intention to attempt
a critique of any philosophical school or religious creed or to propose a new
one either. Indeed this modest treatise is addressed to analyze the causes for
the ‘socio-psychological’ maladies presently affecting the quality of our lives.
The thoughts presented here have sprouted from my systematic and
scientific contemplation and introspection of my inner realm along with
a little study of social history of my own society and empathetic interaction
with people. I have dedicated as many as 20 years to arrive at the conclusions
presented in this work.
To begin with, my father, a devout seeker of truth took special care to
save me from the trap of the creeds and convictions, rites and rituals of
organized religions. As a teacher he had realized the way the hidden agenda
of self-styled custodians of religions and religious institutions in propagating
the ideology of ‘psychological fission’ of humanity in order to further their
own vested interests. Hence he inculcated the idea and the ideology of ‘universal
human being’.
The concept of ‘universal human being’ began unfolding itself into a
reality when I started pursuing my education in Bangalore Medical College to
become a Medical Practitioner. Seven years of study of human anatomy,
physiology and its structure and function helped me scientifically test and
understand my adolescent belief regarding the ‘oneness of humanity’. My
participation in surgery sessions threw more insight on the eternal truth about
the oneness of inherent essence being same. This conviction grew firm and
incontrovertible in me.
At the outset I have made a brief and simple attempt to explain the
undeniable existence of the primordial source, which is the cause of
everything from universe to organism, and it will exist forever. Everything
in this universe is its Quantum Units. The source is notionally referred, as
the ‘Everpresent’ and there is no need to name it. I am afraid that self-styled
spiritual Gurus would use a name to create a religion and a pantheon of Gods
out of it. Hence it is concluded that all human being have the same attributes
as the whole and there is inherent unity of beings. Our psychological
conditioning along with the limitations of body-time-space-society nexus has
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programmed a labelled individual ‘I’ awareness that glorifies the perceived ‘I’
instead of the ‘Everpresent’ of which we are the parts.
I firmly believe that everything in this universe as transient and
‘Everpresent’ alone as constant and original source. The notion of time and
its dimensions—past, present and future and also the idea of space are the
products of perception as every moment consists of ‘Present Perception’ only.
Notions such as religion, region, nation, caste, race and language, time, self and
ego are not real; they are culturally evolved labels. My analysis of reality from
different perspectives has convinced me that scientific ‘introspection’ would
reveal the hollowness of socio-cultural identities imposed on everything
around us and more particularly on human beings. Introspection would
also reveal the indubitable reality about the timeless, casteless, thoughtless, egonil and unbound nature of our ‘Everpresent state’. The treatise argues that a
scientific awareness of our ‘Inherent present state’ would dispel individual
skirmishes and promotes peace and kindness in community life.
I am of the conviction that understanding mind and its mechanism is
crucial to achieve ‘present state’. It includes discovering disciplining and
finally dissolving the mind. These procedures are crucial to achieve peace for
ourselves and also sustain in us the awareness of our ‘Inherent present state’
as well as its source the ‘Everpresent’. I have suggested a few practical methods
for this purpose. Realizing our immense potential to become creators of peace
and happiness by leading a noble life is what our society needs now. I have
no religious pretensions. This work is written more as an appeal to humanity
to motivate them for heralding an era of ‘unity of humanity’ by coming
out of the shackles of religious, regional, caste, racial and linguistic identities
inscribed on us.
We have to be fair to the founders of organized religions as they all
envisioned the transformation of every human being into universal humanbeing. However, unfortunately the later apostles and innumerable self-appointed
disciples of all religions have to a great extent distorted the preaching of the
prophets. As a result we have with us innumerable religious creeds and sects;
the followers of which are fighting like wolves for imaginary reasons. I hardly
need to emphasize the reasons for the raging religious fundamentalism. The
fact that religion and its high priests have failed to unite humanity needs
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hardly any emphasis. Human history has taught us many lessons in this
regard.
Personally, I do not see any reason to find a religion and a pantheon of
Gods and Goddesses and a host of rites and rituals to realize the inherent
oneness of humanity. More importantly, there is absolutely no need for
God-men and spiritual healers. Hence, I have deliberately avoided concepts
like God, soul, rituals, ceremonies, asceticism and philosophy. One of the main
objectives of this work is to help the people to become ‘universal human
beings’ scientifically and establish an ‘undivided human society’ where
everything and every being would flourish peacefully.
In the last section a conspective view of the deteriorating human values
due to the loss of awareness of our ‘Inherent present state’ and, the
consequences thereof is captured to buttress the main theme of this work. The
opening part of this section explains the consequences of the race, religion,
region and language-based division of humanity into socio-cultural and ethnic
groups. It is observed that deliberate internalization of socio-cultural and ethnic
labels have erased the awareness of our ‘Inherent present state’, which is same
in all beings. This section concludes with the note that blind and often fanatic
attachment to identity-labels has made us become ‘amnesiac’ about ‘real identity’.
This has blurred up visions of sanity and has driven individuals to ‘extremes
of narrow mindedness’, and, has forced them to throw to winds altruism,
the principle of ‘unity of life’
I do not say people lack humanitarian will and moral fiber. It is very much
there in abundance and has been demonstrated on innumerable occasions.
Humanity reacts sympathetically whenever its kind is faced with natural
calamities like earth quakes, Tsunami and floods. An undercurrent of ‘universal
oneness of our inherent essence’ runs in all of us cutting across all petty and
narrow socio-political boundaries. It is very much within us. All that we need
is a firm desire and a will to achieve global peace.
I am an optimist. I do not daydream. I firmly believe that ‘global peace’
will be a reality in the years to come. Therefore, I have contemplated a world
body and tentatively named it as World Peace Organization to function as
the custodian of world peace. In the concluding pages, World Peace Organization
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acts as the guardian of peace everywhere and people across the world can live
without the fear of war. States can save enormous amount of money and
human resource that was to be spent on defense. The money and the other
resource thus saved could be invested in the developmental activities to achieve
socio-economic prosperity.
Besides, describing the structure and functions of the World Peace
Organization, a brief action plan educating people to realize their Everpresent
with a focus on the awareness of the ‘Inherent present state’. This is should
be made an integral part of regular curriculum. Promoting a common language
for the globe and nuclear disarmament, is also suggested in order to translate
the ‘vision of this treatise’ into a reality.
Peace alone can save this planet and its habitants.
United we flourish, Divided we perish.

25-07-2005
Bangalore

Dr. G. Shashidhara
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Everpresent State

1
EVERPRESENT STATE:
The Theory of Everything

S

cience, as we all know denounces arbitrary explanations about any
effect, consequence or happening, which has no scientifically valid cause
and proof. Hence, we have to accept the scientifically established view that
there must be a cause for an effect. Viewing from this perspective our universe
and all that it constitutes and all that it inhabits are products of a primordial
cause. Infact, the above premise has been largely accepted by prophets,
philosophers, spiritual and religious masters as well as scientists. However,
a comprehensive and veritable answer to the fundamental questions such as:
what caused this universe and its constituents, when, why and how it happen,
continue to elude us. All intellectual exercises and approaches are yet to
achieve complete success in establishing conclusively the nature, form and
characteristics of the primordial cause.
Over the ages humanity has evolved a system of linguistic symbols in
order to perceive or comprehend the physical and social world around us.
Accordingly we have a name, a label in every language for everything. Further
several mythical, mystical explanations and stories have been spun to explain
the source, origin and nature of everything. These have been programmed into
the brains for successive generations of humanity over the millenniums. By and
large we have blindly accepted our labelled identity and adhering to it
unquestioningly. Therefore we have a psychologically divided humanity having
separate racial, religious, regional, social, linguistic and cultural label or tag.
We can understand and realize this simple truth by a very simple method
called introspection, a process of scientifically analyzing the labelled information
and also our perceived experiences stored in our brain.
3

Everpresent State
If we analyze scientifically what really exists we realize :
THAT WHICH REALLY EXISTS IS –

PRESENT STATE
PRESENT STATE
PRESENT STATE
PRESENT STATE
PRESENT STATE
PRESENT STATE
PRESENT STATE
PRESENT STATE ALONE EXISTS

Only Present state exists and labelled here as
EVERPRESENT STATE
As past is a History, Future is not yet
We interpret the Present perception by
Remembering and Reconstructing it with the
help of the past in the series of ‘Present state’ only.
It is only humans who think about future and try to
visualize it in the series of Present state only

Everpresent state does not think
It is just the Present state only
Chart-1
What really exists
4

Everpresent State
What is 'Everpresent' state, how, why and since when has 'it' come into
existence, and how long will it be there are a host of questions that have formed
the major intellectual preoccupation of scores of philosophers, spiritual masters
and also scientists. Some of them have dedicated their life's effort to find out
the truth. As a result we have with us innumerable theories, explanations about
'it'. Founders of different religion and their prophets have named and described
the source of the 'universe' variously and, attributed innumerable characteristics
to it. People speaking different language have used different words to label it.
Despite the innumerable intellectual and scientific exercises humanity
does not seem to be confident about the real nature and characteristics of the
'Everpresent'. All available literature about it is just theorems, theories, intellection,
hallucination or at the most grand guesstimates. All labels about it are only
exercises in linguistic gymnastics and acrobatics. The ultimate reality is 'one'
only and it has so far eluded our perception. The fact that the world as we have
perceived is not real has been endorsed by science also.
However, it is really heartening now that many great Quantum Physicists
of the 20th century like Albert Einstein and others of our own time have made
attempts to scientifically clarify the mystery shrouding the nature of the ultimate
reality. It is hoped that the convergence of the view points and the interpretations
of some of our great seers, philosophers, mathematicians and the quantum
physicists would remove our ignorance about it and dawn a new era of universal
brotherhood.
n

Present state is our original state. It is forever, hence it
is Everpresent.

n

Ever present state is used here to denote the source from
which universe was born.

n

We perceive the ‘labels, not the reality’. But, just
‘Everpresent state’ is what really exists.

n

Everpresent state is the ‘experience itself’ and not the
perceived or interpreted experience.

5

Everpresent State

For the purpose of clarity,
I would like to illustrate my conviction as follows :
Please look at the following figure.

LOOK AT THE LEFT SIDE OF THE FIGURE-1
What really exists and continues to exist is “Present State” only
–labelled as Everpresent state – it is 'Infinite', 'Absolute' and essence
of all that exists in this universe – it is a state without any inherent
ideas like time, I, you, my, mine etc – It is the 'experience itself' and
not the perceived or interpreted experience – It is a state without any
perception, intellectuation, reflection, thoughts whatsoever – no fixed
'time frame' or life span.

LOOK AT RIGHT SIDE OF THE FIGURE-1
The birth of universe, solar system, earth, evolution of animals
and human beings etc has happened in the “Everpresent state” only
and they continue to exist in the same 'state' – We only experience
present perception or we interpret an experience in the present state
by using past information fed into our brain – All ideas such as 'I',
'Me' and 'You' and; the notion of time and its past, present and future
dimensions are perceived in present perception state only. Perception
state exists from milli seconds to infinity. There is nothing like past
and future – our perception of reality is masked by previously
programmed labels – we perceive the 'labels, not the reality'. But,
just 'Everpresent state' is what really exists.

6

Everpresent State

Figure-1.
A diagrammatic representation of
'Everpresent State' and 'Perception state'.
7

Everpresent State
It is true, we are confused and some of us may have even become cynics
and a few more have lost faith in universality of our inherent essence also. I
do not argue that all people have become totally callous. I am aware that there
is no dearth of people having an urge to know this great truth. Unfortunately,
we are confused with what has existed and continues to exist; and what has
emerged from the universe, which is true of everything in this world. Hence
the 'inherent state' of all organisms and human beings is not understood clearly
in terms of the 'Everpresent'. It is because of the following :–
Prophets and saints of all religions have interpreted the 'reality' variously
and each of them holds his/her interpretation as the ultimate truth. Further
many of these people hold their version as the message sent by God or
some angel and for which they have given a religious label.

l

Some self-styled Gurus, Yogis and God-men have hijacked scientific
philosophy and added innumerable half-truths, totally untruths, myths,
legends, superstitious beliefs and fairy tales about the nature of the ultimate
reality has compounded the confusion. Different schools of philosophy
and over a dozen religions and their innumerable sects bear testimony to
my observation. Indoctrination of superstitions, inculcation of religious
cults and practices, among our ancestors of successive generations have
made us believe the religious authorities dogmatically.

l

The presentation of the nature of the 'Everpresent state' and the inherent
'essence' of all that is in this universe in a highly elite language using
abstract concepts have also intensified the ignorance, particularly among
the illiterate masses.

l

The attitude of dependency and the blind obedience to authorities and the
lack of common sense and the spirit of scientific inquiry have inculcated
dogmatism in many of us.

l

The birth of nation-states and religions being used for political benefits
by the political leaders.

l

The denial of opportunity to a vast majority of the humankind to know
the truth.

l
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EVERPRESENT STATE
l

l

l

l

l

l

“Everpresent state” alone exists, everything that constitutes this
universe is its quantum units. All forces of nature, the perception
state and even the notion of time is born in that state.
It is the “Macrocosm”, primordial cause and source of all that
contained in this universe, because, nothing is possible without 'it'.
'It' is infinite.
Everything in this universe is nothing but its quantum units.
There would be no awareness of time and space in the 'Everpresent
state' as well as its quantum unit.
It is impossible to measure or estimate its length, breadth
and depth. Because, it is absolute, ultimate and unbound and
“Everpresent”.
It could at best be described for the purpose of notional
comprehension as the 'Everpresent', 'no-mind state' or universal
being' which is always in Present state only.

l

All that we have so for perceived about it is unreal.

l

It is impossible for any language to describe the 'Everpresent state'.

l

l

l

Everpresent state can exist from fraction of atto second to infinity.
What really exists in Atto, Femto, Pico, Nano and Micro seconds is
not observed or perceived because observer/perceiver needs hundreds
of milli seconds to perceive and interpret. But quantum essence
which is present in these seconds is Everpresent state only.
The source of our 'Inherent present state' and also of each one of us
is its miniature representation.
The inherent 'essence' of all beings both human and non-human is
same and is everpresent.

9
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In addition to the above, several other factors have conspired over the
ages to confuse us about the true nature of our inherent 'essence' as well as that
of the 'Everpresent state'.
Science has accepted the existence of 'primordial cause and source' of
everything in this universe, because it is impossible to create anything out of
nothing. Science, Philosophy and religion have not as yet demonstrably
established the source, origin, nature, form, shape, characteristics, age, longevity
and name of 'The primordial source'. Any attempt to name and describe “It”
would only be another labelling exercise. We would dogmatically develop a
fixation in our minds if we name or label it. And we may also start imagining
all sorts of shape, form & name and attribute all qualities to it. Indeed attributing
human form and qualities to “It” by religions has lead to more misinterpretation
and confusion than giving clarity to the ultimate truth!
Furthermore, several misinterpretations and dogmatic assertion has lead
to religious fundamentalism also. Therefore it is logical and scientific to call
it just “Everpresent state”. I hope that awareness of this universal truth would
save humanity from the brink of disaster.
[Note : One second = 1000 (103 ) milli seconds = 106 micro seconds
= 10 nano seconds = 1012 pico seconds= 1015 femto seconds=1018 atto seconds]
o
9
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n

Universe, solar system, earth and all living beings born
and die in Everpresent state only.

n

What exists now, before and after the birth of the earth
and thinking brain was present state alone [Everpresent
state].

n

Present state is our original state. It is inherent in us hence
Inherent present state.

n

Only universe has birth and death. Everpresent state is
always present and has neither birth nor death.

Everpresent State

2

THE INHERENT PRESENT STATE
As a Quantum Unit of the 'Everpresent'

M

odern Civilization has driven us into the whirlpool of fast, restless busy
life. We are finding it difficult to keep pace with the demands of our time.
Satisfaction, contentment and peace are eluding us despite material prosperity.
Worry, stress and restlessness are ruling our life. We are forced to accumulate
as much information as possible to meet the challenges of ever changing society.
Hence modern education is focusing more on imbibing in us skills and information
necessary for a profession. Hardly any effort is made to help us understand our
'inherent essence' and potential. We operate only with physical and mental
dimensions of our personality. This has made us to believe that we are 'just our
physical body' and, it has taken deep roots in our mind. Obviously, we are
concentrating more on caring for the needs, desires and well being of the
corporeal structure and system of our physical body rather than understanding
the 'real', inherent essence which is 'solely' responsible for our existence.
Belief in our 'physical body' as the real essence of our personality has
almost trapped us in a mentally created fort of “unreal identity”. As a result
we identify ourselves as 'X', belong to 'Y' country, profess 'A' religion, read the
holy book 'B', worship 'S' etc. And then we indicate towards our physical body
to substantiate our identity. We also liberally use words like 'I', 'Me', 'My', 'Mine',
etc to differentiate ourselves from others.
Of course, it is quite natural that the 'primordial essence' appears in many
physical forms such as plants, trees, animals and human beings although their
source and essence is same. But strangely enough 'mind', the abstract notion
brewed in each brain not only differs but also forces each individual to
differentiate him or her from the other. We all know that it is impossible to find
people who look and think alike one hundred percent. Therefore, majority of
11
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the people do not maintain the awareness of the inherent 'oneness' of their
'essence' and its source. They always think and live as separate individuals
having distinct identity of their own. It is true that a labelled identity is
absolutely necessary in our mundane life as namelessness creates confusion. But
the labelled identity in itself is not real.

1. THE NOTION “I” IS A CULTIVATED 'IMAGE'
Generally we present ourselves to the society with a very vague notion
“I” and use it to assert our 'individuality'. Quite often and casually also, we refer
ourselves with this notion while interacting with others. But many are not aware
of it as one of the few concepts, which have been subjected to serious philosophical,
spiritual and scientific discussion and interpreted variously. It is strange that
people in their routine life hardly evince any interest to understand and identify
it properly. Hence the superficial and faulty understanding of it has caused more
harm to individual and global peace because it is a bottleneck in understanding
our 'present state'. The notion 'I' has stood like a mighty wall between 'Inherent
present state' of individuals.
We have been trained to internalize the notions about our body and mind
as “I” and we are conditioned by education and socialization to focus more on
the gross or manifest dimension of our body, but not on its latent or inherent
part. Hence we hardly care to understand our real inherent essence. We do not
evince interest to know the truth behind this cultivated image and also the
reasons for its dominance in our lives.
An understanding of the real nature, combination and characteristics of
the notion “I” and its depth and dimensions would dispel the ignorance that
has clouded the perception of our inherent 'essence'.

2. DIMENSIONS OF AN INDIVIDUAL
Considering the focus of our socialization and education, it is not surprising
if majority of the people have mistaken their physical body as their real personality
and their 'Inherent present state' itself. Therefore, it is pertinent as well as very
essential to unfold the dimensions of human being in order to realize the
inherent essence. Moreover, people in general and particularly the present
12
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generation need proper education about the universality of their
inherent 'essence'.
Our physical body is only a dimension of our existence and it is only the
abode of our 'Inherent present state'. In reality, we human beings are the
combination of inherited, inherent, and implanted dimensions. Each one of
these dimensions has their own respective characteristics.
PHYSICAL 'I'

EVERPRESENT 'I'

PERCEIVED 'I'

Inherited part of us

Inherent part of us

Implanted part of us

Gross part

Silent part

Quantum part
[thoughts]

Labelled as
Physical body

Labelled as
Inherent present state

Labelled as
Mind

Genetically determined

Everpresent and same
in all human beings

Program and
perception
dependent

Identity is variable

Constant

Variable

It is subjected to
the laws of nature

Beyond the laws of
nature

Subjected to the laws
of nature

Limited

Infinite and
everpresent

Unknown

Past + present

Present only

Present + past

Concrete

Experience itself

Vague

Possible to program

Impossible to program

Totally programmed

Structure, form and
features differ

Same in all

Could be different
depending on the
programming

life

span

Table -1.
A comparison of inherited, inherent and implanted dimensions
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A. BODY:
The Physical Dimension: Physical 'I'
The genetically inherited organic body is the physical dimension of the
inherent 'essence' of our existence. This 'corporal frame' or the gross part' is the
abode of our 'Inherent present state'. Its nature and form is influenced to a great
extent by the quality of our genitor's genes. Hence it is born with some element
of past-certain physico-psychological characteristics of the parents. Its concrete
physical frame is subjected to growth and decay. However, its growth, health,
maturity is subjected to the post-natal nurturing food we consume and the
environment in which we live etc. Human beings appear in innumerable forms.
Therefore we generally label the forms or the corporeal frame with proper
names such as 'X' or 'Y'.
The labelled notion of our personality is the result of 'body centric'
perception of our 'existence'. Generally many of us are not properly educated
about the subtle distinction between the 'form' and the 'state' of existence. Hence
we perceive individuals in terms of their external appearance or form and more
as their essence itself. For example, we focus more on internalizing designs of
gold ornaments but not the nature of gold itself. Similarly we focus more on
our external appearance and that of other beings. We identify “X” and “Y” as
different persons and remember their physical shape. Thus our concentration
on the physical appearance of persons gives birth to the notion 'physical or
corporeal--I' a product of Mind--body nexus. It denotes our perception of the
physical body as gross or tangible dimension of our existence. [see column 1
from Table-1]
There is no need to be baffled by the innumerable physical forms in which
the individuals appear. It is because of genetic and mutation factor and is quite
natural. What is strange is that human 'mind' the abstract notion brewed in each
brain not only differs but also makes each individual being to differentiate
himself or herself from the other being. We all know that it is impossible to find
people who look and think alike one hundred percent. In addition our body,
being the base from which our mind operates, we tend to believe 'mind' and
'physical body' as interwoven and inseparable.
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B. MIND:
The Implanted Dimension: Perceived 'I'
I have conducted several short duration training sessions as a part of
personality development program for the general public. During the interactive
sessions quite a majority of participants admitted their ignorance about the
scientific meaning, nature and origin of 'mind'; while many were found to be
confused. They were under the impression that 'mind' as the inherent element
of our body and; both body and the notion “I” as indivisible and inseparable
units. Perhaps, this ignorance is also a major cause for the chaos and confusion.
Hence it is necessary to clarify the relation between 'body', 'mind' and 'I'. [See
column 3 from Table-1]
Human beings are different from power driven machines for they have
immense ability to think and store the thoughts. It is the thinking ability that
has made them unique in the animal world. Life would be difficult at existential
level without thinking capacity. Despite its merits and demerits, it is an important
dimension of our 'personality'. Our nervous system is like a “Biocomputer”,
where our sensory organs feed different sensory inputs into nervous system.
The processing of sensory information with the already stored and labelled
information along with the socialization happens in our brain. Brain analyses
and produces thought as an output. This flow of thoughts is called mind. Hence
thoughts are “bioelectrical output” of the brain. The family into which we are
born gives us a name, enrolls us into the lineage, caste, linguistic group, state,
nation etc. And further, it trains us to internalize the inculcated labels about our
social affiliation in our brain.
Understanding of a few scientific facts about ourselves would reveal to
us the nature of the Inherent present state. It is a universal truth that we are
born as organisms with genetically inherited bodily traits. All the physical,
socio-cultural characteristics attributed to us and the labels with which we
identify and present ourselves to the society. We are born just as organisms with
a body and a few biologically inherited instincts, appetites, urges and capacities
but without mind as such.
If we remove the labels of caste, creed, religion, region, nationality, name
and fame etc; attached to our body, what is left is the true Inherent present state.
It is a timeless, nameless, casteless, mindless phenomenon, pure and peaceful.
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Table -2
Schematic representation of the way we acquire mind or Perceived 'I'
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Figure-2.
A diagrammatic similarity
between computer and our Mind.
Human nervous system is like a computer and the brain acts as the
central processing unit. It receives all the data fed, analyses, edits and
produces thought as an Output. This flow of thoughts is called mind.
Identity by an individual and world is an acquired phenomenon due to
stored data of name, form and language by our nervous system.
Identification of the world is due to individual's interpretation of a given
data fed by sensory system. Human being is the crown of nature, definitely
superior compared to any other living beings. This superiority is due to
the evolved Brain, which is unique and the most powerful central processing
unit of the bio-computer in the universe and has enormous potential for
the creation of thought and action.
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Our brain, the unparalleled super computer processes all our experiences
according to the stored labels about everything that we come across and
transforms them into bioelectrical output, which is called 'thought' and this flow
of thoughts, we call mind. This component was not at all present in us at the
time of our birth and, it is implanted and acquired. Yet it grows to dominate
all aspects of our life. We are certainly not born with any prefixed socio-cultural
labels on us. Therefore we should always remember that our mind is only an
'acquired/implanted part' of our personality, which is responsible for our
'awakened and dream state'.
Generally we refer our 'self', personality or “I” to our mind- body state
of existence. Besides the recording of gross body appearance it also comprises
notions about our capacities, talents, strength, weaknesses, qualities, possessions,
belongings, opinions, beliefs, values, habits, tastes, preferences etc. These are not
inherent but 'perceived or implanted or cultivated' ideas. We project or express
it in terms of 'my', 'me' and 'mine' etc notions. This is only a 'perceived identity'
or “I”; the 'abstract dimension' of our mundane existence that manifests through
our actions. The notion “I” creates in each individual an awareness of separate
physical and mental 'identity'. It stands like a formidable wall between human
beings projecting a false boundary, although the Inherent present state is same
and universal in all of us.
Unfortunately, most of us stop here as we think that, it is sufficient and
convenient for our mundane life and; we do not bother to probe into the
'inherent' or 'latent dimension' of our existence.

C. PRESENT STATE :
The Inherent Dimension : Everpresent 'I'
Finally, we have an inherent 'essence' dwelling in every cell and tissue of
our body and remains as it is. It is notionally referred here as 'Inherent presentstate' which is a quantum unit of universal, constant and absolute 'Everpresent
state' which is same in every organism. It has no inscribed labels on it and it
is impossible to do so. It is same in every human being irrespective of the
religion, caste, creed, sex, race and region and also of plants and all animals.
It is neither possible to trace and fix its past nor foresee its future, as it has existed
as a unit of 'Everpresent reality'. The best example of this state is our 'deep sleep
18
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state', which is also a 'no-consciousness state'. Is it possible to recollect the
experience of our deep sleep state? We all know that we will have no memory
of the programmed labels during our deep sleep although the physiology and
the anatomy of our body will be performing its functions as for instance
respiration, circulation of blood and other glandular activities. There is no trace
of awareness of the existential world. [See column 2 from Table-1]
The “I” is referred to the absolute Everpresent state of existence and the
fundamental cause of everything. This would be metaphorically called as the
Everpresent I. Logically then every being and human being as a quantum unit
of it. This indeed is the 'inherent-I', which every individual being carries with it.
It is 'latent' as well as 'silent'. Because it is Everpresent, neither it thinks nor carries
the backlog of thoughts along with it. It is an absolute 'no-mind' state.
We are conditioned by education and socialization to focus more on the
gross or manifest dimension of our body, but not on the latent or inherent aspect.
As a result we operate only with physical and mental dimensions of our
personality. Science has endorsed the view that a state of 'existence' need not
express its identity verbally or through thoughts, emotions and feelings.
n

We are born in the present state as quantum unit of the
macrocosmic ‘Everpresent’ and it is the inherent essence
of our existence.

n

All that we have to do is to realize our Inherent present
state with which we are born.

n

We are born with the ‘Inherent present state’ which is
devoid of any innate past information.

n

No ‘mind’ exists in the ‘Inherent present state’ and
therefore it does not try interpretation of the experience
of the physical body. The way we hear, see and feel in
any given moment and; the way we understand and
interpret them are products of perception in the ‘presentstate’ only. But the ‘Inherent-present state’ does not
perceive.
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The left side of the Figure-3 indicates the Everpresent state
Present state alone is what exists hence labelled as Everpresent
state. Our 'Inherent present state' is the quantum unit of the 'Everpresent
state'. It is the “Macrocosm”. It is the source of all that is in this universe.
Everything in this universe is nothing but its quantum units. All forces
of nature, the perception state and even the notion of time is born in
that state.
The right side of the Figure-3 indicates the dimensions of individual.

Body: Physical “I”
The Physical Dimension:
Genetically inherited organic body is the physical dimension. Its
nature and form is influenced to a great extent by the quality of our
genitor's genes.

Mind: Perceived “I”
The Implanted Dimension
This is an implanted or cultivated dimension of our existence.
Experiences fed by our sensory organs and also all labelled information
sent to the brain through the process of socialization determines the
nature of mind. It is responsible for our 'awakened and dream state'.

Present state: Everpresent “I”
The Inherent Dimension
Present state is the source of existence of all that exists. 'Inherent
Present-state' is a quantum unit of constant “Everpresent state”. This
is also referred as 'inherent-I', which every human being carries with
him/her. It is 'silent' and does not belong to any period, zone, religion,
region, lineage or family and it is universal.
In reality, we are the combination of inherited [physical], implanted
[mental] and inherent [silent] dimensions.
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I have tried to elucidate this idea with the help of this Figure.

Figure-3.
A diagrammatic representation of three dimensions of an individual
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It is a well known universal truth that no child is born with any preconceived plans, designs, thoughts and feelings, what so ever. Any child at the
time of birth will have no separate inherent individual 'identity' except 'the
present state', which is same in every being. Soon after birth a steady and a
continuous effort is made to implant and nurture a 'socio-culturally' designed
and programmed 'identity' in the child's brain. This process of socialization and
education in every society is designed in such a way that the child is made to
become 'amnesiac' of its real 'Inherent present state'. Instead it is trained to
develop an emotional attitude towards the implanted 'identity'. The implanted
identity is not true and it is only a label.
EVERPRESENT STATE
1

It is just “Present state” and
it alone exists.

PERCEPTION STATE
1. Both Present and past
is integrated.

2. It has no “Time and Space”
awareness.

2. Has 'Time and space'
awareness.

3. It is Constant.

3. Experiences 'Changes'.

4. Everpresent.

4. Perceives milli seconds to 'Infinity'.

5. Absolute.

5. Dependent.

6. It is an experience by itself not 6. Perception.
the interpreted Experience.
[Experience of 'Universe']
Beyond perceptive experience.
7. Real “I” state without any
dimensions.
[Everpresent state]
[No mind state]
[Beyond label]

7. Perceived “ I ” state with
three dimensions.
[Present state: silent “I”]
[Mind: perception ”I”]
[Body: labelled “I”]

8. Beyond any expression...
No role of language.

8. Perception of all creation,
Maintenance, destruction and
evolution occur in present state only.

Table-3. Two states of our existence
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3
EVERPRESENT
Through the
Prism of Perspectives

H

umanity has reached a situation, which calls for an urgent need to analyze
the nature of the 'Everpresent' scientifically, and, expose the hidden vested
interests behind various interpretations of it. For over many millenniums
humanity has been sufficiently misguided about the existence of the 'Everpresent
primordial cause' of all that is in this universe. Some leaders of various religions,
self-styled God men of innumerable sects, and some egoistic philosophers have
loaded myths, legends, superstitions and blind beliefs into the brains of their
unsuspecting followers. As a result, humanity has been divided on religious and
sectarian basis causing jealousy, hatredness and religious fundamentalism. We
are living under a constant threat of racial, religious and communal holocausts,
the means adopted by fundamentalists, politicians and terrorists.
Today, much hue and cry is being raised about racism, communalism and
fundamentalism all leading to terrorism. We talk of silencing them with bullets.
I think there is no need to blame either the fundamentalists or the terrorists
because they are not properly educated about the 'primordial source' of the
“Everpresent”, which is universally same and also 'inherent' in all, as quantum
unit. I am convinced that ignorance about the 'Everpresent' and our Inherent
present state has severely damaged the essential unity of humanity.
Scientific introspection confirms beyond any doubt the existence of the
'Everpresent', and nothing is possible without it. Hence we are its quantum
units. Science does not permit us to believe and accept without proper verification
and analysis of all that we see, hear, smell and touch. Hence, we shall scientifically
analyze the concept of Everpresent state from different perspectives.
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1. SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE
Could Science Dare Denying The 'Everpresent'?
The questions, how and why happened to be the beginning of all and,
what is the source of all and, how is it, have defied our efforts in offering
demonstrably accurate and conclusive answers over a millennium. After
exhausting all the known 'dialectics' (art of investigating the truth) philosophers
and physicists, scientists and seers of all faiths and creed across the globe seem
to be burying unwanted differences of viewpoints regarding the nature of the
'absolute ultimate reality'.
The 'Everpresent state' has no cause or point of origin nor a point of
extinction. It continues to exist forever. Birth of the universe and the source of
existence of all that it contains and the activities of various forces of Nature on
the one hand, sensory experiences like seeing, hearing, smelling and their
interpretation on the other happens in 'present state' only. Some day planets and
their species may disappear, but the 'Everpresent' continues. It can exist from
fraction of Atto second to infinity.
Our belief about the perception of universe is not real. Because the primordial
Everpresent exists from fraction of atto seconds. Our eyes and brain together are
incapable of perceiving not only in atto, femto, pico seconds but also in nano or
micro seconds. What really exists in these seconds is Quantum essence which is
not perceived but whole universe is made of.
We see a static film at a particular moment while watching a movie, but what
we perceive is movie or a motion picture. It is certainly an illusion. Similarly
unitized reel of Inherent present state is a static reality. But the way we perceive
is universe. The way we perceive the world around us is nothing but the projection
of past, where as the present will be always static which is our Everpresent state.
It is scientifically established that ninety-nine point nine nine nine......
(99.9999999) percent of all that we see and believe, as concrete matter is nothing
but empty space. All our description and explanation of reality are temporary
hypotheses. Quantum physics seems to be endorsing the idea that our notion
of reality and our experience of it is an image of reality created in the mind only.
This does not mean that the source of our perceived reality does not exist. It
does exist always but not the way we perceive it.
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2. RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVE
Ultimate Climax
Distortion of the concept of religion as well as the preaching of prophets,
and the misinterpretation of religious and philosophical works are all fatal
blunders committed by us. Projecting religion and science as antithesis to one
another is yet another blunder that not only damaged our understanding of
reality, but also created more confusion instead of clarity. Scientific analysis and
a comparative study of religious and philosophical doctrines and the philosophy
of science reveals that 'they are not opposed to each other' as we have understood
them to be. We are really fortunate that there is greater convergence of science
and Philosophy in exploring the 'Absolute'. A careful analysis of religious
scriptures reveals that there is significant unanimity in the views among a
majority of the prophets and seers about the 'nature of the absolute'. It is
important to note that they have refused to describe the 'absolute' as something
which having 'concrete entity'. They have not attributed any qualities to it. They
have neither traced its origin nor prophesied its end. All of them have maintained
that it is everpresent only. Their description of the 'Everpresent absolute' and
the 'reality of the matter' conform to the findings of Quantum Physics and the
theories of mathematics. In a way Science is endorsing the views of the seers
about the nature of 'matter' and 'the absolute'.
Look at the way it has been described in the holy books of various religions.
Hinduism has described it as 'non-dual' / Samadhi (equal to root) state meaning
that it is 'one' absolute and Everpresent. The word “Samadhi” literally means
a state equal to the root of its origin. Since the 'Everpresent' is the root of all
in the universe, factually and logically it is true that all that is in this universe,
all beings inherently carry with them a 'unit' of the cosmic essence. According
to Advaitha philosophy the “Everpresent” is not “two or more”. It is the
irrefutable 'one' only and does not have dual existence. Christianity looks at
it as Christ consciousness/spirit. Islam is totally clear in this regard and has
emphatically rejected any notion about the 'form' and 'shape' of the absolute and
simply called it 'Allah'. Infact prophet Mohammed [let peace be on him] refused
to preserve his individual identity in any form.
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3. RELATIVISTIC PERSPECTIVE
Uncertainty Galore
Science for a very long time, asserts boldly that facts are factual and
accurate and predictions based upon them are always true. Today, there is a
significant change in the tone of scientists. They speak more in terms of hypotheses
and probabilities rather than grand theories. Quantum mechanics and more
particularly the theory of relativity has made us look beyond the 'matter' to
grasp reality.
For a long time both religion and philosophy have made tall claims
regarding the mystery shrouding the nature of the universe and its contents.
Unfortunately, both created more controversy and confusion instead of
establishing truth scientifically. Worst part of it is both have ended up in the
mushrooming of several religions, creeds, sects, schools, each claiming the
sayings of their masters as the most infallible truth. I am pained to say here that
messing up of religion and philosophy has inculcated dogmatism and fanatism
instead of helping us realize the inherent oneness. Here are a few cases of
unsolved doubts by science, religion and philosophy.
Science has not as yet demonstrably established the causal antecedents of
the universe. We do not as yet know for certain that it was big bang or
oscillation as the cause of the universe.

l

So far we do not have any factual knowledge about the pre-universe age.

l

Despite extraordinary efforts for centuries in physics and chemistry the
vital principle of gravity is uncertain.

l

So far we do not know the exact number of stars, planets, galaxies and
other space bodies and also their size, form and content.

l

l

The boundary of the space is uncertain.

l

Quantum mechanics is probable and uncertain.
Only Everpresent alone is certain constant, absolute and reachable.

My intention here is not to refute or denounce science or religion. But I
only emphasise that science dare not refute the certainty of the Everpresent.
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4. TIME PERSPECTIVE
Time A Conditioned Unitized Thought
Social and cultural life of people consists of myths, legends and fairytale
knowledge about the universe such as the origin and the longevity of the
universe, earth and other planets. Majority of the people are not aware of basic
scientific facts about the origin and longevity of these phenomena. As a result
majority of us have developed a wrong notion about these aspects. Let us ask
ourselves a few simple questions.
l

What existed before the universe?

l

How and when did the universe come into existence?

l

When did Milky Way, solar system, earth and the organic life come in
to existence?

l

How long will they exist?

l

How and when was the notion of time conceived?

l

What will exist after the exit of the universe?

l

l

Is the notion of time a reality or does it exist in any concrete form? Is there
any factual basis for it?
Does time cease to exist after the disappearance of universe? And so on.
If we understand the Everpresent state on the other hand in comparison
to time,

Ø

So far nobody knows for certain what existed prior to the universe. However,
whatever that caused this universe has been labelled as the 'universal
Everpresent state', which is 'real, constant and absolute'.

Ø

Probably it may not be possible to calculate the date of its origin.

Ø

It is not bound by 'time'; and no one knows about its past, present or the
future. It is always 'constant' and is 'existing' and continues to 'exist for
ever in the present state'.
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Several scholars and scientists have made efforts to trace the beginning
of the universe and its components in vain. It is difficult to estimate their
longevity and the time of their exit.

Ø

The notion of 'time' is recent. Man learnt to calculate it only a few thousand
years ago'.

The Notion of Time
The foregoing inferences could be validated if we examine the very notion
of 'time' scientifically. Scientific understanding of the notion of time and its
origin would help us realize the 'absolute Everpresent'. Many of us are ignorant
of the meaning and nature of the idea of time. The notion of 'time' is conceived
in terms of 'present' 'past' and 'future'. It has been scientifically established that
'Time' is only an abstract 'unitized' notion produced by our mind. It is used as
a method of thinking, which shows the movement of our thoughts. It is relative
and not reality. It is invariably used as a tool in the scientific analysis of matter.
We have programmed our brain to understand events and phenomena in a

Present state alone exists
Ú
Series of it becomes fraction of second to minutes, hours to days
Years to centuries and million to billion years
Ú
Perceiving and programming happens in the present state
Ú
Labelling [files] and memory are stored in the brain
Ú
Mind [interpretation from brain]
Ú
Experience of life
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particular time frame. We speak of minutes, hours and years and also of past,
present and future. We arrange our experience, perception and understanding
in time sequence. The life span of everything and all beings is measured and
fixed in terms of 'time'. We have imprisoned ourselves in the time frame. We
have become incapable of looking beyond 'time frame'.
The notion of 'time' is only a few thousand years old. In fact we learnt the
method of calculating it only a few thousand years ago. Universe existed billions
of years earlier, in the infinite 'Timeless zones' but humankind has evolved about
only a one hundred thousand years ago. Therefore our 'Inherent present state'
is ageless. The notion of 'time' is an abstract construct of perception.
It should be remembered that 'time' refers to movement of thought. It is
the product of thought born out of the perception of the past. We believe in
past, present and future, but forget the fact that they are only points in the
series of constant 'Everpresent'. We are not aware of the time-less permanent
state of 'universal Everpresent', which is the cause and witness to all that has
been happening in the immeasurable and unimaginable history of this universe.
For the purpose of clarity I have tried to illustrate the above view with a
graphical presentation [see Figure-4 and flow chart-2 time a big notion].
n

Time is a big notion, Born out of the thinking brain.

n

Time is born and dies in Everpresent state.

n

‘Time’ is only an ‘unitized’ notion produced by our mind.

n

It is used only as a method of thinking which shows the
movement of our thoughts. It is relative and not a reality.

n

Perception is always due to the integration of past with
the present.

n

Perception in a given ‘time frame’ is life. Hence, life in any
given moment of time is perception.
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TIME
A BIG NOTION
THE LEFT SIDE OF THE FIGURE-4
Indicates the existence of the absolute, omniscient, macrocosmic
and infinite 'Everpresent'. It continues to exist in the same 'presentstate only. There is no past or future for it. There is only “end-nil”
present. It is a state without any 'fixed time frame'.

THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE FIGURE-4
Indicates all that has happened in the universe during the last
16 billion years. Labelled perception (i.e. giving a label to the
experiences of the sensory organs) began with the evolution of human
brain and more particularly after the development of language. The
notion of time is hardly eight to ten thousand years old. It is only
a “notion”, a product of perception. Hence, it is neither absolute nor
accurate; it is relative as it varies from place to place. It would
disappear with the exit of the perceiver. Our inherent essence is the
'quantum unit' of the 'Everpresent' will be present forever like its
primordial source.
Everpresent exists from fraction of atto second. Our eyes and
brain together are incapable of perceiving not only in atto seconds
but also in femto, pico, nano and micro seconds. What really exists
in Atto, Femto, Pico, Nano and Micro seconds is not observed because
observer needs hundreds of milli seconds to perceive and interpret.
The way we perceive the world around is similar to our
experience of watching a motion picture which has been explained
earlier. Infact we fail to perceive our Inherent present state without
unitizing it. Unitization gives the feeling of movement, whereas the
reality is static. This we could realize when once we give up
unitization of our perception.
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Figure-4.
Diagrammatic representation of birth and death of time
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Chart-2.
Time, a Big Notion
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5. ENLIGHTENMENT PERSPECTIVE
A 'Blissful Absolute State'
We are fortunate enough to inherit the wisdom of innumerable 'enlightened
beings' across the globe. Their invaluable wisdom will certainly help us know
the 'great truth'. It is generally understood as the realization of the absolute
truth about our 'Inherent present state' as well as 'its source'. It also refers to
the 'state of non-dual existence' that one attains after discovering the essence
of the 'Everpresent' inherent in him/her. Many of the 'enlightened' prophets,
seers and also the inspired teachers over the ages have also been consistently
maintaining that:
l

The universe and its occupants are not out of 'nothingness',

l

Everything in this universe has only one 'source' which

l

l

a)

is permanent and has no duality,

b)

has no fixed boundary,

c)

is not affected by anything,

d)

is everywhere and in everything and in everybody,

e)

can neither be divided nor destroyed,

f)

is difficult to describe and it is infinite. 'Everpresent state' which
alone is 'real' and, no other source for the existence is possible,

It is just the 'present state' devoid of name, form, mind, miseries, desire,
demands and death,
It is a 'blissful absolute state'.

The enlightened have advised us to introspect and realize the truth for
ourselves. They have revealed to us that each one of us is the quantum unit of
the absolute Everpresent'. Indeed we are born in such an inherent Everpresent
state, which is immortal and again we merge ourselves in it, when our bodies
cease their functioning (death). Individuals are born and die, but the 'Everpresent
state' of which they are a part, remains forever. There is no “predetermined
state” for an individual either in the birth or death. We face the problem of
questions (determined state) only between birth and death. However, our
questions disappear as our perceptions are dropped, which implies merging
ourselves with the Everpresent.
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6. UNCERTAINTY PERSPECTIVE
Bundle of Doubts
Let us examine the nature of the 'Everpresent' from this perspective. We
have a bundle of beliefs about so many aspects of our life with the world around
us in our mind. We also believe some of them as real and certain. However the
truth is totally different. We do not as yet have factual, scientifically demonstrable
exact answers for all our questions about everything in the world. Advancement
in Physics and other sciences does not seem to have found exact answers to some
of the following questions.
l

What existed before universe?

l

How and why the universe was born/evolved/created? Due to big bang?

l

Uncertainity in quantum physics about observable and observed.

l

What is the length, breadth, depth and the circumference of the universe?

l

What is the exact number of stars, planets and galaxies?
What exactly is the principle of gravity? And there are many such
innumerable questions, which are yet to be answered with infallible proof.

l

Let the doubts and questions be as they are till we find out the absolute
truth. But it is impossible to deny the scientific fact, a tenet that nothing could
be created or destroyed and nothing comes out of nothing. Then it is both
scientifically and logically concluded; no matter by what name we call the cause
of the universe there must be a source of its origin. It does not matter if we
simply call it 'Everpresent' as it alone will continue to exist even if everything
in this universe disappears. No importance need be given for the name as it is
beyond any label.
We will get the same result if we examine the nature of our 'Inherent
present state' and its source 'Everpresent' through introspection. I have discussed
the process of 'introspection' and its outcome in detail in the next section. It is
based on my personal experience as my father who was an enlightened person
inducted me to this technique at a very early age in my life.
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7. GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
We Are All One
We shall now examine the 'reality' about the “Everpresent state” and also
our 'Inherent present state' from the global perspective. The rationale behind
this perspective reemphasizes the infallible fact that our inherent essence is 'one'
only.
l

l

Excepting external appearance, physiology, anatomy, chemistry of all human
beings over the globe is same
The internal mechanism and the processes of the functioning of our body
is the same

l

The inherent essence, which I have been emphasizing, is same.

l

The notion of time and space for all of us is same.

l

All beings and all things at all places in the world are manifestations of
the never changing 'Everpresent state' only. There are many such
innumerable universally valid scientific facts which irrefutably emphasize
the 'sameness' or the 'oneness' or the 'universality' of the 'absolute'.
In the above backdrop, we shall once again question ourselves.

l

l

l

l

Does the nature of the 'Everpresent' differ from place to place and time
to time?
Do we need so many religions, innumerable Gods and Goddesses,
philosophies and spiritual Gurus to understand the nature of our 'Inherent
present state' and its source?
Is it impossible to come out of the trap laid by the programmed religious,
racial and parochial mindset and dissolve all the differences and prejudices?
Is accepting scientific truths about our 'present state' not a wiser and saner
attitude?

I feel that we should accept truth without hesitation. In fact the holy New
Testament assures us that we shall know the truth, as it shall make us free. It
will free us from our own fortress of the perceived labels. 'Everpresent' is
scientific and experiential. No myths or legends; no rites and rituals; no gospel
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and Godmen are required to practice it. The entire humanity can accept it as
one 'Universal Reality'. There is no necessity of religious or theological training
to understand and practice it. When once humanity realizes the universal oneness
of the inherent essence, the psychological walls that have divided will collapse.
Division and mutual distrust will disappear.
Our mind is filled with all irrelevant and dangerous beliefs. I hope that
the above perspectives would certainly enlighten us about the true and universal
nature of our 'Inherent present state'. An awareness of this truth should drive
away all unfounded beliefs, superstitions, and fossilized dogmas, fanaticism and
religious bigotry from our mind. This will irrefutably bring peace to us
individually as well as to the whole Globe. How and why we forgot this simple
truth is the next question we confront now.
o
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n

Every child on this earth is born with Inherent present
state only and do not have separate inherent individual
‘identity’ at the time of birth.

n

“Inherent present state” is silent part of us and it is
Universal.

n

Tell the world we are “universal human beings”

n

We only experience present perception or we interpret
a experience in the present state by using past informaion
fed into our brain.

n

We are one. When we realize our ‘Inherent present state’
scientifically by erasing conditioned perception state
installed in us.
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Part - 2

Individual Peace

4

Perception of Universe
and its consequences

5

Introspection

6

Be in Present
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4

PERCEPTION OF THE UNIVERSE
Labelled the Imperceptible Reality

B

ible emphatically asserts that 'truth is great, mighty and above all things'.
Perhaps the preceding section seems to have succeeded in revealing truths
about the 'Everpresent' as the fountainhead of the universe and all that constitutes
it. Of course, what else could be the primordial cause for the birth of humanity
and all that surrounds us? Viewing from various perspectives there is no other
way of explaining the origin of the universe and its inhabitants. Everything is
a product of the 'Everpresent' with the 'Inherent present state'. Human beings
are not an exception to this universal law. Hence, we have the same 'Inherent
present state' in us. Even to this day every child is born with such a state only,
which psychologists have called it as “tabula rasa”- a state devoid of any innate
past information. There is no past or future for our 'Inherent present state'. The
inherent essence or the 'ground state' is just the 'present state', which appears
to be as though it is just 'empty and clear'.
It is well known that the contents of the universe are same. There is no
difference in sun, moon, stars and other outer space bodies. The essence of
rivers, seas, lakes, hills and mountains are same except for some difference in
their size, shape and external features. This is also true of plants, trees and
animals. It is equally true in the case of human beings also. Our eyes and other
sensory organs interact with beings, plants, trees, matters etc, around us and
feed the raw experiences to the brain. By and large the mechanism of furnishing
experiences, ideas and information is same in all human beings irrespective of
region, religion and culture. This is same and uniform.
However, we do not perceive ourselves and all that surrounds us and, all
that we experience in the form presented to us. Instead we have named each
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and everything in it. Further the way of grasping, interpreting and understanding
the experiences will not be same among the people belonging to different
religion, region and culture. We do not perceive the world as the Nature has
presented to us or at least as it appears. Instead we label everything; all animals,
matters, sensations of our body and all happenings around us. An Arab or a
Hindu for example perceive the symbol Cross as plus or logo of Red Cross
Society and it might not evoke any religious feelings or sentiments; they might
not attempt to read more meaning in it. Whereas the way a Christian perceives
it is completely different. There is doubt in the way the eyes of Hindu, Arab
and Christian have grasped the symbol Cross is same; but the way it has been
processed by their brains is different. Why is this difference in perception?
The uniqueness of our perception is that we have labelled everything,
which has not only acquired cultural character and specific meanings but also
emotionality. This has made us to insulate ourselves and live in a perceived
world of ideas, names and labels as our brain have been filled with these
perceptions to the brim. Logically, this difference in perception make us ponder
over few questions like why people belonging to different physical, social and
cultural background perceive the world differently irrespective of the sameness
in reality? Who coined the labels? From where did these ideas come? Who
produced these ideas? And what is the scientific basis of labels? What are their
positive and negative effects on the human society?
Perception is a process of understanding and internalizing the external
world with the help of one's experience produced by one's sensory organs. All
organisms experience, identify and comprehend the external world through
'Perception' only. Sensory organs are the conduits through which experience is
fed to the brain. The central processing system in the brain will sort out the given
raw experience and interpret the same with the help of already programmed
labels. We experience this in the form of thoughts. Thus thoughts are released
(output of brain) which otherwise is called 'mind'. Programming of our brain
in advance is done during the course of our socialization and education. From
the above point of view, it may be said that the process of transforming 'unlabelled
experience' to 'labelled category' would give rise to mind.
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I) IS OUR PERCEPTION OF THE WORLD REAL?
An Understanding through Experience Only
We internalize our experiences of the external world through a number
of labels coined by the society into which we are born. In fact it is not possible
to count the number of ideas the human brain has produced so far. Perhaps
Dictionaries and Encyclopedias would not be enough to document them at all.
As we internalize them, we get the experience of these to constitute perceptions
of people in the society. It is a fact that we do not perceive any given experience
(an object, any motion or a situation) in their 'pure form'. Instead we perceive
and internalize the way they are labelled and programmed in our brain. Because,
our cognition is influenced by the ideas that are already programmed in our
brains. We do not perceive a fellow human being as a human being only. Instead
we perceive him as some one belonging to a race, religion, region and caste;
likewise doctor, lawyer, teacher are all our perceptions of persons and situations.
In this way, the programmed perception would mislead us and make us blind
to the truth and separate us from our fellow beings though the 'inherent essence'
is same.

II) ORIGIN OF PERCEPTION: MIND STATE
Scientific understanding of the origin of the perception and the subsequent
naming of everything and every experience through 'perception' will be a
significant step in the direction of knowing the true nature of reality and also
the reasons for labelling it. It will also reveal the truth behind our masked
identity. I have made a modest attempt here to present my analysis.
[See Figure-5 and 6].

n

Interaction between brain and sensory organs is very
essential to perceive the external world.

n

During the course of our life we interact with the social
and physical environment with which we come into
contact with the help of our sensory organs.
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Please look at the Figure-5
l

l

l

l

l

l

l
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The left side is designed to indicate the timeless, infinite
'Everpresent state' the primordial source and base for all that
has been happening as described earlier. It is to be noted that
it will continue to do so, regardless of the happenings.
The right side indicates the sequential processes of causal
antecedents to birth and death of 'Mind-World' or the
'perception state'
Scientists have tentatively estimated the age of universe as 16
billion years, Sun : 4.6 billion, earth : 4 billion, living beings:
3.5 million and human like species around 100 thousand years
ago. However, it is noted that each 'moment' is a series of
'present state' only. Because, a moment as such is without any
thought; we only interpret from the past moment, in the 'present
state'.
Since interaction between brain and sensory organs is very
essential to perceive the external world; logically and also
scientifically speaking 'unlabelled perception' would have
begun only with the birth of living beings.
Plants and other innumerable animals could not go beyond
experiencing and perceiving the environment around them.
But human beings are the only species who can produce
language and script to label their perception with meaning.
Organisms began their life on earth by experiencing an
'Unlabelled World'.
Once earth ages all living beings end their existence and end
of the perception. Present state alone continues.

Everpresent State

Figure-5.
A diagrammatic representation of birth and death of Perception state
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PRESENT
SCENARIO PERCEPTION
Left side of the Figure-6 indicates the absolute, infinite,
no-mind 'Everpresent state'
The right side of the Figure shows the series of events before
the birth of human beings. Plants and other innumerable animals
could not go beyond experiencing and perceiving the environment
around them. But human beings are the only species who could
produce language and script to label their perception with meaning.
Later humanity went on transferring the labelled experiences and
ideas to its successive generation through socialization, education
and indoctrination. Humanity over the years has preserved labels
through written documents and also oral tradition and memory.
REALITY DEFIES PERCEPTION
Our belief that we perceive universe is really not real. Because
the primordial Everpresent exists from fraction of atto second. Our
eyes and brain together are incapable of perceiving not only in atto
seconds [1018 ] but also in femto, pico, nano or micro seconds. What
really exists in atto, femto, pico, nano, microseconds is Quantum
essence which is unlabelled because labeller or perceiver needs
hundreds of milliseconds to perceive and interpret. But in reality
whole universe is made out of this quantum essence.
While watching a movie we see only a static film at a particular
moment but what we perceive is movement or motion picture. It
is certainly an illusion. Similarly unitized reel of Inherent present
state is a static reality. But the way we perceive is universe. Present
state will be always static which is our Everpresent state.
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Figure-6
Sequences of events responsible for present scenario perception
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As revealed from the above analysis perception of the world seems to have
begun with the birth of organisms and subsequent development of brain in
them. Biological theories of evolution have revealed to us that the capacity of
human brain is more when compared with other animals. The predecessors of
human beings could not label and record their perception as they lacked the
faculty of language.
The nature and process of 'perception' became wider, complex and
comprehensive as the organisms went on acquiring additional sensory organs
and corresponding improvement in the size and capacity of the brain due to
the unending evolutionary process. These organic developments improved their
ability to experience and perceive the world. We should know that the nature
of perception is different in different order of animals because of the varying
capacity of their brains and the sensory organs they possess. For instance,
snakes are not able to hear while owls are blind during the daytime. Some
animals particularly dogs are very sensitive to smell only. Therefore, majority
of the lower order animals perceive and react to their environment impulsively
as they lack culture and language to label their perception and transfer them
to their next generation.
We live in a world of perceived ideas. Our brain has been filled with
names and labels. Generally we understand and interpret all that we see, hear,
feel and other experiences of any given moment due to the memory of the past
or previously programmed information in our brain. However, it is to be noted
that even the 'unlabelled perception of the present' has begun in the 'present
state' only. It is a matter of common sense that verbalization and internalization
of the external world is possible with the help of the brain only. There is no
scientifically verifiable instance of a rock ever thinking or expressing its experience
in any form. According to available evidence, it is only human beings who can
document their experience. Hence, our analysis that perceived and labelled
world began only after the origin of human species is both logically and
scientifically tenable. But, the 'Everpresent state' continues in its 'ever-perceptionless state' only.

III ) BIRTH OF LABELS
The nature and process of perception is different in human beings. We
are gifted with five sensory organs and a highly evolved brain. Further, humans
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have been successful in converting sounds produced by their vocal chords into
abstract symbols and have systematized them, which has resulted in language.
Later on the human beings have used this language to coin innumerable labels
to name every object, place, person or a phenomenon and also all their experiences,
both abstract and cognitive.
The term label as used here refers to a name, which indeed is an abstract
“idea” of the persons, places, animals, experience and object to which it is fixed.
This is not done casually. Instead everything is labelled, capsulating in it certain
cultural components such as, meaning, believes, values and utility of the item.
Each society labels it according to its language and culture as they are very
essential to identify and grasp the external world. Human beings have constantly
been transferring the labelled experiences and ideas to its successive generation
through socialization, education and indoctrination. Over the years the labels
have been preserved through and passed on to their siblings by documenting
and also by oral tradition and memory. Now perhaps, it is impossible to carry
on our mundane life without them.
However, we should remember the truth that; perceptionless (no-mind)
Everpresent state alone existed from preuniverse era to the origin of living
beings.
l

l

l

l

Programming of our brain with previously labelled information begins
after the birth in 'present state' only.
We attribute meaning to all that we see, hear, smell and feel by using past
labels.
We interpret our experience in any present moment by recalling the
programmed memory.
No 'mind' exists in the 'Present state' and therefore it does not try
interpretation of the experience of the physical body.
n

All labelled notions we have about the world and ourselves
are the products of perception only.
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IV) PERCEPTION:
The Process of Misconception and Misunderstanding
The way we perceive the external world is influenced by the physical and
physiological status of our body and brain and also factors like language, culture,
education etc. It is to be noted again that language, culture etc are not inherent
in us at the time of our birth. They are not genetically transferred and it is not
possible to do so also. Our socializers (parents, family members, teachers and
others around us) start loading labelled information into our brains rather
indirectly from our pre-natal phase itself. And later during the post-natal period,
the family, educational institutions and the larger community around us would
subject us to a rigorous social training and education. This training is called
socialization, which is aimed to imbibe in us social qualities and capacities that
are very essential to lead a normal social life. Incidentally, language, religious
belief, nationalism, patriotism and other socio-cultural habits, and other
information, skills and other requirements for our social roles are inculcated in
us. In this process we not only internalize the name, the caste, the religious, the
linguistic, the regional labels about us but also about other beings and matter
in our surrounding.
Let us understand the way religious symbols are perceived. Soon after a
child is born, its sensory organs begin to carry the 'unlabelled experiences' to
the brain. However, infants are not capable to understand, interpret and perceive
the experiences on their own and communicate the same to the others. They
need programming through socialization and education to do so. And their
brain also takes some time to internalize labels about the external world.
Consequently it is not only we, but also the society would begin to identify
people with a name, religion, caste, and linguistic group etc; but such a perception
cannot be real. We only experience present perception or we interpret an
experience in the present state by using past information fed into our brain. The
way we hear, see, and feel in any given moment and; the way we understand
and interpret them are products of perception in the 'present state' only. But the
'Inherent-present state' does not hear or see. All ideas such as 'I', 'Me' and 'You'
and; the notion of time and its past, present and future dimensions are perceived
in present perception state only. There is nothing like past and future
[See Table-4].
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Table-4.
The Perceived world,
a product of Present state + programmed past
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V) PRE-CODED PERCEPTION CREATES UNREAL IDENTITY
We perceive and also internalize the pre-defined, pre-coded labelled data
about a complex social and physical environment during the course of our life.
This process imprints the above referred labels in such a way that we find it
difficult to erase them. Therefore we fail to perceive our identity and the reality
about the world around us in their 'pure form'. Social and educational systems
across the world hardly evince any care to stimulate the awareness of the
'Inherent present state' with which we come to this world. On the contrary
emphasis is laid more on storing labelled information in our brain. In fact it may
not be surprising that a vast majority of us are unaware of our 'Inherent present
state'.

Labels are neither real nor permanent
It is to be noted that even the 'unlabelled perception' of the 'Everpresent'
has begun in the 'present state' only, while it continues in its
'ever-perceptionless state'.

l

Scientists have predicted that sun, moon, earth, other planets and all that
is on this earth are not permanent occupants.

l

When once sun, moon, planets recede into the 'black hole' all plants,
animals including human beings also disappear from the scene.

l

Obviously then there will be no 'brain' to produce perception.

l

Thus perception dies with the perceptor because,
l

There would be no one to think and release thoughts.

l

There would be no questions as there will be none to question.
There would be no religion, region, caste, language; nation etc as there will
be none to profess them.

l

Absolute, infinite 'Everpresent state' alone continues to exist.
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VI) OUR 'PRESENT STATE' A QUANTUM UNIT OF 'EVER- PRESENT':
A 'Microcosm' of the 'Macrocosm'
The fact that every human being is socially and mentally, a blank organism
at the time of birth has been scientifically established. All the labels with which
we identify and present ourselves in a society and the way the society identifies
us are imaginary 'Labels' derived from caste, family, lineage, religion and region.
These images are unreal. Our true 'Inherent present state' is a quantum unit of
the timeless, nameless, casteless, stateless, mindless universal Everpresent state.
It is pure and peaceful; it reveals itself to us when we come out of the labels,
attached to our physical self. It is a state devoid of greed, avarice, pain or
pleasure, fear, jealousy, hatred, knowledge of the past, or any anxiety about
future. It is a state focused on the present moment only. A scientific awareness
of this truth itself is the realization of the 'Present state' inherent in us.
Unfortunately, our socialization and education system is not helping us
to penetrate in to the chaotic cloud formed by language in grasping reality. Often
we also find it difficult to come out of the trap. Table-4 would have facilitated
to understand the way our brain is programmed. Let us remember that whatever
we perceive so many things and ideas are all in the 'Present state'.

VII) AMNESIA DUE TO MISCONCEIVED IDENTITY
Generally, we are hardly educated about or we do not care to kindle and
keep alive the awareness of the 'state of our Inherent present state' with which
we are born. In fact as stated above we are rather made to forget it. The way
we are prepared for life and, the way we lead it is only a process of forgetting
the nature of our individual 'Inherent present state' and of its original source.
As a result of it we have conceived our 'essence' as 'I' am 'A', born on 'XYZ' date
at a place called 'C' that belongs to a region called 'D', which is in state 'E' and
country 'F'. And we also identify ourselves as belonging to the lineage 'G' that
comes under 'H' caste and; I profess 'J' religion etc. And moreover, we have
developed emotional attachment towards these notions without caring to check
the facts about them. We have internalized these notional labels in such a way
that we are not ready to accept the truth. In other words we have imprisoned
ourselves in the 'body-time-space nexus', the labels which are familiar to
every one.
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All of us in one way or the other are the victims of implantation of a
distorted identity of ourselves and the world around us in our brain. This grave
mistake has led to the loss of the most invaluable memory of our true individual
Inherent present state. A casual study and observation of the values we are
cherishing, the type of materials, power, position and pleasure; the lifestyle we
are chasing would certainly made us forget the state of bliss, which is inherent
in all of us. On the contrary we are groping for material happiness through
external sources, which are eventually causing chaos at individual, national and
global levels.
Apart from the above, we seem to have failed to understand and create
the meaning and goal of life properly and also the reality about all that surrounds
us in our environment. Worst still, we have been indulging in creating a bunch
of false desires, pleasure, prestige, and wants etc, which have already made us
crazy.

VIII) REASONS FOR MISCONCEPTION
Reasons are many and quite obvious. Generally, we do not look at the
world and ourselves objectively. Neither do we perceive it as it appears. We
always perceive the world with the help of words imputed with (inserting)
already programmed meaning. I do not say that we have deliberately developed
and installed a mistaken identity of ourselves in our brain. I have been
emphasizing that, the way we have been socialized to perceive, identify and
interpret all and ourselves as the main reason for the state of our 'Amnesia'
which has led to forgetting our 'Inherent present state', consequent to
misconception of everything in the world. Therefore it is better to understand
the meaning and process of 'perception' as the first step to know the truth of
the labelled world and our personality.

IX) CONSEQUENCES OF IDENTITY MISCONCEPTION
The consequence of the misdirected and narrowly conceived socialization
and education is the 'loss of the awareness of the inherent essence of our 'present
state' and its source the Everpresent “macrocosm”. The loss of awareness of our
true 'Inherent present state' is proving very costly to the humankind. It has
made us:
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l

l

l

Identify ourselves with our named body or the elusive mind and
differentiate ourselves from our fellow human beings.
Develop egocentric values and desires.
Believe and assimilate and identify ourselves with caste, religion, language,
nation related and several other labels programmed into our brain and
cultivate illusory sentiments, fanatism and dogmatism about them.

l

Petty, selfish, mean and narrow minded.

l

Made us ignorant of the universality of our true 'Inherent present state'.

l

Believe our life as short and time-bound and concentrate more on satisfying
the desires and urges of our body, some of which are unhealthy,
unreasonable and sensual that does not give us real happiness.

All this has made us nurture a strong misconception that prevents us from
becoming 'universal human beings'. We have become incapable of treating our
fellow beings as 'reflections of ourselves'. It has made us deaf to the feelings
of our fellow beings. Otherwise how else could we explain the tendency in us
to differentiate ourselves from our parents, brothers and sisters; what to say of
humanity! Why have we taken this 'self-identity' seriously?

n

AT BIRTH
No Mind! No Religion! No Culture! No Caste ! We are
‘physical body’ in the Inherent present state.

n

We are universal human beings because universal
essence is inherent in us. Only we need to realize.

n

During the process of socialization, our family and the wider
society stick all sorts of labels which are not at all real and
they are labels only. In the course of social training, hardly
any care is taken of the original “Inherent present state”
with which a child comes to this world. In fact it may not
be wrong to say that the awareness of our “Inherent present
state” is erased in a vast majority of us.
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X) IS THERE A WAY OUT?
Apparently it sounds like a million dollar question and may also appear
like an impossible task to come out of this situation. Many would even say that
our lives are pre-determined and mortal human beings cannot change their
course. This is only a pessimistic attitude born out of the philosophy of escapism.
Realizing peace in our life and contributing for the larger world peace is certainly
not an unattainable goal. We need not have to search for peace elsewhere. We
need not have to wait for a Messiah nor is there a necessity of one to help us
transform this globe into a garden of peace and happiness. We need not undertake
a pilgrimage or resort to complex religious exercise. We neither have to spend
any money or undergo any hardships to achieve this most important goal. You
may be surprised to know that we are born with an infinite state of peace, which
is being masked in most of us due to improper socialization and education. And
several socio-cultural factors prevent us from seeking the awareness of our
inherent essence. Yet all that we need now is only a sincere effort and a firm
will to realize and endure it.
How to discover “the state of peace and equilibrium'' is the crucial question
that we obviously encounter now. I think it is very easy. There is no need to
perform any religious rituals; or lead an ascetic way; or to wander about in the
forest; live in caves or read scores of books on religion and philosophy. Neither
one need starve and subject his/her body for rigorous physical exercises in
order to subdue the dominance of the body. Scientific realization of Inherent
present state and Everpresent state as well as realizing peace and harmony
within us and at the same time striving for achieving global peace involves
simple procedures and processes. We shall discuss them now.
o
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n

Process of socialization and education in every society is
designed in such a way that the child is made to become
‘amnesiac of its real ‘Inherent present state’ and later develop
an emotional attitude towards the implanted ‘identity’.

n

It is unfortunate that the fact we are born with an inherent
state of peace, is being masked in most of us due to
improper socialization and education.

Everpresent State

5
INTROSPECTION
Gateway to our
“Inherent present state”

L

et us start with a story of a fish and its ignorant quest for water. Once a
fish in search of water, wandered with great zeal in the ocean. During
its wanderings it met fishes of all colors and variety and also octopus, dolphins,
sharks, whales, turtles and so on. One fine day after exhaustion, it realized and
said to itself “I am in the water only and the essence of my being itself is due
to water! And my existence itself is through water! Water is in me and I am
in water! And it is true of other creatures in the ocean also. Water is everywhere
in the ocean, and ocean is made up of water only''. Perhaps this story would
enable us to open our eyes to our 'Inherent present state', a condition in ourselves.
Hence we need not search for it elsewhere. The process of this realization is
quite simple.
Introspection is one of the important steps and a sure gateway for the
realization of our 'Inherent present state' and its relation with the 'Everpresent
state'. Unfortunately many of us are ignorant of its meaning and processes. We
have misunderstood it as a process of spiritual quest, a rigorous physical exercise
and metaphysical journey. Most people have the impression of this quest as
difficult to pursue in life; but it is not so.
Introspection literally means the examination or observation of our thoughts
and feelings. But, it is a comprehensive process of 'searching', the real essence
of the 'inward realm' of our personality. And it is also a 'diagnostic effort' to
analyze the reasons for the actual state of our living and the associated miseries
with it. The process involves a thorough catharsis [cleansing/rinsing/draining
out] of our so-called mind and its processes. In other words it is a process of
driving out the false, unscientific data/thoughts accumulated in our brain during
the course of our life that have masked our true 'Inherent present state'. To state
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it in simple terms, it is a process of auditing our thoughts and actions by
questioning ourselves. It is a sort of inward directed inquiry to unmask truth
behind the images that we have acquired in the course of our life. This would
enable us to erase all unscientific data accumulated in our brain, which, distorts
the perception of our 'Inherent present state' and consequently 'Everpresent
state'. This process ultimately should help us realize the 'Everpresent “I” which
contributes to the equilibrium of our mind.
To begin with, we should first identify the source of the feeling 'I' through
which we present ourselves to the world and then contemplate on a few basic
questions aimed at unfolding truth at the back of our perception. At the doorstep
of our brain we confront a projected personality of ourselves as individuals and
also that of our fellow beings enmeshed with ideas, beliefs, values, knowledge
and information, already being loaded into it. During this process we will also
experience the nature and dynamics of our mind. In this context, catharsis of
our mind would be sufficient for the purpose of remaining neutral.

A few fundamental questions are as follows:
l

What is this world and how did it come into existence?

l

Who am 'I'?

l

Am 'I' my physical body?

l

Was I born with the 'I' awareness?

l

How has the notion of 'I' formed in me?

l

Why has my body been named and what is the significance of the name?
Did 'I' really take birth with inherent religious beliefs, family sentiments,
lineage, caste, religion, state and nation?

l

How and why am 'I' linked and identified with this family, lineage, caste,
religion, language, place, state and nation etc?

l

Why and how did I develop an emotional attachment to the imaginary
entities mentioned in the above question?

l

l

What can be 'Birth' 'life' and 'Death'?

l

What happens to our body and mind after death?
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l

Are 'Heaven' and 'Hell' the real worlds?

l

What is the meaning and purpose of life and how should we live it?

l

What was the state of our existence at the time of our birth?

l

How did we acquire all the illusory images?

l

l

l

How did caste, religious, linguistic, racial and nationalistic segregations
of people come into being?
How do we cultivate anger, avarice, selfishness, hatred, jealousy, and all
other egocentric feelings and desires?
Why do we fail to be happy and contented? And many more!

I have emphasized already that our 'Inherent present state' is masked in
the organic body. The mask is nothing but the illusion we form due to the
labelled ideas, beliefs, thoughts and information that are filled into our brain
in the course of our life. Besides, our instinctive as well as acquired desires and
also the practices and superficial ways of life that develop into features of a
community do not allow us to think independently and understand other beings
and matters in the world objectively. In other words previously programmed
data eclipse our faculty of thinking. In order to discover the real 'present state'
of humans we should transcend the thick jungle of superficial attributes filled
in our brain. This would require a thorough scientific analysis of the basis of
our thoughts, beliefs and values. We should also consider the validity of the
labels which have masked our mind for a better understanding of Everpresent
“I” in relation to the 'Everpresent state'.
The questions should be 'candid' and pointed. The answers as I mentioned
earlier should be based on scientific facts. There is no need to refer to any
religious books and scriptures for the above purpose. This process is like peeling
an onion. All our labels are like peels of onion or the slough of a snake. With
this process of peeling labels that have encased us our 'Inherent present state'
would come to the surface finally. In other words we discover our real 'Inherent
present state' which cannot be stated with a given name. This process of answering
questions about ourselves should continue till we shed all the unscientific and
baseless labels filled in the mind. This would finally unmask our mind and
ultimately lead us to 'No Questions State'.
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INDIVIDUAL
INTROSPECTION
Look at the Figure-7
As explained already the left indicates the existence of the
“Everpresent state”, the origin and end of which is not as yet known
and, there is no hope as yet to know. Therefore we are bound to
accept it as one which would be Everpresent”. It is 'Infinite', 'Absolute'
and essence of all that exists in this universe… It is a state without
any inherent ideas like time, I, you, my, mine etc…. It is an 'experience
by itself' and not the perceived or interpreted experience… It is a
state without any perception, intellectuation, reflection, and thoughts
whatsoever and a state without any fixed 'timeframe' or life span.

The right side of the Figure
We perceive so many things and ideas in the 'present perception'
only … Birth of you, every being and I, who are the 'quantum units'
of the 'Everpresent', are born in the same present state…. We are
born with the 'Inherent-present state', which is devoid of any innate
past information, and it appears to us as just 'empty and clear'…
There is no past or future for our 'Inherent present state. The essence
is just 'present state' only…. No 'mind' exists in the 'Present state'
and therefore it does not try to interpret the experience of the physical
body… The programming of our brain with previously labelled
information begins after birth in the 'present state' only…. We attribute
meaning to all that we see, hear, smell and feel by using past labels…
We interpret our experience in any present perception by recalling
the programmed memory.
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Figure-7.
Individual experience due to present perception
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FINAL REALIZATION
1. ‘Inherent present State’ or the Everpresent “I”:
Not a Reference to Our Body
Our ‘Inherent present state’ has no distinct structure. I have explained in
the preceding section that our body is only a biological substance having a gross
structure and shape consisting of organs. It is only a shelter for our ‘Inherent
present state’. The brain of our body with the help of other sensory organs
produces ‘mind’. Unfortunately, we are not properly enkindle to retain the
awareness of our ‘Inherent present state’ which is a quantum unit of the
‘Everpresent state’. Instead, our brain has been programmed and trained to
perceive only body and mind. As a result we fail to differentiate between our
‘body’ and our ‘Inherent present state’. Indeed we are beyond our body. And,
our body is only a temporary abode for our ‘Inherent present state’ which is
universal, and Everpresent.
Our body is a product of our genitor’s [parents’] gene made up of chemicals
and organic matter. The Chemistry of our body and products of the food that
we feed maintains and enables its functioning. It acts as an instrument of our
mind and functions according to its instructions. When the functioning of the
body system ceases due to illness or various other reasons, the body dies. It is
true that the external appearance of individual body differs, but ‘Inherent
present state’ is the same in all. Although our body is real and concrete we
should not concentrate only on our ‘body-centric’ awareness, as our ‘Inherent
present state’ is very much within us which is universal and immortal.
It is a universal truth that we are born as organisms with genetically
inherited bodily traits. All the physical, socio-cultural characteristics attributed
to us and the labels with which we identify and present ourselves to the society.
We are born just as organisms with a body and a few biologically inherited
instincts, appetites, urges and capacities.
Unfortunately, we are trained to perceive and believe the gross structure
of our body as “I” and not the essence that is responsible for its birth, sustenance
and existence. The essence is same in all. A particular human individual may
die. But, that does not mean the ‘inherent essence’ will wither. Because the
‘inherent essence’ is ever- present.
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2. ‘Inherent present State’ or The Everpresent “I”:
Not a Reference to Name and Cannot Be Named Also
We the humans have somehow tried to name all human beings, matters,
plants, water and abstract gases and also bodies in the outer space although the
inherent essence of all is same. All these are from common source. But we forget
the fact that our ‘inherent state’ has no name and, it is not at all possible to name
it also. Indeed, labels are the products only in perception state. So far, the efforts
made by the prophets and the spiritual masters to name it have been in vain.
I would like to clarify here the term ‘Inherent present state’, used in
several contexts of this book. It is only a notional label used to convey the true
state of our existence for proper understanding. Therefore it should not be
mistaken as another nomenclature either for the Everpresent or for its quantum
unit. Of course, it is necessary to name persons, animals and matters in order
to identify and help in smooth functioning in routine life, involving both the
individual and the rest of the people. Hence a person’s name is the label of
identity of the physical body only. From this point of view, we are neither our
names nor are we born with such nomenclatures. We must understand that
names are labels programmed into our brain. It can be changed if we so wish.
Therefore there is no point in accepting religious or philosophical implications
that are being attached to our names.
It is not strange if some body were to wonder as to how to identify, and
internalize, and interact with the external world without names to understand
men and matters. But then I am aware of the confusion in situations without
reference to names in our routine life. Hence, as regards to names, I have the
following clarification. I do not suggest that human beings, things and matters
should not have names. All the more names are necessary to comprehend and
internalize the external world. Otherwise anonymity would create confusion
and social interaction would be really difficult. I would say that names should
be taken as just labels associated with men and matter but they do not constitute
any reality for themselves. The purpose of my argument is that our brain is
loaded with ideas, notions and names, which quite often mislead us from the
reality. The names are associated with particular meanings, which arouse emotions
and sentiments in people. Thus the names take us far beyond their meanings.
Obviously they mask reality. If we can remove the cover of labels in ‘reality’,
both ‘individual’ and ‘universal’ would unfold before us.
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3. ‘Inherent present State’ or the Everpresent “I”:
Not a Reference to Family, Lineage and Caste Group
Family in human society is an institutionalized mechanism for procreation,
propagation and sustenance of humanity and is almost a universal practice. This
is done by pairing a man and a woman in accordance with accepted tradition
of each human group. It is incidental that we are born in one such family.
Therefore our gross body may belong to our genitor’s family. Our lineage and
the clan are a group of families with which we share common blood. Sharing
of blood is of course inevitable and genetically true and, there is nothing
extraordinary in it. Similarly caste is a system of social organization that has
been evolved due to various factors and it is not inherent. Our birth in a given
family, lineage, clan, caste is just incidental. The names given to these social
groupings are just labels only and are not real entities. No significance need be
attached to our membership with these groups and their labels of identity.
Whereas our ‘Inherent present state’ being the quantum unit of the
‘Everpresent’ is universal and it is same in every individual irrespective of
family, religion, lineage caste etc. It would have been the same, had we been
born in some other family also. Therefore we need not attach any significance
to our programmed identity with our family, lineage or caste. I am aware of the
constraints of the routine mundane life in which it is inevitable that we have
to identify ourselves with the above groups. But we should be aware of the truth
that we are universal. We should not develop narrow familial or caste sentiments.
What I mean to say is that we should not limit our duties and obligations
towards our family alone. On the other hand being a member of a family, we
should fulfill our familial obligations and still be aware of the truth, namely, we
are a part of the universal family. This would help us transcend the narrow
familial, caste, religious and racial barriers.

4. ‘Inherent present State’ or the Everpresent “I”:
Not a Reference to Place, State, or Country
It is just incidental that we are born at a place which is just a spot on this
Earth. It would have been labelled as a village/ town belonging to a district/ state
and a country. But in reality these are only labels of the units created for
administrative purpose. The boundary line between them is notional and not
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real. These notions are also stored in our brain to help us have a notional identity
for our body and mind, as they are essential to our routine life. Therefore, no
significance is implicit in our birth at a place, state, region or the country with
which we identify ourselves now. We need not have to attach emotional
significance to these labels. We should come out of this trap created by the
imaginary lines and merge ourselves with the ‘Everpresent’.
The universal Everpresent is ‘omnipresent’ and has no bondage of ‘time’
and ‘space’. Because space and time are notions born out of the perceived world.
Indeed, earth came into existence only a few billions of years ago. It was not
divided into countries or nations at the time of its formation. Political states
based on specified geographical boundaries are our creations. The present
boundary lines were drawn due to socio-political reasons in certain historical
context. They can be changed at any time. We will not find any state or country
when we remove all the lines on the model of the globe. Till few years ago,
Germany was divided into two countries. Now it is one only. Why then should
we harbour petty regionalism, parochialism or nationalism, which would constrict
our vision and does not help us become universal human beings?
I wish that the humanity would soon realize this infallible truth and
breakaway from selfish barriers that have separated one from the another. The
birth of a political state is a curse on humanity. It is because nations/states have
set people apart into different countries. Differences among them have led to
enemity instead of amity, division instead of unity. This development is leading
humanity into the dark quarters of our civilization where no ray of light can
show the way of transformation of hearts craving for unity of people in the
entire world. Hence we as human beings must be aware of the ‘Everpresent “I”
which is the part of the ‘Everpresent’ itself.

5. ‘Inherent present State’ or the Everpresent “I”:
Not a Reference to’ Mind’ as It Does Not Think
It is a scientifically established fact that every child is mentally and socially
blank at the time of birth. Therefore no one can be an exception to this. We
neither had memory of our past nor awareness of our present condition. We
were not aware of any language, religion, caste, nationality, society and its
network. Obviously mind is the post-natal development in our body. The
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physiology (particularly of our brain) and chemistry of our body together helps
us experience life through our interaction with our environment. Whereas our
‘Inherent present state’ existed earlier to our birth and remains always neutral
and unattached to our mind as long as our body is alive. It does not think but
silently witnesses our thinking process and the thoughts.
We are born with certain instincts like hunger, thirst, reflexes etc and
certainly without any previously accumulated experiences, thoughts, feelings,
beliefs or ideas. Yet, we do not perceive and understand our experience of each
moment as just an experience at that point, instead we impute already labelled
meaning to each experience and react to them accordingly. And then we store
the experience from all our reactions in our brain after labelling it. In this way
we keep on loading our brain with the socially coded experiences in addition
to the ones already stored by our elders and educators.
Mind - The Perception state
We give meaning and identify
all that we see, hear and experience
in present perception

Due to past program

Perception and interpretation of
the past is

Due to mind

Subconscious mind, Conscience,
Intelligence, Intellect, Super conscious
mind and Higher intelligence

They are different dimensions of
mind only [Perceived ‘I’]

This storage of experiences often results in the formation of our opinions,
prejudices and stereotypes. These prevent us from interacting with people,
places and things around us with an open mind and clear vision. The nature
and dynamics of mind is discussed in the next section.

Seeing is Not Believing
I hope that it is clear from the foregoing that the way we have perceived
ourselves in terms of biological, physical and socio-cultural world in which we
live, is not real. They appear to us as real due to previously programmed ideas
into our brain. As a doctor, let me tell you that our eyes are not equipped to
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see all the rays that the sun emits. We experience the effect of light but we have
not seen the light itself. Similarly our ears are not able to absorb the real sound
generated in the atmosphere. Therefore whatever we see and hear is not reality
by themselves. We have named everything and those names are stored in our
brain during the course of our interaction with the environment. And these
names condition our way of thinking and acting. Activities like perceiving,
programming, projecting can be a sort of acrobatic exercises of the brain and
the sensory organs. Whereas our ‘Inherent present state’ like its source the
‘Everpresent’ will be calm and neutral.

6. ‘Inherent present State’ or the Everpresent “I”:
Is Ever Silent, It has No Language
Silence is the language of the ‘Everpresent’. The fact that we have no
language at the time of our birth can hardly be disputed. So far no case of a
child talking while in womb or soon after its birth has been reported from any
part of the world. Therefore, we should remember that the language we speak
is not an inherited capacity, but an acquired ability. We have only learnt it.
Moreover language is only sound waves produced by our body in an effort to
find a means of communication. Infact our earliest ancestors were speechless
for more than 80 thousand years. Probably humankind would have learnt to talk
only about 12-15 thousand years ago and the art of writing around 6-8 thousand
years. Whereas our ‘Inherent present state’ has been Everpresent.
Language is only a medium of expression and a product of our civilizing
effort. It is not supernatural and, as such there is no need to emotionalize or
politicize it. Indeed our ancestors invented it to share their thoughts and feelings
with their fellow beings. Unfortunately, we have erected a barrier between
human beings in the name of language as well. We should realize that our
association with a language is sheer incidental. We can learn as many languages
as possible, and many of us have been multi lingual. And it is important to note
that different languages interpret the same life situation in different ways.
Events like birth, death or things like chair and table and in brief any and
everything for that matter is same all over the world. But the languages we use
to label them are different. Therefore it is nothing but madness to quarrel among
us in the name of language. The truth is that our ‘Inherent present state’ is
always silent.
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7. ‘Inherent present State’ Or The Everpresent “I”:
Not a Reference to ‘Ego’ Involving “I”
The notion ‘I’ or the sense of ‘ego’ is the root cause for divisions of human
beings and interestingly enough, it is probably one of the most seriously debated
issues. It has generated a great deal of contemplation and discussion among
spiritual masters and philosophers since time immemorial. Yet, it has eluded
a universally accepted answer till now. Obviously, I am not sure as to how many
of us have correct and clear perception of ‘I’. Generally ‘I’ or ‘ego’ is explained
as a bundle of perceptions about ourselves. They are loaded into our brain by
others and we also add some more to it in the course of our life. Individuals
perceive themselves differently and stake claim over their body, name, mind,
talents, capacities, views, property, wife, children and relatives; community,
caste, creed and country etc as their own.
Whatever may be the perceptions of people about themselves, but, the
indisputable truth is that we were born with no such inherent notions which
remains indisputable. Like the notion of name, the notion of ‘I’ is also a product
of our mind and it does not exist in reality. The way we perceive us is not correct.
I am not arguing that our body or all that we have internalized are not at all
real. No doubt that they are real and they exist. But, the belief that we have
internalized our personality and the world around us properly is not correct.
They are illusions created by our mind. In fact our ‘Inherent present state’
is universal and it is same in every organism; and has no separate identity
at all.
When once we realize the above truth, we should not consider ourselves
as someone different from that of others. We should strive to wipe it out if
possible dismantle the notion of ‘Ego’ because ‘ego’ or “I” is not real. I am not
suggesting that we should erase all identities of an individual self forever at
once. I am aware that anonymity creates confusion. Besides names, certain
identity labels are very essential for people in day-to-day life. However, we may
not realize our real ‘Inherent present state’ as long as we continue to give
importance to ‘ego’ or ‘I’ in our transactions.
The notion of ‘I’ begins its career in us as a word to identify and differentiate
ourselves from others. Of course as a pronoun, it is inevitable that we have to
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use it in our routine mundane life. Gradually it starts dominating all our thoughts
and actions that make us forget the state in which we were born. It becomes
so dominant that it grows to pose itself as essence of our individual existence
and blurs the awareness of our true ‘Inherent present state’. It is mainly
responsible for our audacity, anger, avarice, arrogance, ambitiousness, antipathy,
amorousness, selfishness, obstinacy, and attachment to our body, wealth, power,
positions, and apathy towards the concerns of our fellow beings. It will never
feel satisfied. It blurs our vision. It develops in us self-love. It develops a sense
of insecurity in us and makes us blind to the reality. It is difficult to find people
who have destroyed the notion of ‘ego’ or ‘I’, which always stood against the
Everpresent “we”.
We should not allow the notion of ‘ego’ to lead us from the front. We
should be always aware that the sense of ‘ego’ is not our essence. We will realize
its danger when we unmask its true nature through introspection. It is innocent
during our childhood, and gains the importance of a hero in terms of the ever
emphasizing “I” through our adolescence; and the rest of the life it becomes a
dictator with villainous character in many situations. It lives in us, and we give
food (thoughts and misinterpreted experiences programmed to our brain) and
shelter to it. Instead of remaining a faithful friend and a master guide to us, it
ruins us ‘from within’ in good number of situations. It will not reveal its identity,
but reveals its symptoms. It sheds crocodile tears on our failures and frustrations.
And later consoles us by attributing our personal tragedy to fate, bad luck,
planets or stars. It provokes us to be its slave. It makes us mad. It is better; we
would drive out the notion of ‘ego’ transforming into “I” from our mind. In other
words we should scratch it from our brain, the super computer. Peace embraces
us only when ‘ego’ is evacuated from our mind.
Some may defend the necessity of the sense and feeling of ‘Ego’ in the
name of self-respect. They may argue that it is essential as a notion to motivate
us. As such I would like to clarify a point here. I have used the words ‘ego’,
‘egoism’, ‘I’, ‘my’, and ‘mine’ carefully as having varied connotations. The
implicit sense or tone or connotation of ‘I’, ‘my’ or ‘mine’ is not dictatorial and
they denote a sense of our belongingness to men and matters. Therefore, such
feelings may be necessary in a reasonable intensity for meaningful social
interaction and also to carry out our duties and obligations. I am not suggesting
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that we should be totally detached from everybody and everything and remain
anonymous. These words and their connotations normally do not make any
dictatorial claim. Whereas the sense and tone of ‘ego’ is highly dictatorial, selfcentered, snobbish and audacious, hence we should denounce it.

8. ‘Inherent present State’ or the Everpresent “I”:
Only a Reference to the Quantum Unit Of ‘Everpresent state’
Generally we identify ourselves as X and say that we were born on a
particular day in a particular year. The date on which we were born refers only
to the birth of the body and, definitely not to our ‘Inherent present state’. Further
we should also remember that the concept of ‘date’ is also notional and relative.
Our ‘Inherent present state’ has existed with an unbroken chain. We are not
someone belonging to a particular period of time. The functional ability of our
body has a limit and dies down some day. Similarly planets, galaxies and so on,
also have limited span of existence. It is estimated that moon will disappear from
our sight in 320 thousand years and 5 million years later the Sun and its planets
will recede into the black hole. All living organisms will disappear thereafter.
But, the ‘universal Everpresent state’, which is the source of the individual’s
‘Inherent present state’ and everything that constitutes this universe, will continue
to exist. From this point of view, the ‘Everpresent’ did neither have past nor
present and future. It is a ‘state of existence’ forever. Hence it is not bounded
by ‘time’ considerations.
A scientific understanding of the notion of time, which I have explained
earlier, has revealed the eternity of the ‘absolute Everpresent’ of which we are
the ‘quantum units’. Generally the notion of ‘time’ is conceived in terms of
‘present’ ‘past’ and ‘future’. However, it has been scientifically established that
‘time’ is only an abstract ‘unitized notion’ produced by our mind. Our brain has
been programmed and conditioned with this idea. In fact we learnt the method
of calculating time only a few thousand years ago. Universe existed billions
of years earlier in the infinite ‘Timeless zones’ but the humankind has evolved
only about a hundred thousand years ago. Therefore our ‘Inherent present
state’ is ageless.
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Our Experience: A Motion Picture Illusion
The way we understand and interpret our experiences would give rise to
illusions. Let us compare our perception of life with that of our experience while
watching a movie (cinema). A reel of a movie is a lengthy strip of static film
bits on which photos are printed. There will be blank gap between each photo.
When projected on a screen with the help of a rotating wheel, the image of
nearly 24-36 static postures of a scene fall on the screen and disappear within
seconds. The animation technique gives us an impression that actions
photographed in the film are really happening in front of us. But, it is not true.
Actually the screen will be blank for so many milliseconds, yet, we get the
illusion that there is unbroken, non-stop continuity of the acts in a scene although
we see moments of an action of a scene. We do not see and feel the gap as our
brain feeds our vision with the picture and information of the last bit of film
that we had seen already. And this feeling is produced and projected by our
brain. What is to be noted here is that the images in the film keep on appearing
on the screen and finally disappear. The screen however, by itself will not absorb
any picture and hence remains blank even after the projection of the movie
is over.
We engage ourselves in some activity or the other, like talking, hearing,
seeing, tasting, smelling, thinking and feeling etc through our sensory organs,
all through till our last breath. We experience each of the activity and, store the
experiences derived from some of them in our brain although they provide a
‘moment’s experience’. We interpret and understand each moment’s experience
depending on the socio-cultural meaning or the label already given and
programmed in our brain. We may experience each moment differently; they
may be pleasing or painful, sweetish or bitter; melodious or harsh could only
be perceptions based on the interpretations of our experience. But experience
of any kind will not affect the ‘Everpresent “I”. Like its source the ‘Everpresent
state’, the ‘Everpresent I’ will also remain pure.
It should also be remembered here that the projector beams all the images
in the form of light onto the screen. But we are not usually aware of the light
itself for, our attention is focused on the images appearing on the screen, their
actions and the story they narrate. Similarly our body is a theatre and the brain
is the projector; and all organs are its audience. The parts and the organs feel,
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sense, hear, smell, and see the way the sensations are projected by the brain in
the form of perception. We focus more on that which is projected by the brain
and do not care to comprehend the source of our body and the brain. However,
imperceptible and inexplicable source of our ‘Inherent essence’ always remains
the silent spectator of ‘brain’s creations’
Generally we feel and experience our life’s moments within a time frame.
Our body and mind are attuned to this reference of time. This process of binding
by time has conditioned our mind in a way that we tend to believe our life as
chain of events restricted to limitations of time frame. And life is just a routine
process that is to be carried on till the death of our body while our mind acts
as a ‘watch-clock’ counting the longevity of our body. We calculate the duration
of the functioning of our body from the moment of its birth to death in terms
of years, which are again split into months, days, hours, minutes and seconds.
The way we perceive the world around us is nothing but, the ‘Projection of the
past’, whereas the present will be always clear. In reality our routine life is made
up of such innumerable series of ‘moments’, which are ‘present state’ only.

9. ‘Inherent present State’ or The Everpresent “I”:
Is free from Urges and Desires
Hunger, thirst, sexual urge and various other desires are the demands of
our body and mind. Throughout our life, we strive to satisfy them. We are
obsessed with finding ways and means of satisfying our hunger, thirst, sex and
desires. We can hardly withstand hunger or thirst for more than few hours. We
become restless when these urges are not satisfied. Whereas our ‘Inherent
present state’ is totally free from all types of wants and desires.

10. ‘Inherent present State’ or The Everpresent “I”
Has no Sense of Discrimination and it does not Perceive
Our ‘Inherent present state’ does not perceive, discriminate or adjudicate.
Color, quality, quantity, feelings and emotions make no sense to it.
Our sense of good and bad, black and white, joy and sorrow, are only the outputs
of our brain. Whereas our ‘Inherent present state’ is devoid of any mental
activity.
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11. ‘Inherent present State’ or the Everpresent “I”:
Is non-religious, does not belong to any Religion.
I am not discussing the history of religion in detail, as it is not pertinent
to the theme of this work. However, our social history reveals that religion is
a product of human mind and, it is hardly 10–15 thousand years old. Majority
of the scholars and philosophers suggest that people are the creators of religious
beliefs and practices. In this context it must be noted that although human
beings are living for more than one hundred thousand years, there appear to
be no religion as we talk of it today till the beginning of human civilization. In
other words humanity was without any organized religion for nearly eighty
thousand years. Nevertheless in later times religions of different forms came
into being. And, interestingly enough self-styled god men are busily engaged
in inventing new brands of religious sects and cults even now. Moreover
religious faiths and practices have undergone change and some practices have
disappeared from the religious ways and lives of the people.
Different interpretation of religion by philosophers, God-men and the
custodians of all religions have created more confusion than clarity. No wonder
if we come across raising of new shades of religious beliefs an account of our
trust in spiritual masters who turned to be frauds. Therefore many religious
creeds have become spurious. The function of religion is believed to enlighten
people to realize the ‘Everpresent’. Unfortunately now it has become the very
source of exploitation, bigotry, and selfishness all leading to its misnomer. From
this point of view, it is better to state that humanity can live a better way in the
absence of religious practices, which came in the way of ‘universality’.
As a Pediatrician I have not as yet seen any child arriving to this world
uttering ‘Om’, ‘Allah’ or ‘Amen’. Neither have I seen children expressing religious
feelings on their own in any form until they complete 4 or 5 years. And there
is no guarantee that all those who believe in ‘religion’ have understood it
properly. Our elders have inculcated the religious beliefs: the fear, the prayer
and worship of the named and shaped Gods. As a matter of fact, it is not possible
to genetically inherit any religious beliefs and practices. They are only the
indoctrinated belief and information programmed into our brain.
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We were born as ‘non-religious beings only’. In fact we would have
professed a different religion had we been born in a family professing a different
religion. And, we would not have acquired any religious beliefs and practices
if we were born and brought up in an irreligious or non-religious family and
environment. Moreover we can change our religious affiliation and can even
discard it altogether also. Our religious beliefs and practices are nothing but the
‘projection of the assimilated ideas’.
Religions may born and may disappear, but the ‘Everpresent universal
state’ and its quantum unit, the ‘Present state’ always remains in a “non-religious”
state

12 ‘Inherent present State’ or the Everpresent “I:
Is not bound by Religion and God
We all know that there is no other notion, which has evoked as much fear,
love, reverence, obedience, and universal acceptance like God. Perhaps there is
hardly any concept, which has generated so much of discussion, debate and
literature like the concept of God. It is a universal obsession although we are
not born with any idea or consciousness of God. It is difficult to find people
who do not consciously or unconsciously utter the word ‘God’ irrespective of
sincerity in their belief. No effort has completely succeeded in freeing people
from the obsession of God. We attribute the existence of all to God. There are
religions and also a section of people amongst us who reject the idea of God,
but there number is small.
There are innumerable interpretations of God and a universally accepted
version continues to elude us. Written account (i.e. labelled perception) of
religion and God is hardly 6000–7000 years old. The notions have been
programmed into the human brains over successive generations. Now we have
innumerable description of the nature and form of God by the masters of various
religions. But, the notion of God being the ‘mental creation of human beings’,
the available explanations and descriptions would be imaginary and
impressionistic. However, the existence of the timeless and infinite primordial
‘Everpresent’ is indisputable as nothing could exist without “it”. It has existed
from billions of years earlier to the notion of God.
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Historically, the idea of religion and God are hardly 7 to 9 thousand years
old. Whereas universe is ageless and, humanity has lived in a ‘Godless age’ for
more than eighty thousand years. At present we are not aware of any one having
really seen God as described in religious books. Therefore, the notion of God,
his name and shapes, the beliefs and practices, fear and love, attributed to it,
besides emotions and ecstasies associated with it are all our creations. Neither
the notion nor the belief in God is an inherent fact of human life. They are
imbibed in us during the course of our socialization. Whereas our ‘Inherent
present state’ is not a devotee of any God or is aware of any such ideas.
We seem to have complicated the notion of God and religious matters
without understanding their social history properly. We have been indoctrinated
in such a way that we have developed the illusion that the belief in God is an
inherent quality in us. And the worst of such illusions brings to our mind with
so many gods, demi-Gods and Goddesses. People and groups affiliate and
identify themselves as votaries of particular God or Goddess only, and continue
to worship it over generations. But it is a fact that all religions assert the
“oneness” or “unity of people” everywhere. Unfortunately each religious group
of a given religion has developed bigotry so far as the other religious groups
are criticized. But each religious group preaches truth, love and non-violence,
which are not put into practice by the followers. It is also a fact that there is
inner unity though we appear individually different. Religious tenets of any
kind also approve this view. If we look at the practice and precept of religions,
we get confused between the two. Perhaps the tenets are distorted in practice
owing to social, historical and political reasons. In addition to it illiteracy,
ignorance, poverty and fear have compounded the state of confusion multifold.

n

“Inherent present state” is silent part of us and it is
universal and devoid of any religion.

n

Our body is real, but not the name or the label on it. Our
socializers have implanted in our brain certain notions
like that we belong to a particular caste, clan, class, region,
religion and country only.
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Miracles and Godmen
One of the serious negative effects of religion and God men is suppression
of rationality, scientific attitude, self-confidence, and creativity of quite a majority
of people. Instead of inculcating progressive attitude and achievement orientation,
they are suggesting false, unscientific and superstitious paths to achieve success
in life. The popular belief that god men could solve our problems by their
blessing, hugging, is a highly irrational and unscientific faith. They cannot heal
our wounds or cure our ailments or alleviate poverty. If their claim were to be
true; I have many questions about which I would like to seek clarification. If
the claim of God men about their superhuman capacity to eradicate sufferings
of humanity,
l

Why then should we invest on medical and technological research?

l

Where is the need for medicines and hospitals?

l

Why should we spend on scientific and technological research?
Why should they not mitigate the problems of millions of blind, deaf,
dumb, lame, and mentally retarded people across the globe?

l

Why should they not solve the widespread socio-economic problems such
as poverty and unemployment?

l

In this way we can ask many questions to Godmen who claim themselves
as Demigods and also to their followers. A paradox of modern society is the
inexplicable increase in the number of spurious god men, sorcerers, wizards and
quacks. And also corresponding increase in the number followers. Diffidence
in one’s own ability is a symptom of the sick mind. Such people approach
Godmen and wizards to seek solutions to their problems.
Of course some of our desires finding fulfillment and our thoughts becoming
a reality is not uncommon. Besides, best wishes of noble people often come true.
Such incidences could be explained scientifically. However, just a wish being
fulfilled without any effort is highly unlikely. Generally we forget to identify
the objective sources of our success. We try to attribute our success to the
blessings of God or Godmen.
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Thoughts as we have understood already are bio-electrical output. Some
of our thoughts and desires become a reality when we charge them with consistent
efforts. It is a scientific truth that every consequence must have an objective
cause. Therefore promises and blessings of wizards and Godmen are unscientific.
It is only emotional faith. Powerful thoughts released from our brain coupled
with dedicated effort would definitely yield result.
Noble people always entertain noble thoughts. They are universal human
beings and their thoughts are powerful. They could have powerful impact on
our brain and can activate it positively. Powerful thoughts released by such
people for the fulfillment of a wish of a person often comes true. Even our
own confidence influences our brain and bodies in motivating us accomplish
a much desired goal. This we call miracle. All of us have the capacity to achieve
provided we orient our thoughts and efforts in whichever direction we wish.
Ofcourse even a good or evil thoughts can also manifest if cultivated and
strengthened.
A person born to parents professing Christianity may worship Christ and
similarly Hinduism. Thus religious identities through the idols of Shiva or
Krishna or even a reference to the holy place like Mecca, Jerusalem or Varanasi
would rouse emotions in the people of respective religious groups. However,
individuals and groups should remember that their present socio-cultural,
religious beliefs, practices and identities would have been different if they were
born in families different from the present. The same persons would have
worshipped different Gods, were they born in different families. Irrefutably,
Muslims, Christians, Hindus, Buddhists or anybody, for that matter, have the
same ‘Inherent present state’ (without any specific religious following). When
we introspect ourselves into this issue, we will realize the truth. Let me pose
the following for your consideration. We all agree that we inhabit the same earth
and the sun, moon, air and water that give us energy necessary for our life are
same for everyone.
Today the situation is totally different. We are fairly well educated and
possess the capacity to reason scientifically. The truth behind the programmed
religion and God is simple and obvious. Look at the following pictures.
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PROJECTED GOD
from
PROGRAMMED GOD
Look at the Figure-8

The left side indicates the infinite, absolute,
Perception-less “Everpresent state” without any labels

On the right side also the same state exists, however,
due to various socio—historical and ecological reasons
the ancestors of Arabs in the past have evolved Islamic
religion and culture. And they have passed it on to the
successive generation through socialization and
education. Thus the Islamic religion, culture and teachings
of Holy Qur-an has been labelled and installed in the
brains of Arabs and those who profess Islam in the Present
State. They have been trained to believe themselves as
‘Muslims’. In this present state had we been born in gulf
country we would have been conditioned with Islamic
culture and hence our God would have been “Allah”!
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Figure-8
A diagrammatic representation of how we acquire our God
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PROJECTED GOD
from
PROGRAMMED GOD
Look at the Figure-9
What would have been the social label, religion
and God if a person who claims now as Arab was born
in Austria in Christian family is the question we face
now? Obviously the answer is very simple. It is
Christianity. Holy cross would have been the symbol.
Holy “Bible” would have been the holy book. Church
would have been the holy place.

Similarly, a Christian would have lived like an Arab
in the present state believing Islamic culture, religion
and God had he, in the present state, born in Arabic
countries in a Muslim family.
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Figure-9
A diagrammatic representation of how we acquire our God
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PROJECTED GOD
from
PROGRAMMED GOD

Look at the Figure-10

A Hindu born in India in the present state considers
Vedas, Bhagavad-Gita as holy books, swears by Shiva,
Rama, and Krishna— as Gods and chants the “OM”.
Because as explained earlier in the case of an Arab and
a Christian, brain of a Hindu is installed with notions of
Hindu religion and God as perceived by his ancestors in
the age old past. A Hindu in the present state would
have followed the religion and culture of a Christian or
an Arab, had he been born in one of the either families.
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Figure-10
A diagrammatic representation of how we acquire our God
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The basic elements that create human body and the processes involved
in its birth, functioning and maintenance are same. The fundamental requirements
for its survival are same. Let us then ask a few simple questions to ourselves.
l

How could there be so many religions and innumerable Gods.

l

Why God should separate us?

l

Why has he showed different paths to different set of people?
Does God of a particular religion really tell his followers to hate the
followers of other religion?

l

l

Do we really need a religion or God to be human beings at all?

l

What is the religion of a person whose brain is totally retarded?

l

What is the religion of a dead body?
Do we really verify caste religion etc and wait for the orders from God
to give water or food to a person who is on the verge of death due to thirst
or hunger?

l

Answers to these questions lie in accepting the belief ‘Divine creation’, a
popular understanding of people everywhere. However, curiously, a few of the
questions still confront us.
Why gods of different religions did not create different plants, trees, water,
air and rock for their adherents?

l

Why rock in America, India or Australia is called rock only and not as
Christian or Hindu or Zoroastrian rock?

l

Why did human beings not label these ornaments of nature with religious
labels?

l

Do we need many religions to live when we could survive by drinking
water from the same well?

l

In this way many questions would haunt any saner mind. My intention
is to convey the truth that the inner essence of human beings is one; and
certainly not to ridicule God or the religious sentiments of the people. In fact,
over the ages social reformers across the globe have raised these questions time
and again to remind us.
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As a Doctor I have participated in many surgical operations. So far, no
surgeon in the world has found any difference in the basic constituents, physiology
and functioning systems of the bodies of people belonging to different caste,
religion, language etc. Moreover, I am given to understand that all religions
insist on their followers to love their fellow beings. I am really at a loss to
understand the reasons for the bloody fights and wars fought in the name of
religion. We should have at least used religion as a means of understanding
our ‘Inherent present state’ and that of others, which is same. Unfortunately we
are using it to hate and kill our own fellow beings. We will realize that ‘we need
no religion or God when once we introspect ourselves sincerely and discover
our inherent true state’. Therefore, I hereby appeal to humanity to shun religious
bigotry and fundamentalism to put an end to bloody genocide taking place in
the world in the name of religion.
Even the founders of religions, prophets and the spiritual masters spoke
of ‘oneness’ of humanity. They have advised and even alerted us to remain
united. But we have become adamant and bigotry is so intense that we are not
prepared to listen to saner ideas of religion. Fights and wars, which we are being
waged in the name of religion are our blunders and are disastrous to humanity
if unchecked. The need of the hour is complementarity of culture and civilization
leading to unity among us. Otherwise bigotry caused by pseudo religious
practices would prove fatal.

13. ‘Inherent present State’ or the Everpresent “I”:
Neither has the fear of hell nor the dream of heaven
‘Hell’ and ‘Heaven’ are generally familiar notions which have formed
obsessions with people. Religious books present a fabulous picture of heaven
as a clean and calm, peaceful and beautiful, serene and sublime, blissful and
bountiful world. On the contrary hell is described as a blood chilling world full
of fowl and filth, full of notorious criminals, rogues and rascals suffering cruel
punishments. It is a widespread belief that, those condemned to ‘hell’ after their
death will be subjected to the cruelest treatment there and, those sent to heaven
will be bestowed with youth, vigour, longevity and bountiful luxury.
Preachers of all religion create fear psychosis among their followers by
telling them that those who follow them alone will be sent to heaven and others
will be condemned to hell. This is also one of the reasons for the raging religious
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dogmatism, fundamentalism and superstitions. In fact, religious and charitable
actions such as prayer, pilgrimage, rituals etc of majority of the people are due
to the fear of being sent to ‘hell’; or to seek entry into heaven after death. Perhaps
some people may be motivated by their love for God and perform religious acts
for realizing “Inherent present state” with a view to serve the society. Those who
perform religious acts for the realization of Everpresent state or due to their love
for God or to serve society may be few.
Probably, religious fanatics would have concocted these notions to use
them as powerful weapons to breed not only religious superstitions but also
fundamentalism, and bigotry among the masses. And more particularly, the
notion of heaven also would have been used as an incentive for people to make
them adhere to the religious beliefs and practices and respect the preachers
while hell to threaten those who defy them. Therefore we should not attach
importance to these imaginary or symbolic notions. Let us root out these false
notions from our mind and understand that either the threat of ‘hell’ or glory
of ‘heaven’ should not disturb our equipoise. Therefore heaven and hell cannot
help us ‘flourish or perish’. It is crucial to decide this for a better life. Humanity,
in this regard, is left with limited options.

HEAVEN VERSUS HELL
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n

We can create heaven by charging pleasant/happy
thoughts of the past, whenever we perceive present.

n

We can be blissful by understanding the very nature of
our Inherent present state or by erasing the perception
or by just witnessing it.

n

We can create hell by mixing unpleasant thoughts of the
past with the present perception.
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If heaven and hell should be taken as symbolic representation, we could
experience them here in this world. And life could be what we make it.

However it could mean heaven for those who:
l

Take care of their health.

l

Do their work sincerely, systematically and efficiently.

l

Never entertain greed, jealousy, hatred, anger, petty sentiments, religious
bigotry, egoism etc.

l

Cultivate in them love, sympathy, noble ideas, amiability and abstinence.

l

Perform their social duties and obligations towards all.

l

Lead an extraordinary life and contribute happiness to the society.

l

Accept reality and maintain balance of their body and mind.

l

Maintain cordial relations with all etc.

Those who fail to accept and practice the above mentioned principles in
life would create ‘hell’ for themselves. Thus we are the makers of both heaven
and hell. I shall be discussing the prevailing scenario at all levels and also the
ways and means by which we could transform this globe into heaven.
I hereby make a passionate appeal to the people to strive for unity of
human kind in order to establish peace on earth because:
Ø

Factually; “present state” alone exists.

Ø

No interpretation/ identification of the world around us is possible in
present state without recalling perceived past.

Ø

“Perception state” surfaces only when the programmed past is recalled
in the series of present state.

Ø

So perception is always due to the integration of past with the present.

Ø

Series of present state can only be calculated as time from fraction of
seconds - minutes - …Infinity !
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Ø

Perception in a given ‘time frame’ is life. Hence, life in any given moment
of time is perception

Ø

We are born, perceive life, live it and die in present state only. Everything
in our life happens in present state only

In my discussion on the ‘true Present state’ of humans, I have tried to
explain the characteristics of the Everpresent as well as our inherent essence.
In other words, I have tried to peel off the family, caste, religion, region, nationality,
language, space and time labels dinned into our brain, which is the super
computer of a human being. We should continue the process of introspection
for a scientific cleansing of the above labels. At the end I would say that the
name of a person has no reference to his body, which has some relationship to
his family, caste, religion, and nation. All these terms are labels and are given
to us to be accepted by our brain. Look at the chart-3, we may realize that we
would belong to any one of the following categories depending upon our birth
in a given country. Nevertheless, ‘our true state’ would be the same and
universal and its existence is always referred to the context of the ‘present’. It
is also universal hence the unity of human kind is but a necessity.

From the above points an individual’s Introspection will:
Bring total transformation in our perception and understanding of the
world.

l

l

Find our ‘Inherent present state’ in every one.

l

Enable us to realize the ‘inherent oneness’ of humankind.
Help us examine our thoughts and actions that can have both positive and
negative effects on our body and this realization is the gateway of achieving
peace.

l

Be educated in the true sense of the term, which also enables us to
differentiate between our inherited attributes and imposed and selfacquired labels.

l

Reduces psychological conflicts if any, in us.

l

Enable us to realize that we are born with a blank state and later follows
programmed mind. Whatever we are or have, is imbibed in us.

l

Help us to be critical of our thoughts, feelings and actions.

l
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l

Find unity in the diversity of human society.

l

Overcome castiest, religious, racial and cultural prejudices.

l

Overcome superstitions, dogmatism of all sorts.

l

Free us from all unnecessary bondage.

l

Help us subdue the mischief of our mind.

l

Live and treat each moment as ‘present perception’ only.

l

Help us achieve a state of ‘freedom’ from fear and anxiety.

l

Drive out all mental miseries.

Above all and the more important result of introspection is that, it will
crush our ‘Ego’ and enable us to see ourselves in everyone and everyone in us
and realize the fact that the inner essence of every human being is same. This
process will make us ‘universal human beings’. Please find out the programmed
identity installed in you from the following the chart-3.

Chart-3 Introspect

o
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BE-IN-PRESENT
The Great Path to Inherent-Present State and
Peace

W

e have discussed the universal nature of our ‘Inherent present state’. We
have learned that individuals can change their identity of religion, region,
nationality etc at any time during the course of their life. However, it is impossible
to change our ‘Inherent present state’, which is the essence of human life. What
is required is to appreciate open-mindedly the nature of labels used to identify
individuals in a special context as mentioned above (caste, religion, region,
nation etc). By doing this we make progress towards realizing our ‘Inherent
present state’, the reality for all times and it declares universality.
Our efforts to understand our ‘Inherent present state’ implies that we
should be in the ‘present’, a safe path to realize the ‘Everpresent state’. My
reference to introspection of individuals is a method to peel off labels filled in
our mind and the way they have been impose on our personality. My purpose
at this point is to clarify the hurdle in the path of liberating our ideas, which
are seized by myths, legends and dogmas, on the other hand to present reality
of the ‘Everpresent’ on scientific basis. I hope that introspection method which
I have described earlier would make us analyze our beliefs scientifically and;
would help us to reject and root out baseless beliefs and dogmas, meaningless
sentiments and emotions from our mind. Consequently, we can focus on our
true ‘inherent essence’ and its source the ‘Everpresent’. I hope that such an
exercise will drive all negative thoughts and opinions, suspicion and dislike that
we normally develop towards our fellow beings; overcome strains and stresses,
understand life in a broader perspective to lead a noble life. More than all, the
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awareness that we are a ‘microcosm’ of the ‘Everpresent’ would certainly integrate
humanity and bring peace to the peace-starved world.

‘Be in present’ does not mean that we should;
l

Live like ascetics detaching ourselves from our relatives, friends and fellow
beings.

l

Not have any concern for our society.

l

Spend our time in prayer, meditation, pilgrimage, reading and preaching.

l

l

Renounce all responsibility and; live on charity without doing any socially
useful work.
Concentrate only on performing rigorous physical exercises and follow
strict diet and forcefully suppress all our desires etc.

On the contrary ‘Be-in-present’ means the scientific awareness of our
‘Inherent present state’. This awareness helps us to:
l

Realize the universal oneness of all beings

l

Realize the truth behind the labelled experience and reality

l

Dispel unscientific notions about our perception, ideas, time and labels as
well as understanding reality scientifically.

l

Maintain healthy cordial relations with our fellow beings

l

Be creative and contribute constructively to the society.

l

Regulate our thoughts, feelings, emotions, urges and desires

l

Seek ‘enlightenment’.

l

Overcome psycho-somatic and socio-cultural problems and;

l

Ultimately achieve individual and world peace.

However, mere realization in itself may not be enough unless we experience
the ‘Everpresent-state’ in our life, which can end the dominance of mind over
our expressions and actions. It has been scientifically established that deeprooted ideas and long cultivated habits die-hard and, they may also bounce back
any time if our resolution is shaky. The process of realizing our ‘‘Inherent
present state’ looks easy and it is true also. But, our experience tells us that our
‘mind’ plays all sorts of mischief’s to retain its dominance. It will not easily yield
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to our effort. It will try to spoil our efforts as we often fail to resist our temptations
and provocations.
Uncontrolled ‘mind’ may try to shake our rootedness in the constant and
steady awareness of our ‘Inherent present state’. Therefore our desire to
understand and experience the true state of our ‘‘Inherent present state’ should
be sincere, genuine and firm. And, our effort to achieve it also should not be
a tentative, superficial and cosmetic exercise. Awareness in the ‘‘Inherent present
state’ should become our way of life. Temptations, provocations and pressures
of life are so strong and powerful that they may try to make our effort futile.
Yet it is not difficult to resist the vagaries of feelings, thoughts and actions. I
earnestly remind you that having awareness in the ‘Inherent present state’ is
as important as that of realizing it. It should be both our vision and mission in
life. A success in this mission lies in our perseverance, which can only come
by practice.

Factors Disturbing Our Awareness of Our ‘Inherent present state’
A careful analysis reveals that our inability to understand the true nature
of our inherent essence originates from three sources–our body, mind, and our
environment. Any imbalance in the interplay of these three due to the defect
in any one of these factors could disturb our awareness of the ‘Inherent present
state’. We should be aware of impediments originate from the following sources.
Biogenic

:

Ailments of our body due to inherited or acquired diseases and
also due to improper body care.

Psychogenic :

Mind related changes such as anger, avarice, jealousy, anger,
fear, suspicion, mania, phobia etc.

Sociogenic

Failure to understand and accept reality and; adapt ourselves
to it amicably.

:

REMEDY
Generally problems that spoil our peace and happiness have their roots
in our body and mind. But, the key of our mind is in our brain as the latter is
the producer of the former. Again, we should remember that, the ‘output’ of
the brain is dependant on the ‘input’ that we feed to the processing system in
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the form of ‘experiences’ and ‘information’ through sensory organs or any other.
Therefore, the solutions are very much within the wonder box placed atop our
neck. The method of realizing and sustaining it needs a holistic approach.
Resorting to any one of the activities such as physical exercise, strict diet,
reading holy books, meditation or prayer is not just enough.
It is true that every organism including human beings have a physical
form, which we call body. We have been shaping our life in such a way that
there is hardly any time to understand our body; its needs, its problems and
its proper maintenance. Majority of us give attention to periodical feeding of
the stomach only As a result we invite many ailments and suffer from them.
Therefore I strongly feel that there is an urgent need to educate people about
body and its brain care and also few fundamental principles of cordial social
life.
A healthy and creative brain would produce a balanced mind that is
essential to strengthen and canalize our potential which ultimately help us and
to lead an exemplary life. It will also help us overcome mental problems and
regain the awareness knowledge of the ‘‘Inherent present state’. The complex
structure and the mechanism of our body and its brain, and also the social
environment in which we live together influence our brain-output [mind] and
their consequent behaviours. Therefore, we have to follow a holistic approach
for body, brain and brain-output care for proper management of life.

A TO Z : JOURNEY TOWARDS PEACEFUL LIFE
A) BODY CARE
Our body is the masterpiece of nature. It is made up of bones, muscles
and tissues. Many philosophers have described it as the abode of our ‘Inherent
present state’. Without reference to body, it is difficult to understand our life
as both are interrelated. There is a Biblical saying that ‘health and good estate
of body are above all good’ unhealthy persons may find it difficult to focus on
realizing the ‘Inherent present state’ and Everpresent state as they have to focus
more on finding remedy for their ill health. Therefore it is very essential to
maintain a sound body not only to realize our ‘‘Inherent present state’ but also
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to create and lead a meaningful and purposeful life. A healthy body could be
maintained by:
1.

Healthy diet.

2.

Regulating our breathing.

3.

Engaging our body in meaningful and creative activity.

Healthy Diet
Food sustains our life, as it is the main sources of energy to our body the
producer of our thoughts and deeds. Therefore, balanced and nutritious food
for the efficient functioning of our body is very essential. Besides, we should
also be careful about our food habits particularly regarding the quality, quantity,
and the type of food our body requires as well as the timing of lunch and supper.
A healthy and nourishing diet consisting of hygienic vegetables and fruits is
most desirable. Intemperate habits such as, consumption of alcohol, tobacco,
toxic drugs, smoking etc. are harmful to our health. Of course, a healthy body
is not always necessary condition for realizing our ‘Inherent present state’ but
a healthy body is, however, a desirable pre-requisite for all our achievements.

Regulation of Breathing
Air, food and water are the most important requirements for the survival
of an organism. However, it is a well-known scientific fact that animals can
survive without water and food for few days, but certainly not without oxygen.
Stoppage in the supply of oxygen to body even for few minutes would cause
death. Hence oxygen can be called ‘the most precious element’ for the survival
of life in living organisms. Nature has devised a wonderful mechanism called
breathing. Breathing is the only mechanism as well as the activity for all animals
which supplies enough oxygen; one of the three indispensable sources of energy
to our body for survival, good health and proper functioning. Further, the fact
that improper supply and circulation of oxygen causes problems to body and
brain which has been medically established since time immemorial. Hence the
need for proper breathing can hardly be emphasized.
Supplying oxygen by breathing in itself will not ensure the health of our
body. Rather the quality, quantity, frequency and the way in which we supply
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it is more important. Similarly the way by which we exhale the air out of our
body is also equally important. Excess accumulation of carbon dioxide in our
body due to improper exhalation is unhealthy. It is true that we breathe incessantly
without knowing the proper and scientific ways to do so.
Breathing has a role beyond the mere supply of oxygen for sustenance and
endurance of our body. Indeed properly regulated deeper breathing activates
the whole body and stimulates our nerve plexuses on the top of the nose and
helps to activate our unused parts of the brain. Proper breathing helps us to
utilize both sides of our brain properly and effectively. Further, regulated deeper
breathing helps us to have powerful thoughts. Unregulated breathing could
affect our mind and the thinking process and also its output.
We should always avoid breathing polluted air, as it will spoil the health
of our body and mind. Therefore, learning the proper ways of breathing from
education and practice would be of great use to our system. A few simple
techniques suggested below would be useful.

First type of Breathing technique
Normally we breathe 14-18 times per minute. But majority of us do it
rather casually without giving more time between each inhalation and exhalation
in order to ensure proper and adequate intake of oxygen. This can be done by
reducing the frequency of breathing to 5-9 times per minute. There is no restriction
or precondition for following this technique. It can be practiced all the time in
a day or night irrespective of the activity, in which we are engaged, or the type
and quantum of food we have consumed and wherever we are at a given time
of the day. It does not matter whether we have kept our eyes open or if closed,
or we are working, walking, sitting, standing etc. This method can be followed
by anybody without guidance, as this method is safe and traditionally followed
since time immemorial in India. The method is simple and as follows.
l

l

Connect tip of the tongue to the palate
Take deep inhalation through both the nostrils, while inhalation the entire
abdominal area from the pubis till the rib bones should be pulled back
towards the spine,
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l

Hold the breath for a few seconds and watch your thoughts or perception;

l

Be in present state as long as you are comfortable

l

Exhale slowly as well as deeply as long as you can.
This process can be done at all times of the day and night.

Second type of Breathing technique
This breathing technique requires empty stomach. Atleast a minimum of
3 hours gap is necessary after taking food. The method is as follows.
3

Sit erect in a comfortable posture

3

Inhale deeply and rapidly in the right nostril.

3

Close your right nostril with inner side of the right index finger.

3

Hold the breath till you are comfortable.

3

Exhale through the left nostril deeply and rapidly.

3

Inhale deeply and rapidly in the same left nostril.

3

Close your left nostril with the inner side of right middle finger.

3

Hold the breath till you are comfortable.

3

Exhale through the right nostril deeply and rapidly.

3

One cycle completed

3

Inhale deeply and rapidly in the same right nostril.

3

Close your right nostril with right index finger.

3

Hold the breath till you are comfortable.

3

Exhale through the left nostril deeply and rapidly.

3

Inhale in the same left nostril slowly and deeply

3

Close your left nostril with the inner side of right middle finger.

3

Hold the breath till you are comfortable
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3

Exhale rapidly and deeply in the right nostril.

3

Second cycle completed

3

Repeat 9-10 cycles at a time.

3

Day by day gradually increase the number of cycles.

3

Conclude this regulation of breathing by lying down for few minutes

Advantages of doing regulation of breathing are :
1.

Better oxygen utilization by the body

2.

Perfusion and circulation of fluids all over the body improves.

3.

Good for metabolic activities

4.

Activates the unused portions of brain

5.

Thoughts become more powerful.

6.

Lymphatic system is activated.

7.

Good exercise for the whole body.

Activity
Generally the goal of our life is invariably committed to some action or
the other. Therefore engaging ourselves preferably in a meaningful, constructive
activity is more a biological necessity for our body system. For if we do not burn
energy derived from the food we consume, energy will burn us. Besides
facilitating and regulating metabolic functions it helps in the growth and
maintenance of our body system and also sharpens our intellect. An inactive,
sedate state of body invites diseases. Constructive work saves us from three
evils; boredom, vice and greed. Therefore one must be actively engaged in life.
Hence the saying ‘better to wear out than rust out’.
People in villages and the blue collar labouring class in urban areas do
much manual work. Hence, they give more activity for their body. However,
the nature of work in white collar profession and also the elite section in urban
areas will not have much physical work. It is better that such people do some
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physical exercises. Those who have opportunity can work in their kitchen,
garden, lawn and at least do some petty household work. These activities are
really helpful in maintaining a healthy body.

B) BRAIN CARE
Let me start with a story. Once, some wise men were searching for a safe
place to preserve the nectar, a tonic that ensured immortality. They were afraid
that the demons or someone else would steal it even if they hide it in the sea,
mountain or any other place. Then a sage suggested the wise men to hide the
nectar in the human brain as humans hardly look at or look into their brain.
By doing so the nectar would be safe.
On the surface, the story may sound like a joke, but it reveals a great truth.
Brain, the chamber of our mind is a precious gift of nature to us. It is enshrined
in our skull atop our body. The skull as a fort protects it formidably. It is the
chief controller of our central nervous system and also the supreme commander
and coordinator of various organs in our body. Although mind is the subtlest
part of our body, our body constitutes its grossest obsession. It controls, supervises,
and also regulates the activities of every part of our body. It gives rise to our
thoughts, feelings and attitudes and also it is the motivator and the director for
our actions. It is a wonder box influencing our life and personality. It is indeed
the most powerful computer, which has infinite potential. Without brain we
would not have been what we are today.

Brain: The Chamber of Our Mind
The roots of mind are scientifically traced to our brain. It is a highly
evolved complex system. No super computer can excel its immense capacity to
learn, think, feel and create. It is the crown of our anatomy and the chief
controller and regulator of physiology; also the nervous system of our body. It
has the inherent capacity to learn. It internalizes the experience derived from
its interactions with the physical, social and cultural environment with the help
of the nervous system. Before releasing thoughts about a particular experience;
it edits, and analyzes, labels it with the help of the ‘definition of the situation’
already deposited in it by our socializers. And then it gives out thoughts in final
form. This flow of thoughts is indeed experienced as mind. I hope it is clear now
that our brain is the real maker of our mind.
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It is a scientific truth that anatomy and chemistry of our brain determine
the quality of thoughts, actions, feelings and emotions, which have a bearing
on the quality of our life. As such it needs no emphasis that a healthy brain is
necessary for the release of positive, noble and constructive thoughts that are
indispensable to lead contented, peaceful and socially useful life. An unhealthy
brain may not release right thoughts. Therefore we should always keep our
brain in a healthy and creative condition. We all know that more often, the
psychogenic and psychosomatic disorders have their roots more in brain than
in the body.

Brain: The Gateway to realize our potential:
Proper utilization of our brain demands its proper management also. We
should remember that, our brain is the source of our mind that could make our
life heaven or hell. Thoughts and feelings coming out of brain depend on the
nature of the data fed into it. Painfully, a more depressing phenomenon of our
times is that, a majority of people are suffering from some ailments or the other
which are more often psychogenic and psychosomatic, having their roots more
in their brain than in the body.

Our Ignorance
As a doctor, I am aware that people, by and large, are not only ignorant
of the structure, system and the mechanism of the brain but also the way in
which its health can be taken care of. Many of them are not aware of the
relationship between body, brain and mind. Perhaps, the lack of scientific
knowledge about brain and its care is the root cause for many of our miseries.
But, I am convinced of interaction between body and brain. Like others my own
introspection and discussion with other doctors, psychologists, spiritual gurus
and intellectuals have revealed the need for a disciplined regimen to achieve
peace of mind. I have conducted many personality development programs for
the public. I have interacted with many who are suffering from mental unrest.
I have also held many counseling sessions for them. I am also aware of the views
of some spiritual leaders.
Our ignorance converts the brain, the precious apparatus, to Pandora box.
We all know the way the innumerable genius and great people like Gandhiji;
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Einstein and Shakespeare have utilized their brain on the one hand and also
the terrorists on the other. The brain has two hemispheres each performing
different function. The left hemisphere controls such activities as logical thinking,
speech, planning etc. The right hemisphere regulates kinesthetic [feeling oriented]
activities, which are artistic, imaginative, pictorial and creative. It is generally
observed that the left hemisphere of the brain is dominant in 95% of the population
and as such they utilize more of it. While the right hemisphere, which is often
called mute hemisphere is dominant in hardly 5% of the population as people
use it minimally. The harmonious development of our personality needs a
balanced utilization of both the hemispheres of our brain. By just closing our
eyes, imagination, visualization, as well as by artistic and creative work we are
activating our right hemisphere of the brain.

Mind, the ‘Feed Back’ to our Brain
The general notion that our brain is autonomous and functions
independently is not correct. Indeed its mechanism is controlled and regulated
by various factors that are both external and internal to our body and particularly
to our brain. Its functioning is influenced by the inputs we feed. Following are
some of the sources of the inputs. Medical, psychological and sociological
researches have found significant relationship between the following factors
and the functioning of our brain.
The biological factors, such as, the structure of our body, the functioning
of its glands, the chemistry of the brain etc.

l

Factors relating to our food habits such as; the nature, type and the quantity
of food we eat.

l

The nature and quality of the social training we receive.

l

The type and quality of our education; knowledge, information and skills
that we consciously acquire.

l

The qualities of socio-cultural environment in which we live and work.

l

Nature and type of social relations that we maintain also feed the necessary
data to the brain.

l
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This is not an exhaustive list. There are many other factors, which have
a bearing on the output of our brain. Therefore it is very essential to take care
of the sources that feed input to our brain. It is better if we
l

Practice healthy diet and engage ourselves constructively in our professional
and social activities.

l

Practice simple exercise regularly.

l

Read good books and listen to good music.

l

Give up intemperate habits such as smoking, consumption of alcohol and
drugs.

l

Be sincere to our work.

l

Experience silence.

l

l

Feed our brain with noble ideas, thoughts, feelings and values and keep
repeating them.
Consciously overcome jealousy, anger, hate, excessive desires, discontent
and discomfort.

l

Live in the present moment and be aware of our Inherent present state.

l

Use both sides of our brain and synchronize them harmoniously.

C) MIND, THE BRAIN’S OUTPUT
The fact that we are not born with a built-in mind hardly needs any
emphasis. Yet, it is rare to find anyone denying its absence. It has been accepted
as the integral part of our being. Generally we identify ourselves with our mind
and, consider it as the producer and director of our thoughts, feelings and deeds,
which lead to the culminating point of all our endeavors. It is in the mind that
one commences all actions and creativity, where the effort for perfection continues.
Indeed it is in the mind the insights for our transcendental accomplishments
reach their peak. Strangely enough, none of us have seen it nor known its
meaning, nature, structure, mechanism and its location in our body properly.
It continues to be a more controversial topic among the scientists as well as
philosophers. Not many seem to have understood it scientifically.
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We should remember that we are born without any memory, religious
beliefs, cultural traits, and language. We are born as ‘a human body in
present state’
Prophets, philosophers and social reformers of all ages and of all faiths
are of the opinion that we have given undue importance to mind; a subtle, swift
moving and mischievous element in our personality. We have relegated our
‘Inherent present state’ into the background and have allowed ‘mind’, a vague
and an illusory notion to dominate our life. If uncontrolled, unregulated, it
would certainly affect the blissful state of our existence. Therefore understanding
the nature of our mind, and the ways and methods of controlling and regulating
it is very essential to lead a peaceful and socially useful life and in that process
realize our ‘‘Inherent present state’’. No one can do us greater good than our
own well-directed mind. Similarly, no one can cause us greater harm than our
own ill-directed mind.
Understanding ‘mind’ and using it constructively involves a systematic
culturing process. Many enlightened masters have suggested different techniques
and procedures for this purpose. I have studied the procedures suggested by
a few such masters and I have found some of them not only useful but also easy
to follow. However, considering our constraints and also our need I have
formulated a practicable holistic method by reducing the procedures to three
processes, which I have called “3D –PROCESS” as described below.
DISCOVERING THE MIND
DISCIPLINING THE MIND
DISSOLVING THE MIND
The processes that I intend to describe have no built-in or hidden religious
or mythical element. It is based on scientific analysis of the sources of our mental
unrest and its consequences. The source of peace and happiness lies in our
lifestyle and socio-economic life.
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DISCOVERING MIND
Discovering mind does not mean that we have to search for it elsewhere
away from our body. All that we need to do is to analyze the process of its
formation, its nature and characteristics scientifically. It is the first and important
step in regulating and controlling its role. The word ‘mind’ is derived from a
Teutonic word ‘Gamundi’ that means think, remember, and intend. Psychology
and medical sciences do not seem to have as yet demonstrably defined its
structure, nature and its dynamics.

Mind is flow of thoughts or ‘bioelectrical output’ of brain.
I have already explained the roots of ‘mind’. They are to be seen in the
‘brain’. I have also mentioned the inputs necessary for the formation of ‘mind’
in the form of ‘thoughts’. It would be really useful that we know the interplay
between brain and the inputs that are fed to it. During the first few months of
the birth, child’s brain will react to raw experiences fed to it by the sensory
organs. We infer the thoughts and feelings of a child by its reactions and give
our own meaning to it. As far as the child is concerned, it is only an unlabelled
reaction. But, parents, other members of the family, teachers and many others
in the surrounding with whom the child comes into contact, keep moulding its
reactions.
From the beginning of our infancy, our family, school, other social institutions
and the whole community around us keep programming our brain by way of
storing data in the form of labelled information and belief values, ideas, ideologies
and sentiments etc about men and matter around us. During the process of
storing, the child is made to internalize the information itself as real. The
information, thus, stored partly constitutes ‘our mind’ [memory]. More often our
mind resorts to recalling the past information or experiences already stored in
brain (memory) to interpret, understand and react to the present experience.
Many of us accept the data deposited by others as reality, rarely verifying the
prejudices, stereotypes, meanings, emotions and other idiosyncrasies imputed to
them by those who deposit them. It is unfortunate that very often we never try
to verify reality in order to use it as reference to perceive and interpret our own
experiences. Thus we depend more on the programmed brain totally ignoring the
present which is the ‘‘Inherent present state’.
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Dependence on the deposited data [past/memory] relegates awareness of
our ‘Inherent present state’ into the background and distorts our perception of
the reality in the present moment. Indeed, this dependence has made us believe
in caste system, superstitions, religious dogmas and practices, nationalism, myths,
miracles, etc. In our routine life our ‘projected past’ becomes dominant. We tend
to believe our name, nationality, caste, religious, and language affiliation as real.
But as a matter of fact, they are not real. It is incidental that a person is born
in India or France. Similarly a child is born in a Hindu, Christian or Muslim
family may acquire the culture of its respective family. The agencies of socialization
indoctrinate the socio-cultural and religious beliefs, and love for place in which
the child is born. The language he learns makes him, largely, unable to understand
and appreciate other cultural system. For example, persons born and brought
up in Middle East may find the Buddhist social system, its social values, beliefs
and practices uncomfortable. The statue of the Buddha may not evoke any
feelings in him and he may not even recognize it.
Generally we are not inherently averse to other cultures. Rather,
programming of our brain makes us adhere to the “projected past ’’ which
precludes the experience of the “present perception”. Generally we understand
and react towards anything around us in accordance with the previously
deposited, coded and labelled data in our brain. During the course of socialization,
importance is given to develop in us emotionality rather than rationality. As
such many of us react emotionally to the situations. We should always remember
that unchecked emotionality is more dangerous to individual and to a great
extent to social peace. Emotions kill our sanity, block rationality and motivate
us to behave abnormally. In fact religious fundamentalism, militant nationalism,
regionalism and communalism are the products of emotional attitude affecting
emotionally on our actions.
n

No built in mind at birth.

n

Programming by senses and perception.

n

Memory and labelled information is prerequisite for
thought production in the brain.

n

Mind is the flow of thoughts.

n

Thoughts are output from the brain
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DISCIPLINING THE MIND
The importance of nurturing our mind properly in order to set a vision
for a peaceful world cannot be disputed. Because, our mind has immense potential
to make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven. We have understood that mind is
partially what we feed into the brain. All that has been fed in to our brain, in
the course of our life, may not be desirable for a healthy mind. Wrong information,
prejudices, stereotypes, negative feelings and emotions, including distorted
meanings, fed in to our brain may spoil the quality of its output.
Human beings’ mind is unique. We attribute the different moods, such
as, happy, sad, active, sedate, kindly, unkindly, hatred, love etc and also our
emotions, sentiments and motivations to our mind. It could be both a friend and
a foe, could make our life a tragedy or a comedy. It is the chief architect and
the ruler of our life. It can make anyone a terrorist or a saint, an optimist or
a pessimist, industrious or lazy.
Our behaviour patterns are expressions of the nature and the quality of our
mind. Defects in our brain when cultured by defective socialization will definitely
affect the mental balance. Disequilibria of the mind will lead to psychosomatic
problems, social maladjustment and behavioral disorders. Such people not only
make their own life miserable, but also cause misery to others. Psychologists have
described the symptoms of mental abnormalities in detail. Understanding the ways
in which the abnormalities of our mind find expression would certainly help us
overcome problems and realize our ‘‘Inherent present state’’.
We know that mind is wavering and unsteady. It tries to fulfill whatever it
wants. Discovering and subduing it is indispensable for realizing our ‘Inherent
present state’. How to control mind and regulate its functions is the question that
confronts us now. Some of the following practices could be adopted for this purpose.
l

Maintaining a healthy body.

l

Practicing a few physical exercises along with regulation of breathing.

l

Leading a well organized social life.

l

Feeding right inputs in the form of experiences and information to brain.

l

Avoiding thoughts of evil desires, evil actions etc.

l

Freeing the mind from stress and strain.

l

Contentment and pursuing humane altruistic values.

l

Crushing egoism, jealousy, hatred, avarice and undue attachment etc.
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D) MIND CARE
It is not always fair on our part to make our ‘mind’ a ‘scapegoat’ for all
the problems we face in life. It is true that a carelessly bred mind would create
problems for us. Nevertheless, it is an indisputable guide to our life. Human
beings without mind are no different from plants and animals. Mind alone can
lead us in the mundane life and show the path for realizing our ‘Inherent present
state’ and Everpresent state. Therefore, it is very essential to care for mind’s
health.
Unfortunately, we seem to have lost the right track for maintaining a
healthy mind. We are groping for remedies to regulate it through external
sources although it is within us only. Today it has become difficult for men and
women, of all ages, occupation or class to be free from stress, fatigue, insomnia
and irritation; and to be calm and composed. It is really shocking to know that
even children are becoming victims to these problems. It may be amusing, but
it is true that children complain to me that their school schedule, too many
assignments, goading parents, severe compulsion for high achievement in
examination are all robbing their natural happiness of childhood. Obviously
then, they hate stress, which might cause psychological problems in them.
Medical and psychological studies have found mental stress and fatigue as
the main causes for diabetes, bronchial asthma, insomnia, heart ailments and
many other psychosomatic disorders. Besides, stress is also responsible for anger,
jealousy, and addiction to drugs and alcohol. It is found that some people may
resort to socially deviant activities to escape from stress. Worst among these is
suicidal tendency. This tendency is increasing at an alarming rate. Consequently
realization of ‘Inherent present state’ suffers a serious causality on account of the
above habits. Unless we fight these maladies, humanity will soon have to pay a
dear price.
A problem properly diagnosed is half solved. Therefore, we should diagnose
our mental stress properly in order to identify the causes. Usually mental stress
manifests in symptoms like, irritability, anger, fatigue, confusion, loss of
appetite, unsteady mind, frustration and often, devious thinking also. It is
difficult to attribute this problem to any of the above mentioned conditions.
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Psychological and medical researches have discovered the following conditions
that causes Stress.
l

l

l

l

l

l

Biological factors such as; poor constitution of the body, abnormal
functioning of hormones and glands, neurological illnesses and other
health problems.
Unemployment, laziness and sedate life.
Factors relating to the nature of our work and our attitude towards it; the
demands of our occupation and the working environment.
Factors related to our family life and its culture and the way we maintain
our social relations.
Life style without discipline, intemperate habits, unhealthy recreation,
cultivation of greed and avarice etc.
Failing to cultivate cordial relations and good habits like reading good
books, listening to music, observing silence etc.

l

Unchecked wants and desires leading to craze and consumerism.

l

Pressures of urban life etc.

Disregard for a contented life and chasing a pleasure-seeking way of life
have aggravated conditions of stress in life. Stress is a response of the body
towards burden of impulses/stimuli – physical, social, psychological and
cultural. At this point it is necessary to state that our ‘Inherent present state’
can never be under stress. In fact, external circumstances and events themselves
do not create stress; but it is the nature of our response to them that brings about
stress. If our response to any given situation is wrong, the consequence goes
against our wishes, we get disturbed, agitated and strained. If our response to
the same stimuli is correct, it brings happiness in our life. Thus stress and its
related problems are our own making. Having discussed the factors of stress,
we need to develop ways of freeing our mind.
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Freeing Mind from Vicious Pool of Stress
Mental stress is not new to us. It is with us throughout our life.
However people recognize it with lesser intensity. Nevertheless, it
is not an incurable disease. Let us be optimistic and focus on remedies.
The problem of stress as explained earlier has its roots in our mind.
A restless mind may cause serious stress. Therefore, the remedy
does not just lie in medicines but also in our life style. The holistic
regimen ‘WATCH IN PRESENT’ would definitely act as an antidote
to stress.
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3

Work management

3

Accepting reality

3

Thought culture

3

Creator

3

Happy family life and happiness

3

Introspection

3

Noble Mindedness

3

Positive attitude and Politeness

3

Relation’s management

3

Exemplary life

3

Silence

3

Extraordinary service to human welfare

3

Non-attachment

3

Transcending the mind.
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E) WORK MANAGEMENT:
You may be surprised at the inclusion of this item in the regimen proposed
for stress management. I have reasons and a purpose in doing so. My profession
has helped me to interact with many suffering from fatigue, worries and
restlessness. The nature of work, working conditions, returns from the work,
attitude towards work and management of work have been found to be
responsible for some psychosomatic problems. Researches on psychology of
work also confirms my observation.
It is widely observed that, people dread unemployment, as work is very
essential for our physical survival. Philosophically also, it is both a means and
an end in itself in the context of life and opportunity for making worthwhile
living. We also serve our society through our work. Therefore, it is reprehensible
to think of non-work situation. Unless and otherwise people are handicapped
either physically or mentally. Work should be loved and regarded as our
teacher, companion, saviour and philosopher as it helps us to get our desires
fulfilled, discharge social obligations, widen our social network and also makes
us knowledgeable and wise. Constructive and noble work is a way to resist evil
thoughts. It is the treasure of pleasant condition; for it eliminates laziness,
monotony, boredom and drudgery.
It is difficult for me to visualize our life without any meaningful work.
However, the professional training given to us does precious little to visualize
a comprehensive perception of the various dimensions of work and it’s bearing
on our physical and mental health. Worst still that it is not surprising to find
people who consider ‘work’ as a curse and hate to work. Majority of those who
hate to work and those who fail to manage their work properly tend to suffer
from physical and mental problems. It is not working but, how we work is more
important. I would therefore consider proper ‘work management’ as very essential
to achieve mental peace as an important step for leading a peaceful life.
As a first step we should drive out laziness from our mind and get
motivated to work. To the extent possible we should choose a work we love and
perform it efficiently. The following regimen ‘workaholic’ would drive away
work-related negative disposition and experiences. The regimen is very simple
and as follows. We should;
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l

l

Develop ‘willingness’ to work and contribute.
‘Organize’ work schedules properly and adhere to them systematically
and punctually.

l

Establish and maintain cordial ‘Relations’ with our colleague.

l

Acquire appropriate ‘Knowledge’ and skill required for the work.

l

Give Attention towards given work and a positive attitude towards it.

l

Be ‘Honest’ and hard working.

l

Be ‘Obedient’ to our officers.

l

Be ‘Loyal’ to our employers.

l

Be ‘Intelligent’.

l

Have commitment to the values and ethics of work.

F) ACCEPT REALITY AND BE SENSITIVE TO IT
It is a proverbial saying that dreams go by contraries. If people, matters
and situations were to be governed by our wishes there would not have been
any problems at all. Unfortunately we do not do so. We often fail in interacting
with our fellow beings or conducting ourselves in a situation. Our blindness to
the reality creates uncomfortable or hostile situation for us and feeds negative
experience into our brain. This, in consequence will strain our relations with
others and spoil our mental peace.
It is true that we are not bestowed with all that we aspire for, in life. And
it is equally true that human society does not consist of homogenous people.
Similarly nothing is placed according to our expectation. But, our attitude towards
persons, places, things and situations and the way we react and interact with
them are crucial in feeding the right experiences to our brain. I do not totally
deny the fact that those who interact with us also should co-operate in this
regard. Considering the diversity of human nature, it is better that we ourselves
take initiative to avoid conflict and unpleasant experiences in our relations. If
we are unable to acquire and cultivate social qualities, we find society
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uncomfortable and likewise society also considers us as misfits for social life.
Therefore proper management of our social relations is very essential to avoid
problems and to lead a peaceful life.
It is a general tendency among many of us that we often fail to:
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Accept facts about our capacity and limitations and evaluate our
achievements and failures in the light of the background in which we are
born and brought up; and opportunities and support we got in our life.
Accept people, situations, circumstances, and events as they occur and
learn to live in the ‘present moment’.
Accommodate and respect others’ views and opinions.
Stop being guided by our pre-conceived notions about persons, places and
materials while interacting with them.
To understand our fellow beings, places and situations objectively.
To be insensitive to reality around us and do not open our eyes to facts
of social life.
Realize that the notions already programmed into our brain by others
largely influence our understanding of a situation in any given moment.
Understand presuming situations or forming opinions about people and
situation is our basic mistake.
Introspect and critically evaluate our actions or behaviour in the situations
in which we are involved.
Avoid developing illusions, false prestige and highly ambitious unattainable
goals and ideas.

We should basically learn to accept facts about ourselves—our status,
ability, environment, talents, and capacities and also of those who are around
us. It is always better to see and accept the persons, places and things as they
are instead of expecting them to be the way we wish them to be. We should
give up the habit of living in fools’ paradise. Instead we should strive for
improving our ability and work for its optimum utilization. We must remember
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that there is always a gap and, some times conflict between reality and idealism.
Try to live in the present. We should be sportive and take life as it comes. We
must work hard and accept success with humility and the failures with grace
and learn lessons from it. Let us not become victims of unrealistic dreams and
illusions. We should not overestimate our ability and should not be blind to the
constraints also. We should not destroy the hut in which we live with a fond
hope of building a castle in the air.

G) THOUGHT MANAGEMENT
We are not lifeless and thoughtless robots, which are incapable of thinking,
feeling, judging and also acting on their own. More than all they are incapable
of creating anything on their own. They are the products of human creativity,
where as we are endowed with unparalleled mechanism and capacity to think
and act. Human history is the history of thoughts and actions. Thoughts are
drivers of our life. Our life is a play filled with thoughts and actions. Hence,
the importance of the process of thinking and the resultant thoughts in our
mundane life cannot be exaggerated. Indeed we are generally engaged in thinking
and transforming thoughts into action throughout our lives. It is the major
obsession of our body and brain and; they generally go together.
Generally thinking precedes the concomitant actions. Because, except a
few of our impulsive actions; all our other actions are guided by relevant
thoughts. Life otherwise would be difficult as we got to think in order to face
real life situations. Our desires and dreams remain unfulfilled without necessary
actions. But, actions are the products of mind or thoughts. Mind is the director
and driver of our life. Thinking alone can suggest us the path of action to achieve
the perceived goal. Hence a ‘mind-nil or ‘perception-nil’ state of existence is
impossible as it is difficult to carry out actions necessary to lead our life. It is
difficult to envision our life without thinking and transforming thoughts into
action. Generally all animals think, but the way humankind does, is unique. But
for our unparalleled ability to think we would not have built this wonderful
culture and civilization. However, achieving a balance between ‘mind
(perception) state’ and ‘no-mind (perception-nil) state’ is necessary to tread the
path to ‘enlightenment’ and also to realize our ‘Inherent present state’. This
requires an understanding of the intrinsic relation between mind, body, life and
living.
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We Are As We Think
Thinking should not be treated as just a mechanical activity of the brain.
In fact the way we think, issues, subjects and topics on which we think has a
significant bearing on our life and personality. Thoughts indeed are the building
blocks of our personality. Besides guiding our mundane life, they guide us to
explore our ‘Inherent present state’ and transcend its own world (perception
world). Hence it is said, thoughts Shapes persons. Life provides us ample
opportunities to produce and experience innumerable variety of thoughts.
However, we should always program and stimulate our brain in such a way that
it always entertains noble and pleasant thoughts that help us focus on noble
actions.

Need to Think About Thinking
Human society is beset with amazing diversity. I have no words other than
exclaiming at it. Biological and psychological factors are largely responsible for
this diversity. Because our personality is largely shaped by the nature and
quality of the thoughts we entertain. Psychologists and Sociologists have endorsed
this view. Experiments have been conducted on the impact of socialization,
education, introspection and environment on thinking process and its consequent
thoughts on human beings. It is found that the nature and quality of information
and experience fed to our brain largely determines the quality of our thoughts.
We are endowed with unique potential and ample opportunity to lead a
better life and also make useful contribution to the world. However, very few
use this great opportunity in a positive way. In fact many fail to plan, regulate
and lead peaceful and socially useful life, let alone contributing to the welfare
of the society. Ignorance about the art and science of ‘positive and constructive
thinking’ is found to be largely responsible for our miseries.
The process by which the brain produces thoughts has been explained
earlier. A thought, as we know is a quantum unit of the mind and is the output
of interaction between brain with a given stimuli at a given moment. Final
output is released after imputing meaning as already programmed in our brain.
We feel and experience the mind due to the flow of thoughts. It has no independent
existence because it has to depend on already stored data and the one derived
from experiences of an individual in any given situation. Hence it is both past
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and present dependant. By and large, our thoughts are the results of the
conditioning of our mind and its responses to our past (memory). Following
mind cycle would help you to recapitulate the process.

The above cycle continues till our death. The cycle might produce positive
or negative thoughts and motivate us for corresponding actions. The consequences
of our thoughts and actions depend on the way we manage and monitor the
cycle. It would be vicious if we convert our brain into a dustbin by loading it
with all sorts of negative, unhealthy labels and information.
Happiness in life depends on the quality of thought we produce. Good
thoughts not only make us happy but also make others around us feel happy.
For instance, laughter as many have understood is not merely an incidental
activity of our body. In fact, laughing elevates the body reflexes, dries out our
mental stress, drains out negative thoughts from our body and charges the entire
environment with lively forces. On the contrary anger, jealousy, fear, anxiety etc
will certainly affect our health.
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We must always strive to generate noble thoughts in us. They alone could
contribute to the progress and happiness of one and all in the society. Well
nurtured thoughts are always powerful. Such thoughts will be always clear and
distinct and, will acquire the capacity to be materialized. Noble, positive and
constructive thoughts when nurtured sincerely would always motivate us for
noble actions that are beneficial to us and to the society as well. On the contrary
pessimistic and destructive thoughts affect our body and mind adversely.

Cultured Thoughts Makes Us Creative
The age-old adage ‘we reap exactly what we sow’ aptly explains the
meaning of ‘thought-culturing’. I have not personally meant much about this
process nor; I claim it as a new idea. Thought-culturing process is similar to
agriculture, horticulture or aquaculture. The quality of land, seeds we sow, and
post-sowing nourishment undeniably determine the quality and quantity of the
crop. Similarly, as I have explained (under the section BRAIN CARE) the quality
of our thoughts depend on proper care of our brain, feeding right experience
and information to it. It could be said briefly that culturing thought refers to
a systematic lifelong exercise to produce right thoughts, which could enable us
to become ‘universal human beings’. However, mind being known for its
unstable, stubborn character needs a systematic, rigorous ‘culturing’ to be used
as a powerful means for realizing the ‘true essence of our existence’ which is
inherent in us and helps us to get satisfaction as a crown of nature.
The importance of scientific knowledge about the making and maintaining
a healthy mind in order to lead orderly normal life needs hardly any emphasis.
However, humanity has not focused sufficiently on this vital aspect. As a result
a vast majority of us have not as yet learnt the way to understand ourselves
properly and; lead a noble life, at least, in our own humble way. It is not
uncommon to find people leading a aimless, meaningless life. Because, our
social systems in general and education systems in particular, does not give
adequate attention to these aspects during the process and course of socializing
and educating the children. It is true that successive generation of parents and
teachers have been talking about noble goals. But, sincere efforts are hardly
made to train children to cultivate noble thoughts and direct them on achieving
noble goals. Worst still is the case of those belonging to socially, economically
and educationally backward.
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Mind—the ‘Aperture’
Aperture is a thin shutter placed in front of any photographic camera. An
object could be photographed only when the aperture in the camera is set aside.
Aperture is like our eyelids. It is impossible to see the outside world when the
eyelids are closed. Similarly our mind also acts like an aperture in understanding
not only all our experiences, information fed to our brain and situation in any
given present moment but also our ‘Inherent present state’. Our eyes capture
the images of objects, beings and everything in our surrounding; our ears may
hear different varieties of sound with various decibels. In this way our sensory
organs keep feeding experiences and information to our brain. But, they become
meaningful or intelligible to us only after being processed by the brain.
We talk of pain, pleasure, heaven, hell, happiness, stress, strain, satisfaction
and so on. These are just labels already programmed in our brain in order to
facilitate the processing of an experience in any given moment. The experience
as such is just an experience only. It is well known that people of different
religious faith observe fasting on certain fixed days. Some of them claim that
they do not feel hungry or exhaustion on such occasions; but why do the same
people fail to withstand hunger if their routine breakfast or lunch is a little late
on other days? The answer is very simple. Religious faith dominates over the
demand of the stomach. Thus the way we understand and feel our interaction
with the world has a cyclic mechanism

The “Present” Will Never Move
We experience our life, as a passage through series of moments. The
feeling of ‘movement is again our perception’. But the reality will remain in
the “present” only. Reality will not move. We could feel our experience in each
moment as hell or heaven. It all depends upon the way our brain is programmed
to perceive each diverse moment that we confront in our life. When the outcome
of an activity is already programmed in our brain to be perceived as happy,
joyful, pleasant, and satisfying, our brain releases similar thoughts and feelings;
but we perceive it as pain, stress, horrible etc. if it is programmed likewise.
Hence we have to take extreme care in labelling the beings, matters, information
and experiences in such a way that they should not imbibe negative thoughts
and feelings in people. The seeds of furious thoughts make our life horrible,
stressful and hell. All that really exists in our life is a moment.
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Mind— A Combination of Minds
The computers have discs, drives and folder to receive and store the
information. Human brain being the “super computer” has its own system to
retain the memory of various information and experiences fed to it. It would
be rare that a human being is fed only with information that would socialize
or groom him as an antisocial person. Because, our parents and teachers generally
try to inculcate in us at least a few noble ideas also. As such our brain has to
store innumerable information and ideas, some of which are often mutually
conflicting. There is a built in mechanism in the computer to avoid interference
and interface of information stored in one file with another. Where as human
brain is not rigid like mechanical computer as it has no such compartmentalizing
system. It has an inherent versatile capacity and a greater degree of freedom
to function. Hence more than one stream of thought generally sneak out of the
brain at the same time on a particular issue.

Mind within Mind
Quite often we hear people saying that they had ‘two minds’ about their
reaction to a stimulus. We experience clash of ideas, feelings, emotions, and
sentiments. It is a clash between ‘to be or not to be’. This is what we precisely
call “dilemma”. Dilemma is a state of mind in which we confront with conflicting
thoughts. The faculty of thinking becomes blur. Thoughts will not be clear and
precise. We fail to take a decision. Human brain reacts in different ways to a
given stimuli. It might release three or four sets of thoughts and reactions to
a given stimuli each drifting in different direction.

‘Dilemma’ Makes the Brain a Battlefield
The proverbial saying ‘a rolling stone gathers no mass’; aptly describes
the nature of a drifting, dangling and dithering mind. A ‘dual’ mind caught in
between the ‘to-be or not-to-be’ dilemma lacks confidence. An unstable mind
is always undetermined, unhealthy, unstable, and often would be dangerous as
well. It ruins our mental equilibrium. We fail to take decisions. Very often
thoughts rebel against each other forcing us to beat a retreat from our efforts
at implementing our resolutions. We open a book and set our eyes on its pages
to read, but the mind starts to wander, thinks about some past events or of some
future plans. This happens whenever we take up a task.
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A battle torn mind is fickle and would not be fair and sound. It suffers
from anxiety, confusion, frustration, and restlessness. It denies health and
happiness for itself and the body. It might become a victim of indecisiveness.
Generally a ‘thought’, which is more powerful, motivates individuals to act
accordingly. For instance a person’s brain stored with strong criminal ideas
could be motivated easily for anti-social acts and vice versa. Dilemma is again
the ‘mischief’ of mind.

Why Dilemma?
This is a crucial question, but the answer is simple. Normally mental
conflicts are due to perceiving the ‘present’ with the help of the ‘past’. As
explained earlier we do not generally experience each ‘present’ moment as a
moment. Instead we interpret it with the help of the past or previously stored
labelled information. Generally we face dilemma due to
l

l

Indiscrete and non-judicious storing of mutually conflicting and unscientific
ideas and information in the brain
Ignorance about the nature of ‘present moment’ which in reality is
unlabelled

l

Improper education and socialization

l

Superimposition of the ‘past’ over the ‘present’ experience

l

Ignorance about introspection

l

Improper and inadequate education

l

Laziness and sedate life etc

Dissolve Dilemma : Strengthen Thoughts:
Dilemma manifests in indecisiveness. It weakens our resolution and faith.
We might not be able to act firmly. Further, awareness of our ‘Inherent present
state’ eludes us as long as our mind itself is beset with its own ‘internal conflicts’.
Therefore, we should dissolve dilemma as a first step for proper ‘culturing’ of
our thoughts. This has to be accomplished in phased manner.
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As a pediatrician I am aware that the human brain is like a virgin land,
a rasa tabula at the time of birth. It simply receives and memorizes any
information fed to it. Further, brain keeps on interpreting experiences in any
given moment in accordance with previously programmed labels and
information. Until a child gets some education, socialization and opportunities
to experience life situation, it would not be able to achieve necessary mental
maturity to scientifically analyze, evaluate and understand the truthfulness of
the information already loaded in its brain.
Passage from childhood to adolescence is a significant period in the life
of every child. It is during this period children assimilate knowledge, skills,
information, values, beliefs and norms etc. It is the most impressionable period
with children’s brain being highly receptive. Children meekly accept whatever
the trainers suggest without resisting much. In essence, it is during this period
the foundation for the personality of the child is laid. Parents could shape the
personality of their children, as they like. A child could be groomed in whatever
way we like—as peace-loving decent citizen or a terrorist. Psychologists and
sociologists all over the world have endorsed this view.
It is in the above background that I would like to advice parents and
teachers all over the world to take extreme care in socializing and educating
children. I will explain the precaution to be taken while socializing and education
in the next section.
Those who have already crossed adolescence and are passing through
different phases of life can also overcome the problem of dilemma and strengthen
their will power. Some of the following steps would certainly help the process.
We must at first instance clear all unscientific and unnecessary information
loaded into our brain through introspection. And then we should
help it to produce a clear, healthy mind. Then we must train mind to be firm
and obedient in order to use it for noble deeds. We must follow the following
in order to free the mind from its own ‘Dilemma’ and strengthen thoughts.
l

l

At first we should choose noble purpose and conceive it in detail and link
it with thoughts and actions.
Concentrate our mind on noble goals
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l

Cultivate positive thinking.

l

Drive out pessimism, doubts, fears, inferiority complex and aimlessness.

l

Not be impulsive and emotional and, learn to say no when necessary.

l

Give attention to every detail however small or simple the matter is.

l

Be calm, composed, confident and enjoy our work.

l

Avoid strain and obsession for idealism and perfectionism.

l

Should avoid rudeness and rashness.

l

Avoid expectations from others.

l

Dream and strengthen the desire to be creative.

l

Strive to excel and do not accept anything less than the best.

l

We should keep our living environment clean and hygienic.

In addition to above; some of the healthy practices, habits and principles,
which we have discussed in earlier contexts are also highly useful. All these are
important basic steps in the journey towards peaceful life. How to set a noble
‘vision’ for our life? How to tame our mind to realize our ‘vision’? And ultimately,
how to terminate our mind are some of the questions that obviously confront
us in overcoming mental conflicts.. I have already admitted and explained the
difficulty in disciplining our mind. It may not be possible for all to achieve it
all of a sudden. We have to set a scientific regimen and we can follow it in a
phased manner. The regimen ‘REALIZE’ involving the following tasks would
be highly useful in this endeavor.
l

l

Realize our potential by analyzing our strength, opportunities for improving
our potential and also the possible threats in shaping our personality.
Recognize, understand and accept the reality; and do not entertain
illusions and false beliefs.
Embolden ourselves (be bold) to unmask our branded identity and
‘eliminate’ the unscientific labels pasted in our brain through dedicated
introspection. Many may avoid this for the fear of loosing their identity.
We should remember that it is a baseless fear and the so-called identity
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is programmed and unreal. Therefore we have to educate our body and
mind to free ourselves from narrow bondages of labelled social brands.
We should widen our social horizon.
l

Abandon evil desires, feelings, thoughts and actions.

l

Log on to the awareness of the universal ‘Inherent present state’.

l

l

l

Internalize noble qualities such as humility, compassion, empathy,
politeness, austerity etc.
Zeal to lead an exemplary life.
Enrich and energize our thoughts focusing on good and noble goal that
would help us contribute for the happiness of the society. And, later
‘eliminate mind’ and ‘embrace the universal Everpresent state’.

As a Doctor, it has become a routine for me to counsel people who despite
the vital parameters of their body being normal and healthy approach me with
health problems. In many cases, I have found people unnecessarily feel restless,
confused and pessimistic. They unnecessarily suffer from unfounded,
psychosomatic disorders. Generally our problems find roots in the way we think
and cultivate our thinking process.
Thoughts make a man. If we entertain good thoughts we can build a bright
and a noble future. We will sink and ruin ourselves if we stop entertaining good
thoughts. We should not unnecessarily worry or bemoan about the past. We
should always learn to enjoy the fresh and pure present and create desired
thoughts for a better future. We should think great and act great. We can create
our future as we like it and make it preferably a happier and peaceful one. Please
remember success comes to those who desire for a peaceful future and act to
achieve it.

n

We attribute meaning to all that we see, hear, smell and
feel by using past labels.
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H) BE A CREATOR AND CREATE MEANING IN LIFE
We are not an ordinary species, nor individual beings in the animal world.
We are the crown of the animal world endowed with a versatile body and a
unique brain which is a unique super computer. More than all, we are born
‘universal human beings’. Majority of us are ignorant of the treasure hidden in
our brain. Sadly enough, we are not properly socialized and educated to realize
our potential and harness it for individual and social good. On the whole, our
society does not give adequate attention in imbibing in us a broader, altruistic
perspective in understanding and shaping our life properly.
The ignorance about our creative potential makes us dull and restless. We
waste our precious potential more on caring for mundane, sensual desires and
other trivial matters. We have programmed our brain to focus more on fulfilling
our ‘body-centric’ needs. Human life has become mechanical. Excepting a few
creative people such as scientists, engineers, litterateurs and artists; majority of
the human race seems to have not taken life seriously. Worst still, they do not
bother to understand life, let alone create a noble meaning for it. This has driven
many to lead a confused aimless life. My association and interaction with people
force me ponder over the way many of us are leading our life. I think that there
are not many who care to ask a few questions such as the following for themselves
l

What does it means to be a human being?

l

Am I like any other animals or different from them?

l

In what way am I different from others?

l

What is life and how should it be lived?

l

What should be the goal of our life?

l

How could I make my life worth lived?

l

What is my potential as the crown of the animal world?

l

What is real pleasure and happiness?

l

What should be my contribution to this world?

l

Why do we cultivate jealousy, hatred, egoism and selfish desires?
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Could I not control and discipline my mind?

l

Why have I imprisoned myself in the narrow world of religious, caste and
other imaginary systems?

l

Could I not come out of this trap and love the world around me? And so
on…

l

Many seek my help to understand life and lead it usefully and peacefully.
I suggest introspection as one simple exercise which dispels our confusions
about life and living and helps us realize our potential. It will also show us the
way to seek opportunities and tap them. It will also create an outlet for our
creativity. Drudgery, cynicism and laziness will run away from us. We should
not waste our life on brooding over the past and worrying about the future. Our
life is an invaluable opportunity to realize the silent beauty of our amazing
Inherent present state. Real peace and happiness will be a ‘mirage’ unless we
realize our potential and set noble goals for our life.

AS CROWN OF NATURE WE ARE :
l

Capable of realizing the Everpresent and Inherent present state

l

Capable of using our brain in a creative way

l

Capable of Contributing to other human beings in infinite ways

l

Having unique capacity

l

Creators by thoughts and actions

l

Capable of focusing on goals

l

Capable of creating meaning in life

The concept of life, of course has so far eluded precise meaning and
definition. Since time immemorial great sages prophets and philosophers have
tried to give a precise meaning to the term life, but in vain. Infact life in itself
has no meaning and it is an individual’s construct. Each individual perceives
and understands “Life” in his own way and lives it accordingly. It could be a
tragedy, a comedy, a struggle, a play, a lesson, a duty, an opportunity to serve,
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a curse to be suffered, and it may be full of joy or sorrow. It all depends on
how we plan our life and execute it. It is not necessary to search for the meaning
of life; rather we can create meaning in life. We should be able to convert all
opportunities into the advantage of all. A casual observation reveals that we
are always getting to live but never living. We should give up this attitude.
We should remember that we are the architects of our lives. We should
not start our life with any preconceived and fixed meaning given to it. We
should first accept our life as it is presented to us and create meaning to our
life during the living process. If we start each moment with negative thoughts
such as grief, misery and unhappiness we will experience the unwanted negative
consequences. Similarly if we start with a happy disposition of mind we will
experience positive consequences. Thus, our thoughts play a major role in each
moment of our life and act as building blocks of our personality.

n

We are not an ordinary species, nor individual beings in
the animal world. We are the crown of animal world
endowed with a versatile body; brain a unique super
computer. More than all we are born as ‘universal human
beings’. Sadly enough, majority of us are ignorant of the
treasure hidden in our brain. We are not properly socialized
and educated to realize our potential and harness it for
individual and social good.

n

As a crown of nature, we can create and make noble
contribution to the world.

n

Discovery of our original state helps us to achieve peace
and helps us to overcome stress and anxiety.
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I) HAPPY FAMILY AND HAPPINESS
Planned ‘Family’ Life
Marriage and family are universally accepted socio-cultural arrangements
through which people seek satisfaction of their biological and psychological
urges and social desires. Obviously, it is natural that everyone longs for a happy
married life. However, our socializing process rarely does provide at least some
basic education about the meaning, objectives and the philosophy of marriage.
Obviously then the understanding of the concept of marriage, its philosophy
and objectives differs among people. While some consider sexual enjoyment and
procreation, as the main aim of marriage, a few others would consider family
as a ‘night garage’ to which we come back at night for rest. Often we fail to
realize family as the treasure house of love, affection, care and concern which
are very essential for maintaining our mental peace.
Women need more space to play a proactive role in social life
l

They should be given equal importance

l

They have unique potential

l

They are capable of making great contributions to the society

l

They should be helped to make difference in their roles

l

They should not be overburdened with large family

l

Family burden could be reduced by having One or two children

Pleasant and satisfied family life is crucial to overcome mental stress.
Infact social scientists have established a correlation between the alarming rate
at which divorce and desertions are disorganizing the family life and the increase
in the number of people suffering from problems due to mental stress. Social
scientists, social workers and reformers are much concerned about the
deteriorating quality of family life. Therefore there is an urgent necessity to
avert this situation and make our homes ‘sweet homes’. I feel it is desirable to
provide some basic education about marriage and family life. I hope the following
measures would enable us to resurrect the withering values of family life.
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l

l

l

l

l

l

Physical and psychological compatibility of the spouses is crucial for a
happy married life. Therefore it is advisable to ensure the compatibility
of prospective brides and bridegrooms before entering into wedlock.
Honesty, openness, love, affection, the spirit of care, concern, hospitality,
co-operation and sacrifice should be the hallmark of a family culture.
We should not allow suspicion, jealousy, selfishness and distrust to enter
in our family.
Greater attention should be given to maintain a balance in the structural
and functional position of family members. We should educate family
members about values of happy and harmonious life and help them perform
their duties sincerely.
Woman is the mother of human race and she is the first architect of our
personality. Hence wife, mother and other women members must not only
be respected but also be given responsibilities and opportunities to realize
and harness their potential. Our personality and life will be paralyzed if
we ignore women and burden them with more children.
We should give more attention to bring up our children properly. This is
possible if we have not more than two children. The popular opinion
‘small is beautiful’ is really true. More children means more burdens and
this will wear us out and rob our happiness as we will be forced to focus
mainly on finding ways and means for the maintenance of a larger family.
It is certainly desirable to have small family. Adopting the scientific methods
of birth control which would reduce family size.

Happiness:
The concept of ‘happiness’ is abstract and relative. Its meaning and
experience varies from individual to individual. It is difficult to precisely define
the term ‘happiness’. Therefore I do not attempt a detailed exposition of the
concept of ‘happiness’ or attempt any philosophical debate on it either, and it
is not my main objective here. My objective is to reaffirm my belief that it is
natural and quite normal to ‘long for happiness in life’ and, we should not
deprive it for ourselves. Happiness is basically a state of mind, an abstract
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mental experience that makes us feel good. Different persons interpret it in
different ways as each one derives it from different source. There are both
material and non-material sources of happiness. It is difficult to attribute
happiness to any particular source. Activities like reading, writing, playing,
eating, sleeping, traveling, praying, working, social service and listening to the
music and so on could be a sources of happiness. Different people may choose
different activity or activities to feel happy.
This treatise emphasizes the importance of realizing our ‘Inherent present
state’. However’ I would not suggest ‘renunciation of worldly life’. I do not
believe in abstaining from satisfying our genuine and basic biological and
psychological needs and urges. We need not punish our body and mind by
forcing them to starve. Nature has gifted us with so many things and capacities
to enjoy and definitely not to starve. Our life would lack charm without the
activities necessary for satisfying our basic needs and urges and, neither would
there be any creativity. Progress of human culture and civilization comes to a
standstill. Moreover, there is no reason in abstaining from realizing happiness
in life. We are born with infinite capacity to create and enjoy, experience the
gifts of nature and our own creations and, definitely not to starve and suffer.
Moreover, I do not want philosophy without experience to become ‘philosophy
born of frustration and deprivation’.
However, I personally feel that we should not restrict the meaning of the
term ‘happiness’ to just mental experience that we derive from indulging in
either an activity or the fulfillment of a need. I feel that we should distinguish
between real and illusory happiness. Also, we should set a limit for enjoying
a certain category of happiness. Happiness sought or derived through violence,
conceit, exploitation, socially unjustifiable means and activities is really not
happiness. More than all, happiness should be shared. Certain source of happiness
should be created and shared at least with those who are unable to have direct
access to them.
As a Doctor it has become routine for me to treat people suffering from
psychosomatic health problems due to non-fulfillment of desires and the
denial of happiness. Therefore it is always better that we should never suppress
our natural and socially recognized ‘normal’ desires. We should make every
effort to fulfill our genuine needs, urges and desires. Suppressing certain urges
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like hunger, sex, love and entertainment and the consequent need for food,
clothing, shelter, sex, entertainment, love and basic comforts may have negative
effect on our body and mind. We may not be able to function normally. Therefore
we should work hard and create the necessary requisites for our well being and
enjoy them.
‘Desires’ and ‘Desiring’ are very much natural and there is nothing
unnatural or abnormal about it. However, we should properly prioritize our
desires and set a reasonable limit for their satisfaction. Intemperate habits,
overindulgence in sexual adventures and the unethical selfish desires will snatch
our happiness and drive us to lifelong agony. Similarly, we should be careful
in choosing right means to realize our right ends.

Creation of Happiness
Happiness does not descend on us from vacuum. It is of no use to wait
for it to come in our way. We have to create it. It is not a ready-made material.
It has to be earned and experienced by our effort. It can be created in many ways,
both individually and collectively.
l

l

l

We as ‘Crown’ of Nature have created a wonderful culture and civilization,
which have made our life comfortable. All inventions–language, literature,
music, science and technology and their products are human creations. We
are enjoying them. A scientist by his dedicated effort invents a gadget and
he contributes it for the benefit of the whole humankind. There is no limit
for such creations. We have immense potential to focus our attention on
finding ways and means for the well-being of all.
We are social beings. Our needs are complex and varied. To love and to
be loved is also one of our basic desires. We can realize happiness by being
kind, empathetic, affable, caring to all those in our social circle in particular
and society at large. A ‘kindly act’ is a right effort in this direction. Many
a times the strained relations with the members of our family, kindred,
colleagues and the neighborhood make us unhappy. This is preventable
by willing to understand others and empathizing with them.
A healthy body is an incomparable source of happiness for us. Similarly
an unhealthy body poses serious threat to our happiness. However creating
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happiness by caring for the health of our body and mind is in our hands
only. No one can share or take away our physical sickness. I have already
explained the importance of taking care of our health.
Great scientists, writers, artists, philosophers and musicians have dedicated
their life to create things of utility, beauty and joy for humankind. They have
left behind their immortal creations for us, which we are enjoying even now.
The object that gives us happiness need not always be great. Simple acts like
civility; politeness and warmth would be sufficient. We should firmly resolve
to feel happy, despite adversity. After all ‘happiness is a state of mind’.

Share Happiness:
‘Live!!! And help others live’ is an undeniable golden principle of life.
We all know that a candle burns itself to give light to others. Our life should
not be reduced to a self-centered activity; rather it should be conceived as an
opportunity to contribute for the good of society. Life according to Nature’s
scheme is based on the principle of mutual help, interdependence and peaceful
coexistence of all. The best way to keep ourselves happy is to ensure the
happiness of others. At least we should have a big heart to share the surplus
with those who are deprived of the barest necessities of life. We should remember
that life is a great opportunity to give others and to realize for ourselves the
love, sympathy, compassion and the principle of altruism. Our happiness is
always in our hands.

AS YOU LIKE
WOULD YOU LIKE TO
CREATE HAPPINESS

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
CREATE MISERY

Happy thoughts

Unhappy thoughts

Harmonious thoughts

Furious thoughts

Contributory thoughts

Burdened thoughts

Noble thoughts

Evil thoughts

Altruistic thoughts

Selfish thoughts
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J) INTROSPECTION
Conveying the importance of ‘introspection’ the most easy and effective
method to understand and realize our ‘Inherent present state’ and its source,
the ‘Everpresent state’ as a step to becoming universal human being has been
my cherished dream for over twenty years. Therefore I have chosen the process
and importance of introspection as the central theme of this modest work. As
a pediatrician I have carefully observed the facial expression with which children
are born and I have also watched the way they are trained. I am convinced that
we come to this world without any previously programmed ideas, feelings,
mind or a plan. Similarly I have also observed the facial expression of the dead
bodies. Yet again I have found them to be totally blank without any feelings.
How strange is this similarity in the ‘Inherent present state’ in the two significantly
different moments in our life? Yet it is an indisputable truth!
All of us come to this world with a ‘pristine’ state of life. Later on we
start ‘forgetting the original pristine state’ and keep on accumulating and
storing all sorts of experiences and data into our brain, which can make or
mar our mental peace. Therefore I sincerely request you to once again spend
every moment of life in constant introspection and sustain the awareness of the
‘Inherent present state’.
Introspection from different perspective reveals;
l

l

l

It can Bring total transformation in our perception and understanding of
the world.
Enable us to realize the ‘inherent oneness’ of humankind.
Enable us to realize that we are born with a blank state and later follows
programmed mind. Whatever we are or have, is imbibed in us.

l

Finds unity in the diversity of human society.

l

Overcome castiest, religious, racial and cultural prejudices.

l

Overcome superstitions, dogmatism of all sorts.

l

Helps us achieve a state of ‘freedom’ from fear, anxiety.
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l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Helps us to examine our thoughts and actions that can have both positive
and negative effects on our body and this realization is the gateway of
achieving peace.
We are a ‘quantum unit’ of the ‘Everpresent’, which is the primordial cause
of everything.
We are born with inherent essence of the ‘Everpresent’, which is universally
same in all beings and human beings.
It is impossible to name ‘Everpresent’ with any labels and affiliate with
any politico-geographical and socio-cultural entity.
All labels are the products of mind and they have masked our true Inherent
present state by imbibing in us a sort of blind emotional attachment to
them.
Inherent present state has no affiliation with any of the socio-ethnic labels
and it does not think.
Inherent present state has nothing to do with the vagaries of ‘mind’.
Mind is the cause and director of all our thoughts and actions and; it is
the sole cause for all.
It is better and safe to free ourselves from the clutches of mind irrespective
of the nature and quality of its advices.
Being in Inherent present state is the way to ‘bliss’.
Introspection is a type of thought out of mind and it is unable to perceive
in atto - femto - pico - nano - micro seconds, though we exist in these
seconds, but in no mind state or the Inherent present state alone exists.
n

When we introspect, we will realize the truth behind our
perceived affiliation to religion, region, country, caste,
class, language etc. All these are previously labelled and
programmed in our brain.
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K) NOBLE MINDEDNESS:
It is a well-known fact that birth of lives and their death is an unending
activity in Nature’s scheme of events, but, a few remain immortal even after their
death. Many of us do not evince any curiosity or interest to know, why only
a few remain immortal and a billion die unsung? Proper introspection will
definitely help us find an answer to this question.
It is not mere living, but how we live is more important. We owe a debt
to our society and all that inhabits this planet. Therefore we should design our
life in such a way that there is enough opportunity to repay the debt. Our life
should be a constant effort in imbibing in us the kindness, grace, humility,
magnanimity and generosity. This will help us have a noble mind, and work
for the welfare of all by rendering selfless service to society. Our deeds need
not be great. Nobility is not always an inherent trait. We can become noble by:
l

l
l

Realizing our ‘Inherent present state’ and the ‘inherent oneness’ of all
beings.
Constantly contemplating on noble thoughts.
Constantly visualizing and performing noble deeds for the welfare of
society.

l

Always living in the present perception.

l

Leading an exemplary life through great contribution to society.

l

Harmoniously integrating the past and present experiences of our life and
erasing all meaningless thoughts from the mind.

L) POSITIVE ATTITUDE AND POLITENESS
Attitude refers to the mental pre-disposition of individuals towards all
that surrounds us. It is in a way a thought combined with action. Individual’s
interpretation of an event is more important than the event itself. However hard
the realities of life may be, they are not as important as our attitude towards
them. We should not be guided by prejudices and stereotypes towards people,
places and things. Instead we should learn to cultivate ‘open-mindedness’ towards
everything. Introspection helps us to cultivate this habit, and it will have its
positive impact on our body and mind. Positive thoughts begets positive attitude.
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Greatness lies in our ability to convert unfavorable situations into favorable
situations for our own good and to the good of the society. Positive frame of
mind alone can help us to withstand pressures of life and lead it in a better way.
POSITIVE ATTITUDES
MAKE US

NEGATIVE ATTITUDE
MAKE US

Open Minded

Cynical

Objective

Prejudicial

Bold

Timid

Rational

Irrational

Affable

peevish

Healthy

Unhealthy

Optimistic

Pessimistic

Joyful

Unhappy

Active and Creative

Sedate and lazy

Polite

Quarrelsome

Stress-free

Stressful

Accommodative

Resentful

Realize Satisfaction in life

Dissatisfied and Dejected

Crown of the nature

A Blunder of Nature

Determination to be positive to make our life better.
A Determined individual can only sustain anything in life.
Negative thoughts imbibe in us negative attitudes only. They, together do
not allow us to meet the challenges of life boldly. Positive attitudes embolden
and motivate us to tap situations to create opportunities to help ourselves and
others. Persons with negative mental disposition could hardly have positive
impact on our environment. Negative attitudes lead us to bitterness, resentment,
high stress, ill health and could eventually ruin our happiness.
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M) POLITENESS
The proverbial saying that ‘a soft answer turneth away the wrath’ should
help us understand the importance of speech, civility and polite disposition in
creating and sustaining our social relations. Politeness refers to our pleasing
temperament. In fact the beauty of our personality does not lay in the external
features of our body alone. Rather the quality of the ideals, values, morals, the
way we talk, the vocal and the body language we use in communication, the
manners, etiquettes and the dress code we observe, our attitudes and tastes, the
aesthetic sense we develop are the most important components. Perhaps,
politeness cost us nothing and on the contrary will benefit us immensely. The
way we present ourselves to the world is very important to avoid unpleasant
experiences. Politeness could be achieved by systematically cultivating following
traits and qualities in us.
Gentle Speech: It is the gateway of social relations. A proverbial saying
‘a civil denial is better than a rude grant’ aptly tells us the significance of polite
and polished way of communication. Speech flowed from our tongue should
be sweeter than honey. The way we speak should be graceful and should not
hurt others. A good intention or affectionate feeling conveyed in harsh language
could affect our relations badly. Therefore we should program our brain with
well-measured kind words. Speak reasonably and gently while communicating
with people.
Civility: It is another invaluable ornament of politeness that costs us
nothing, but earns us many good things. Civility means decency or propriety
of behaviour. Generally we refer to it as good manners. Our behaviour should
be accompanied by appropriate body language to a given situation. It is said
that good manners and soft words avoid friction or conflict in our social
interactions and social relations. Many difficult and tense situations could be
allowed to pass peacefully. This will contribute immensely to lead a
peaceful life.

N) RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
Interdependence is one of the fundamental principles, which is governing
and managing the order of things in nature. Existence of a thing, a plant or
an animal on its own is impossible. Therefore, everything in nature is tied to
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a system of relationships. In order to survive, one must learn to co-exist with
the other. As such, human society a network of social relationships is not an
exception to the principle of interdependence. Our life is dependent on the
services of various people. It is difficult for anyone to be in an island for himself.
Maintaining cordial social relations with our family members, neighborhood,
kindred, colleagues and all those with whom we interact in our routine life is
very essential to avoid unpleasant experiences.
TO SUSTAIN BETTER SOCIAL RELATIONS
WE SHOULD LEARN TO
v

Treat everybody as important in life

v

Look for positive aspects of others life

v

Respect others Freedom

v

Look for silent part which is inherent in others

v

Develop compassionate listening

v

Accept our Mistakes

v

Look for an opportunity to help others and make them feel happy

v

Mind our language and behaviour

v

Look for an opportunity to Identify, appreciate and encourage others
positive qualities

v

Be kind and compassionate unconditionally
AVOID

v

Negative anchors

v

Selfish attachment

v

Expectations from others

v

Cynicism

v

Rudeness and Overbearing attitude

v

Passing judgments on others
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Knowing that our life is short, we must strive to make it a sweet experience
for ourselves and to those with whom we live and interact. This is possible only
when we cultivate in ourselves humane feelings. We must love everyone
unconditionally and be compassionate to every one’s feelings. We should realize
that our life is like a flower of which love is the nectar. Compassion helps us
have healthy social relationships, which develops a sense of belongingness and
other altruistic qualities in us. All this will reduce our mental stress and make
us feel happy.

O) EXEMPLARY LIFE
Nobility lies more in our exemplary deeds than our thoughts. Unfortunately,
this ideal is loosing its importance. I do not have prejudicial and cynical impression
about the quality of our life. I am constrained to observe that our life is
becoming highly mechanical. My opinion is based on my interaction with
people and observation of their life. Humanity will be much better if its efforts
are oriented towards the betterment of all.
Humanity, as yet has not succeeded in eradicating death. Death, as we all
know is the universal and infallible law of Nature. But at the same time we
struggle to survive. How is the condition of my health? Is it deteriorating or
improving? Would I recover? As a Doctor, it is a routine for me to listen to
such anxious queries of my patients. Of course, there is nothing wrong in our
urge for survival.
Human life is a great opportunity to realize one’s Inherent present state.
It should not be surrendered to death meekly. However, when we ponder over
questions such as; ‘why do we long to live? Why should there be any struggle
for life? Why do we fear death? etc. Perhaps, ‘Desires’ drives the patient to think
of enduring life and living. Otherwise, why should a patient cling on to life?
Therefore the ‘fountainhead of all our activities’ is basically ‘desires’ itself.
No civilization worth the name would have flourished in any part of the world
and there would not have been any kind of human progress in the absence of
‘desires’.
Desire and Detachment are the two mutually opposite human attitudes
towards life, which have generated a very lively and controversial debate among
sages, and prophets. I am not interested in this debate, as it is difficult to resolve
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either way. The desirability of desiring is not the issue on which I would like
to draw your attention. I am not suggesting any one to give up desires. However,
one must know limits and limitations of his/her desires, because, it has a bearing
on mental peace. Psychological researches have confirmed the relation between
the nature, quality and the number of desires that we aspire and our mental
peace. Generally, we do not limit our desires. At the same time it is also true
that it is impossible to get all our desires and wishes fulfilled. The proverb
“If wishes were horses, beggars would ride” would prove the point.
We may discover the relationship between ‘desire’ and ‘despair’ in this
context. There is no guarantee that fulfillment of a desire make us really happy.
In both the cases, the end result is despair itself. Because, in the first case
fulfillment of a desire leads to never ending desires. In the second case there
is inability to fulfill most of them. Therefore despair is bound to occur in life.
Such a situation would lead us to unhappiness. Modern civilization is driving
us crazy. It is better that we learn to live with contentment.
Since time immemorial sages, prophets, philosophers and reformers have
been warning us to beware of greed, avarice and intemperance. Unfortunately
we are offering ourselves as prey to greed and consumerism. We have turned
a deaf ear to the popular adage ‘contentment is natural wealth while luxury is
artificial poverty’ Contentment is a great virtue and a unique achievement.
Contentment would not make us poor and the greedy will never be rich.
Intemperate desires and habits may give us temporary sensual pleasure, but,
always bring in their kit misery and sorrow. There is a great truth in the popular
and the indisputable saying, ‘too much of anything is always too bad’.
Many a time discontentment breeds anger, depression, frustration, jealousy,
and greed that affect our health adversely. Generally, we may be forced to
indulge in corrupt and fraudulent activities if we entertain unreasonable and
insatiable desires and without honest means to satisfy them. Some even take
up criminal activities also and land up in difficulties, which in turn ruin their
peace of mind. I am really concerned about such people, and, sincerely advice
them to set achievable goals and desires. There is a need to practice simplicity
and contentment, which keeps us away from greed and avarice. The workable
remedy for this is to abstain from the following.
l

Greed and avarice
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l

Conspicuous consumptions and pompousness

l

Intemperate food habits

l

l

l

Intemperate habits such as consumption of alcoholic liquors and psychedelic
and psychotropic drugs
Nymphomaniac activities (excessive sexual desire) or over-indulgence in
sexual pleasure
Overeating

In brief, simple, disciplined and contented life will certainly help us realize
mental peace. I am not suggesting that we should give up all desires and lead
an ascetic life. Asceticism is not advisable in the interest of the progress of
human civilization, and it is not necessary also. Instead of longing for too much,
we should set limit for our desires and pleasures. And contribute whatever we
have in excess for social development. Let us be averse to avarice and accept
altruism.

P) EGO-AWARENESS
‘Egoism’ and ‘egocentric attitudes’ are not the desirable qualities to be
cultivated in us. Because, they do not allow us to be cordial, compassionate and
gentle enough to acknowledge the achievements and good qualities of others.
We become insensitive to feelings, sentiments and capabilities of our fellow
beings. We become over-ambitious and think highly of ourselves. We will hurt
the feelings of others by developing overbearing behavior and snobbish attitude.
We harbour jealousy, hatred and would even become cruel whenever our ‘ego’
is deflated or defeated. We will not be affable and as such our friends, colleagues
and relatives will dislike us. We will be adamant and blind to the reality and
think that we are always right. All this feeds negative data into our brain that
in turn produces unfavorable thoughts. We will be a nuisance and often create
problems for ourselves and for others.
We should not mistake egoism or egocentrism as courage, adventurism
or enthusiasm. ‘Egoism’ is excessive obsession with one self. It develops us a
false superiority complex in us. We tend to develop overbearing attitude. We
fail to acknowledge the abilities and good qualities of others. Hence, it is better
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not to give any space for ego or at least not allow it to interfere between our
relationships with our fellow beings. ‘Ego’ is dangerous and can ruin our
mental peace and make our life uncomfortable if we give place to it in our mind.
We should gracefully accept our merits and demerits and should have a
big heart to acknowledge the greatness of others also. Cosmonaut Kalpana
Chawla had once said that earth appears like a ‘particle of dust’ when viewed
from a space borne vehicle. Is it then possible to estimate our personality when
the earth on which we live is a particle in this unbound, unfathomable and
immeasurable ‘Cosmos’? Please ponder over this thought. And remember also;
only a human being can realize this truth.

Q) EMPATHY
Generally we wish the others to understand us. As I have mentioned
earlier most of us revel in self-love, self-worship and selfish interest. Consequently
we stoop low to achieving our individualistic goals at all costs. Often our
selfishness is so strong, which makes us not to be willing to understand others’
problems and predicaments. ‘I am-not-bothered-about-the rest’ attitude appears
to be a glaring feature of our culture in our times. Day in and day out, either
consciously or unconsciously, we are obsessed with our welfare. This ‘selfcentric’ attitude really dehumanizes us.
Selfishness is the enemy of affection; some times it drives us mad. The way
to conquer it is to feel for others, which is known as ‘empathizing’. ‘Empathy’
is a great quality with people who have willingness to understand others
problems. If we can imbibe for ourselves this great quality, we will appreciate
others and their situations. Empathy subdues our selfishness and saves our
mind from unnecessary stress. Hence, Empathy is a great virtue for anyone to
interact wholeheartedly. It spreads out genuinely cordial and pleasant experiences
both for the individual and people in society.

R) COMPASSION AND FORGIVENESS
A kind heart is a fountain of gladness. It helps everything in its vicinity
to enjoy happiness. Beauty of our personality lies in our ability to be kind and
compassionate towards everything around us. A moment’s anger, hatred, jealousy,
selfishness, revengeful attitude would not only cause unwanted mental stress
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but also life-long sorrow. They deny us peace and tranquility of our mind, where
as our kindness, forbearance and forgiveness will give us happiness. We should
be kind and compassionate to everything around us. Compassionate eyes,
compassionate ears, compassionate touch and compassionate mind really take
us nearer to the blissful state. If we are able to offer little drops of kindness and
a few words of love for all, we will certainly help to transform the earth into
a garden of peace. Kindness certainly begets kindness. We should always
remember the great proverb “forgiveness is the noblest revenge”. This is possible
if we are aware of our “Inherent present state”.

S) TAP SITUATIONS
According to an anonymous saying ‘good luck is a lazy man’s estimate of
a hard worker’s successes’. In other words there is nothing like good or bad luck
as success depends on our hard work and preparation for an opportunity. There
is no use in holding one’s family, people around them, or the social system for
failures. Daydreaming about life without hard work is like building a castle in
the air. It is nothing but sheer waste of our precious time and energy. We should
not let an opportunity slip out of our hand in anticipation of a much better
opportunity. Otherwise we will not be able to achieve anything in life or free
ourselves from strains and stress.
There is an adage: ‘If wishes were horses, beggars would ride’. Therefore
wishful dreaming is of no use unless we tap opportunities in a given situation
to our advantage. We should not be indifferent or averse to the opportunities
available in a given present situation hoping that the situation itself would favor
us. Success comes to those who dare and act. Basically we have to remove the
blockages in our mind. We should not impose programmed ideas and prejudices
on our mind and, we should allow it to function freely. We must cultivate the
ability to comprehend situations objectively, rationally and comprehensively.
The age-old popular saying ‘Where there is a will, there is a way’ is true forever.
We must have confidence in our ability and, use it to shape our career.
We must accept every situation in life as it is. Greatness lies in converting
unfavorable situations into our individual as well as collective good. Of course,
I do not deny the impact of poor economic, educational, socio-cultural and
environmental factors and also unfavorable family conditions on our life. But
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hard work and resolute will helps us in taping situations to our advantage. The
place where work may not be helpful to harness our potential, instead, there
may be hurdles also. Thus, several impediments may try to thwart our efforts.
But, there is no use in bemoaning about them. Every problem has a solution.
More often, we unnecessarily fear either non-existent or the imagined problems.
But, those who dare challenges and overcome impediments with calm composed
and a happy attitude would do a lot good for them and also to the society.

T) FOCUS ON GOALS
Realizing our ‘Inherent present state’ and experiencing ‘happiness’ depends
on the way we understand ourselves, the type of thoughts we entertain, the
nature of attitudes we develop, the nature and type of goals we set before us;
and the type of approach we explore and adopt to achieve our goals. I have
said elsewhere that there is nothing like past or future. What we experience in
our life from the moment of birth is only a series of present moments. We must
live each moment focusing on noble goals with right thoughts. I have already
explained the need of a ‘noble vision’ for life to make it worth lived. Focusing
our efforts in any given present moment on achieving the goals we have set
before us would not be difficult as we are endowed with enough capacity and
creative potential. We should only tap it with diligence and dedication. All that
we are required to practice is;
l

l

Stop brooding over the past and worrying about the future.
Identify the goals which can satisfy you as a crown of nature and goals
preferably the ones, which reflects societal needs also then choose right
and attainable goals.

l

Initiate an appropriate action.

l

Assess our strength, weakness and also possible impediments in our way.

l

Plan and think positively.

l

Remove inferiority complex if any from our mind.

l

Learn from every situation and treat both success and failures equally.
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Look at the left side of the Figure
What exists and continue to exist is “Everpresent state” only….
It is ‘Infinite’, ‘Absolute’ and essence of all that exists in this
universe… It is a state without any inherent ideas like time, I, you,
my, mine etc…. It is the ‘experience itself’ and not the perceived
or interpreted experience… There is no past or future for our
‘present state’…,

Look at the right side of the Figure
Existential realities of life and living demands and forces us
to perceive future and set goals to pass through future comfortably.
There is nothing wrong in this.
Wishful thinking is of no use unless we work hard to achieve
our goals. We all dream…, dream full of goals— goals are many and
varied…, each one of us aspire for positions, power, wealth and
other material and non-material benefits. Dreaming and choosing
goals happens in present perception due to already programmed
goals in our brain…,
As a first step we have to constantly perceive and visualize the
given goal even while rooting our awareness and experience in the
present perception. Then we have to strengthen our Goal-thoughts
by contemplating on them continuously. Scientific action-plan and
its execution help in the materialization of desired goals. However,
we should remember that,
Goal-realization happens in present-perception state only!!!
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Figure-11
A diagrammatic guide to achieve our goal.
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U) SILENCE AND BLISS
Generally many of us ignore certain experiences and practices as trivial
and inconsequential to our life. One such experience is ‘silence’. My interaction
with patients and people compel me to observe that a majority of people around
us are not aware of the importance of the ‘observance of silence’ for our health
and life.
Popularly, ‘silence’ is understood narrowly as an experience that is just
the opposite of speech or ‘abstaining from speaking’. In fact silence is not
merely ‘being quiet’ but also, watching our thoughts quietly. This is a very
simple exercise. In the beginning it involves suspension of mind’s functions and
finally mind dissolves itself towards the end of the exercise. We can continue
in that state as long as we wish. Because, attaining ‘no-mind-state’ is possible
only when we remain as observer of our thoughts. Real ‘silence’ refers to staying
in “no-mind-state”.
Of course, engaging ourselves in some physical or mental activity to earn
our livelihood is indispensable. However, such a non-stop engagement of our
body and mind is dangerous to our health. Urbanization, urbanism and modern
consumerism have aggravated this process and have subjected us to a terrible
restless life. And the condition of those who have developed a mad craze for
money, position, prestige, power, lust, and the requirement for materialistic
sensual pleasure is still worse.
SILENCE….
n

Is our original state.

n

Dissolves the awareness of our programmed identity

n

Is the state in which there is no ‘I’ or ‘me’

n

Is a ‘state’ free from speech, thoughts and action

n

Drives out the mind

n

Relieves the stress in us

n

Removes ego-awareness

n

Need to be practiced for at least 10 minutes every day.
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We are born with a blissful state i.e. pure inner silence; this is the nature
of our ‘Inherent present state’. In course of our life, brain is fed with various
experiences. This superimposition and our habit of focusing on the past oriented
thoughts causes stress/tension/anxiety. In silence ‘no ego’ or ‘individual identity’
or the labels exists! No idea of the perceived world exists! No stress at all!!
We have learnt about the consequences of a restless, greedy and pleasureoriented life. Therefore, like our body, our brain and mind also need rest and
relaxation. I have realized from my experience that ‘silence’ is a comprehensive
concept and its ‘observance’ involves few systematic procedures. I feel that the
following steps would help us achieve success in this exercise.

PRACTICE OF SILENCE
GATEWAY TO EVERPRESENT STATE
STAGE-I, PREPARATORY
Sit in a convenient posture and close your eyes
relax and breathe freely.
Thoughts keep flowing in us because…
In the beginning we only close our eyes, but not the
windows of mind.
There you find thoughts appearing and disappearing
Do not interfere with them
Do not try to interpret thoughts as
Good/bad, pure/impure/, important/trivial, noble/ignoble etc. because,
Giving meanings to thought is again perception which means
You are allowing mind to function again!!!
Simply watch thoughts that appear and disappear
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STAGE-II, LOG ON TO ‘PRESENT STATE’
Be aware of sounds around you, but, you are not the sound.
Remember; you are not the thoughts; you are one who has thoughts.
Your inherent essence is not the creator of thoughts
Your brain creates and fills thoughts in you. Hence,
Thoughts are in you, but you are not the thoughts
Remember, programmes containing the interpreted, labelled world is
Already installed in our brain
We identify the world around us with the help of past data/program.
Stored programmes is Memory [calling up of past information] is
responsible for the recognition of the world by an individual,
Mind is memory dependent.
It is true that unending waves of thoughts keep flowing.
This flow of thoughts is mind.
Quantum unit of mind is a thought.
Thoughts are in you but you are not the thoughs.
STAGE-III, ORIGINAL STATE
We will experience real silence only when we are in ‘present state’
Present state is beyond thought; it is the silent witness of the thoughts.
Therefore, just watch thoughts.
Do not become one with thoughts.
Silence is your ‘Inherent present state’.
Present state alone is silent.
Silence is the language of Everpresent. Be in the state of silence.
Remember you are not the mind, you only possess it
You will experience real silence only when you are in
‘Present state’ which is beyond thought
What really exists is present state alone!!!
It is the experience by itself and,
Not the perceived or interpreted experience…
Experience the silence. Silence is your inherent nature.
Be in silence as long as you like.
You can be in the present state until you are free of any perception.
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V) EXTRAORDINARY SERVICE TO HUMAN WELFARE
We are the ‘master piece’ of Nature. We are endowed with superior
capabilities when compared with other animals. Our skull is packed with the
most evolved brain which is a treasure house of infinite capabilities. Each one
of us is unique in our own way and our brain is capable of doing wonders to
us and to the world. Our goals should not be petty and narrow. We should set
higher and nobler goals focussing on the betterment of human society as a
whole. Loving and helping those who are either related or known to us, or who
have helped us is just ordinary and selfish. There is nothing unique or unusual
in this gesture.
The greatness of our life lies in our noble thoughts and deeds focussed
on welfare of all and specifically on the welfare of the poor, sick, orphans,
exploited, and those who are socially neglected and who are unknown to us.
There is greatness in contributing at least the surplus we have for the benefit
of the needy. Sages, scientists, artists, poets and soldiers over the ages have
remained immortal for their immeasurable sacrifice for the social good. We are
enjoying the fruits of their extraordinary contribution to society. Contribution
should be made with love and concern without expecting any reward. One need
not be rich to lead noble life. Cultivating noble thoughts and noble deeds need
not be very expensive. Let us help people for the joy of giving and not to expect
gratitude or earn name and fame.

W) NON -ATTACHMENT
Devotion to ‘duty’ without attachment to its fruits takes us in the right
path. It drives out fear from our mind, and gives immense satisfaction and frees
us from the sense of guilt. More and more people are there around us who do
not like to share anything. Their selfishness reflects a sense of insecurity in them.
They lack faith in their inherent infinite capacity. A selfish mind is always
turbulent, chaotic, and vicious and can never experience happiness and
contentment. An unselfish mind is a treasure house of contentment and happiness
and always strives to achieve peace i.e., the Inherent present state. Such people
will easily overcome mental stress and other related problems. Therefore we
should imbibe an altruistic spirit and attitude towards work.
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X) TRANSCENDING MIND [DISSOLVING MIND]
The idea of dissolving mind or the very idea of “No-Mind-State” of
existence is ofcourse difficult to understand. Life would mean hollow and the
world might appear dark without it. ‘Mind’ no doubt is the indispensable
element of our life and a creative, socially useful life would be impossible
without it. We need mind, as it is the master planner of all our thoughts and
actions and our body is only a means and we have been trained to believe ‘mind’
as the essence of human life. Therefore, it would be impossible to survive
without an active mind.
Generally the concept of transcending life is understood as a spiritual
exercise having a spiritual goal. However, I hold that the concept and the
process of transcending life could be explained scientifically. According to the
dictionary the word ‘transcend’ also means ‘excel’ or surpass. In the present
context it should be understood as surpassing or looking beyond our labelled
identities. Throughout this book, I have dwelt at length on the way each one
of us have been psychologically trained and habituated to believe our perceived
labels as real. Scientific introspection has categorically debunked our perceived
identity. An individual he/she becomes an X/Y/Z, a Hindu/Christian/Muslim, an
American/Indian and so on when we inscribe or add label on him/her. However,
let us ponder over the following questions
l

l

What is a labelled individual human being minus all labels inscribed on
him/her?
What else will remain when we peel all the racial, religious, geographical,
caste, linguistic political and many other labels inscribed on us?

The above questions, I presume, does not require a brainstorming exercise
or a hairsplitting argument or a rigorous spiritual processes. Answers are very
simple. We find a ‘Human Being’ when we erase all indoctrinated labels and
beliefs. This realization is nothing but transcending the mental barriers and
looking at our fellow beings as our ‘inherent essence’ in a different form. The
fact that form of anything is again our mental construct and not real can hardly
be disputed.
Our ‘inherent essence’ existed, and exists forever. Life would not end
with a bang when a person or a group of persons die. We have become ‘clock146
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conscious’. We have encased ourselves in a time frame. We dogmatically believe
time, country, place etc as real. Our physical body— place—notion of time—
programmed labels have formed circle around us.
Scientific introspection would certainly reveal us of our true identity viz,
the ‘Ever present’ state. Therefore I hold transcending life as a scientific approach
to our life and the process of living. This is not the monopoly of Philosophers
are religious Gurus. Every human being can achieve it and should achieve it
to create happiness and peace for him/ her and for the whole humanity.

Quit Introspection To Transcend Mind
Sustaining ‘Inherent present state’ is very essential to merge with the ‘Ever
present’. However, one has to transcend ‘perception or mind state’ to attain this
goal. Innumerable seekers of truth, enlightenment and bliss, at all times, of all
faiths across the globe have attained ‘enlightenment’ by the process of
introspection. It is again mind which interprets the nature of ‘Inherent present
state’ as well as the ‘Ever present state’ during the course of introspection. We
should remember the state of ‘introspection’ in itself is not ‘no-mind state’. On
the contrary, mind will be very active when we are on the course of introspection
as it has to log-on to the perceived world. Because it starts analyzing and
interpreting and storing the data in our brain. Whatever introspection reveals
to us are all products of perception. Because, the primordial reality and also our
Inherent present state is such that no faculty on earth is capable of grasping and
describing it.
Grasping, processing, analysis and interpretation of our experience happens
in perception state in milliseconds only. Ofcourse introspection is a type of
thought process created by the mind, but it is unable to perceive in micro, nano,
pico, femto, atto seconds though we do exist as quantum essence and in our
real or original state. Therefore it is not possible to ‘transcend mind’ as long
as we engage ourselves in introspection. The role of introspection ceases with
the exhaustion of questions. Naturally then there is no need to pursue it any
further. Introspection should be used as the launching pad to ‘Inherent present
state’. It is possible to be in present only when we ‘quit introspection’.
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INTROSPECT ON THE
FOLLOWING

YOU WILL UNDERSTAND
AND REALIZE

1

That which really exists

The existence of Universal Ever
Present.

2

The nature of Everpresent

The Ever present as the absolute,
primordial cause of all in the
Universe.

3

You as a quantum unit of the
Everpresent

Your inherent essence is universally
same in all. Hence inherently you
are a universal human being. All
labels affixed to you are perceived
and programmed in your brain

4

Your individuality

You are not just your body. You as
a ‘person’ has three dimensions
inherited, inherent and implanted

5

On inherited dimension

Body is the inherited dimension, a
product of our parents genes.

6

On implanted dimension

Mind, a joint product of brain,
sensory organs and the programmed
past.

7

On your Inherent dimension

You are a quantum unit of the
Macrocosm- a state without
perception. It is Everpresent,
universal, and same in all beings. It
has no labels, not possible to label
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8

On your ‘real identity’.

You have no inherent individual
identity as such. The way in which
you and others identify you is
purely labels, programmed and
perceived.

9

On the reasons for the labelled
identity’

Programming, socialization and
education have installed a labelled
identity.

10 On the impact of perception
on us

Perception labels our experience of
the world around us

11 On the consequence of
perception

It has imprisoned you in a world of
false labels. One of the main causes
of human miseries

12 How to Negate the negative
effects of Mind

Culturing your Mind through
discovering, understanding and
disciplining it as indispensable to
lead a peaceful noble life. And
finally dissolving Mind to be in
present

13 Process of ‘dissolving’ Mind

The need to introspect yourself
scientifically focusing on the reality
at the back of your perception

14 Erasing perception

Your true ‘identity’

15 Sustaining the awareness
of your true identity

B E – I N - P R E S E N T

16 Introspection

You will realize that ‘mind’ acting as
your guide to discover your original
source as well as the source for your
perception state
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Y) MEDITATION
Apparently, the foregoing explanation sounds logically rigorous and
scientifically tenable and also convincing and easy to understand. However, we
need proper guidance to achieve and realize that awareness and also sustain
it. Meditation, a popularly known concept as well as an approach would be
highly useful.
I would like to make it clear at the outset that I am not using this term
in spiritual or religious sense as some dictionaries have defined it. I would like
to emphasize once again that meditation as a scientific technique of examining
the authenticity of our labelled identity in order to realize our true essence.
Hence, no religious or philosophical significance need be attached to it. I have
already explained a few breathing techniques, practice of silence and technique
of introspection, which should be useful.
Labels are not concrete, unsolvable, unbreakable and inerasable, permanent
inherent identity of an individual. On the contrary, they are abstract, fictitious,
culturally constructed symbols. Hence they wither into air with the death of the
person on whom it is notionally affixed.
I have made it very clear that labels are necessary for mundane life as
a social person. We have to function with all our labels and play our roles in
specific situations. Transcending from the present perception state to
Perceptionless state is meditation. I do not mean transcending mind as an
ascetic would explain it. I only mean it as the process of becoming a ‘universal
human being’ the essence of which is inherent in us. Transcending mind is
easy and real if we are aware of the fact ‘perceived state of life is only a
possession’ like how we believe that we posses a watch, own a house or have
wife and children.

Transcending the Mind by Just Closing Our Eyes
During our woken state, the electrical activity of the brain will be in beta
rhythm i.e., is 14 to 25 cycles per second. It will be reduced 7 to 14 cycles per
second when we close our eyes. This in medical terminology is called as alpha
rhythm. Continued state of closed eyes will take us to deeper level of slowed
electrical activity called theta and delta rhythm where mind ceases to exist. we
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experience transcending the mind everyday during sleep. But in an awakened
state transcending the mind helps us to relax and also this technique helps us
to activate right hemisphere of the brain.

Transending Mind by Scientific Understanding of Present perception
Scientific truth that what we see and perceive as a matter is 99.9999999%
empty space and this Quantum essence is what, universe is made up of. This
will help us to realise.
l

l

l

l

Inherent essence of all beings as ‘same’ and the apparent diversity in
physical form and shape is superficial.
We are a ‘quantum unit’ of the ‘Everpresent’, which is the primordial cause
of everything.
It is impossible to name it with any labels and affiliate with any politicogeographical and socio-cultural entity.
Mind is the cause and director of all our thoughts and actions and; it is
the sole cause for all.

l

‘Unity in diversity’ the universal truth.

l

Truth behind the labelled experience and reality.

l

Dispel unscientific notions about our perception, ideas, time, and labels,
and understand reality scientifically.

Scientific analysis of everything seen / heard / felt leads us to dissolve
the mind and adherence to inherent oneness.

Transcending the Mind by Being in the Present
Present state is what really exists. But, all that we experience is the product
of perception and we experience the world through Present perception.
Everpresent state is unique experience by itself and not the perceived or
interpreted experience… It is a state without any perception and there is no
mind at all. Being in the ‘Present-state’ is the way to ’bliss’.
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MEDITATION A SURE MEANS TO TRANSCEND LIFE
l

l

l

l

l
l

l

THAT which really exists and continues to exist forever is Present
State… Present State and Present State only.
HOWEVER, our brain by its mechanism of perception made us
experience the world, mind and thoughts.
Sensory inlets do not process or interpret their experiences. It is brain,
which does processing with the help of labels programmed in us by our
educators, socializers and environment.
It is true all physical objects appear to us as concrete and tangible,
Quantum Physics has declared matter as 99.9999999% empty space.
Remember, Form is again our mental construct and not real.
Similarly all our feelings, emotions, thoughts and opinions are cultural
constructs and unique abstract products of our mind.
Reality is Present State and only Present State, because, it has no birth
or death, Past or future. It has no place or destination to move, it is not
transient. Because it is everywhere and for-ever.

l

We are the Present State… the Present State… and the Present State.

l

We are born with the Everpresent state.

l

l

l
l

l

It is mind only which bothers about body and world. Everpresent state
does not perceive. Hence it is free from stress, problems and miseries.
Inherently we are just Present State. Be in the Present State.
Transcending from the present perception state to Perceptionless state
is meditation.
Meditative state is our inherent real state.
Mind has made us forget our original state. We are born, live and die
with our original state. Death cannot destroy the original state. Original
state remains forever, because it is immortal.
Inherently we are the empty and clear primordial state. We are the
Present State, the microcosm. We are the Everpresent state, the macrocosm
as well.
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Z) DEATH
Back to Original State
The above idea might sound strange and not-so pleasant one. The word
itself frightens us terribly. In fact we often treat the word ‘death’ as inauspicious
and forbidden. Every organism does not yield meekly to the call of death. We
struggle to survive till the last breath. However, like the proverbial saying there
is a remedy for every problem but certainly not for death. All that is born has
to die and it is an infallible, impartial and universal law of Nature. Death admits
no appeal against its verdict. The decision of Nature is final.
The notion of death besides being much dreaded has been subjected to
serious debate over the ages. It has been interpreted variously from religious,
medical, philosophical, scientific and spiritual perspectives. Physiological and
medical perspective interprets death as cessation of the vital functions of an
organism’s body. This is a scientifically and more popularly accepted explanation.
Despite its scientific authenticity, this approach gives a narrow perspective of
death, as it would tend to develop pessimistic attitude in people. Blind beliefs
and superstitions about death have further intensified people’s negative attitude
towards death.
My profession as a Doctor has given me opportunities to watch different
reactions of different type of people to the call of death. Majority gets depressed
and terrified; some lament and bemoan; many struggle with renewed vigour
to survive and only a few take it stoically. I have not come across, in my
professional career any person accepting the fact of his imminent death happily!!!
On the contrary, the fear of ‘death’ has compounded and worsened the health
of many people. I have also come across people in whom the fear of ‘death’
developing into a phobia. Such people fail to live life meaningfully.
Nature has forced us to accept ‘death’ as inevitable, inescapable and final
end to the life of an organism’s body. However, the way people dread the very
idea of ‘death’ amuses surprises and also pains me. People’s negative attitude
towards ‘death’ motivated me to contemplate over it for over twenty five years.
The contemplation has become more intense ever since I became a Medical
Practitioner. In my opinion, people’s ignorance about ‘death’ has made them
fear it. It is my personal experience that even medical students are taught about
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death as the final end of the functioning of vital organs of an organism or
termination of life and nothing more. Obviously, ignorance of common people
about death is not surprising.
Humanity, over the ages has struggled hard to build a civilization to
enable itself live comfortably. Unfortunately, a vast majority of people seems to
have not evinced much interest to understand life properly. Similarly, we hardly
care to understand the phenomenon of ‘death’ even when it is imminent.
Before, examining ‘death’ as the ultimate ‘Everpresent state’ I would like
to remind you of my earlier explanation of the three dimensions of human being
namely;
1.

Inherent essence or the Inherent present state

2.

Inherited physical body with its anatomical components and its features

3.

Implanted mind

Let us ponder over for a while, and think us to what would happen to
our ‘Inherent present State’ after the ‘death’ of its abode the physical state. My
explanation in the opening sections of this book should help to you realize that
Inherent present state has no death and it will be Everpresent. It is our body,
which undergoes the cycle of birth and death. As I have explained earlier we
are the quantum units of the universal Everpresent. We are born with that
inherent original state. The birth of our body is caused by our parent’s genes
and even the death of the body happens in this original state only. Unfortunately,
we forget this infallible universal truth and unnecessarily abhor, fear and bemoan
death. Death can never dare to take away our ‘Inherent present State’ or the
universal ‘Everpresent state’.
Nothing is permanent in Nature’s scheme of life. Every organism is subjected
to the cycle of birth, growth, maturity and decay. While the universe and its
constituents such as Sun, Moon and other space bodies are not permanent; what
of plants, animals and human beings. I would not attempt an explanation for
this rigid law of nature so as to avoid digression. Death does not care for our
explanation. It is the inescapable terminal point of our physical body. Despite
being a Doctor, I would avoid a detailed biological explanation of death as the
topic is too technical and also it is not relevant here. In essence, biologically,
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‘death’ refers to cessation of the functioning of an organism’s physical body and
its anatomical components.
What happens to individual’s ‘thoughts’ after the ‘death’ or the collapse
of its producer is the logical question we confront now? The answer is very
simple. Death of mind is partial, relative and is not absolute. Because, brain
ceases to function when the body dies. Hence the thinking ability of the
individual also dies. However, it is significant to bear in mind that all thoughts
produced by a particular brain will not die. Biologically, ‘mind’ also dies partially
along with the collapse of body in general and more particularly the brain.
Biological definition of ‘death’ as I stated earlier is too narrow and restricted.
It would give an impression that human life is no better than that of a machine.
But, we should remember that we are crown of nature. We are capable of living
beyond ‘death’. There is nothing abnormal in ‘death’ to be feared about it.
Death is not unusual. Everyday we attain death like state in our deep
sleep state.
Deaths due to accidents, natural calamities, neglect of health and genetic
disorders are unfortunate. Majority of them are preventable and avoidable if
we take proper care and precautions. But, deaths due to old age are normal and
natural. There is nothing to be feared or abhorred. It is difficult to imagine a
no-death situation. Because, it would create condition in which there would be
no space, not enough air, water and basic necessities for life that is born. Nature’s
capacity is also limited and operates within a framework of laws and it has to
obey them.

WHO FEAR DEATH AND WHY?
There is no dearth of people who fear death. In fact they constitute an
overwhelming majority. Scientifically speaking, the fear of death is not inherent
as our Inherent present state is immortal. We cultivate the fear of death in our
mind in course of our life because of Ego and attachment. Of course death is
not desirable in the case of children and young people as too early and premature.
However, as a Doctor I have seen some people who are old with incurable
diseases with emaciated body wishing to survive. Such instances have prompted
me pen these lines.
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According to my understanding the fear of ‘death’ might be due to;
l

Ignorance about death

l

Non-fulfillment of desire and consequent dissatisfaction

l

Failure to enjoy the fruits of life at appropriate time

l

Ignorance about life

l

Lack of proper education

l

Excess attachment to body, children, kindred, property and pleasures

l

Unlimited desires

In brief, the fear originates due to a strong nexus between body-minddesire.

WHO DOES NOT FEAR DEATH?
There is no dearth of people who do not fear death. They are ever ready
to embrace it. This is possible for those people who;
l

Understand both life and death properly

l

Understand the phenomenon of death scientifically.

l

l

Lead an exemplary social life both in thoughts and deeds. Accept the
reality about our potential and design accordingly
Perform their duties and fulfill their social obligations to the best of their
ability

l

Realize the truth about their ‘Inherent present State’

l

Attained enlightenment

l

Subdue their ‘ego’

l

Root themselves in the awareness of the universal ‘Everpresent state’ and
cultivate the desire to merge with universal ‘Everpresent state’

l

Avoid greediness

l

Enjoy the available fruits of life at appropriate time

l

Transcend mind state

I have avoided giving emotional, philosophical, religious and spiritual
overtones to thoughts presented in this book. I believe in scientific and rational
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explanation. Therefore I say ‘death is a journey towards ‘Everpresent state’.
Dying is an art. It needs constant and continuous preparation and practice to
make the event a grand finale and a fitting tribute that one can pay to the
Nature, which created us. We are the crown of Nature. Human life is a great
opportunity to become immortal universal human being and just not an
individual. Constant introspection, leading an exemplary life and rootedness in
our ‘Inherent present state’ are the practices required to accept death gracefully.
The concept of death once again is a product of our perception. Death
should not be understood in a narrow sense as complete destruction of life and
its physical instrument. In reality, death is only a transitory event before entering
into another ‘state’ of existence. Similarly, the most noble and powerful thoughts
will not die. Because, they keep reappearing.
Let me precisely state the objective of this topic as epilogue.
l
l

l

l

l

l

l

Death of the body is natural and normal and more so, it is inevitable
Death in reality is not death. It is transformation of a living organism into
another form.
Death when understood as stoppage of the physiological system of our body
means death to the body only and it happens in the present state only.
Death of mind is partial, relative and is not absolute. Because, brain ceases
to function when the body dies. Hence the thinking ability of the individual
also dies. However, it is significant to bear in mind that all thoughts
produced by a particular brain will not die.
It is impossible for any individual to count the number of thoughts that
he/she releases in his lifetime. That which is strong and powerful will
only reincarnate.
All thoughts of an individual might not be strong, noble, healthy and
significant
Thoughts conceived with noble vision for a noble cause will have builtin strength and as such they will be powerful. Such thoughts will not die
and it will reincarnate. Our noble thoughts and noble deeds remain
immortal.
o
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POPULAR SYNONYMS IN VOGUE FOR

EVERPRESENT STATE

INHERENT PRESENT STATE

PARAMATMAN

ATMAN

MACROCOSM

MICROCOSM

MAHAKAARANA

KAARANA

ABSOLUTE

FRACTION/POINT

INFINITE

FINITE

UNIVERSAL BEING

BEING STATE

ALMIGHTY

SOUL

FATHER

SON

UNIVERSAL CONSCIOUSNESS

POINT CONSCIOUSNESS

SILENT ESSENCE OF COSMOS

SILENT “I”

TOTALITY

FRACTION OF TOTALITY

HIGHER SELF

SELF
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7
CONFUSED HUMANITY
A Quick Reflection

N

ature has taken billions of years to produce the masterpiece of the
earth – Human being. According to biological theories it is only about one
hundred thousand years ago human beings appeared on earth in the present
form. Yet, our life has been on the eventful move and we have surpassed the
achievements of all other animals that were born billions of years earlier to us.
Unlike other animals, we have moulded our lives in a very unique way. We
have been striving to build our culture and civilization in order to lead comfortable
and peaceful life. Besides we have been striving to understand the ultimate
meaning and purpose of life and make it noble as far as possible. We have been
trying to understand and solve the mystery shrouding the nature and source
of the essence of our being and all that surrounds us. In other words we are
trying to understand the reality behind and beyond the physical world and
mundane life.
All our achievements can be classified into two broad categories,— the
realm of material and the non-material cultures. Material culture, which we call
civilization, refers to all those material objects that have utilitarian value; while
religion, the values and beliefs, literature and the various forms of fine arts
constitute non-material aspects. The events and the achievements are
unprecedented during the last one thousand years. The pace of life is being
continuously accelerated and more particularly, our achievements and their
consequences during the last one hundred years are both amazing and alarming.
Hence we can confidently describe ourselves as ‘the miracle of miracles’.
However, as human wisdom suggests, pride may often blur our vision and
mislead us. Hence it is also natural to miss the track, lose sight of our starting
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point, stumble in the middle and get stranded when we run carelessly. Therefore
it is better to stop on the path for a while, and ‘retrospect’ and also ‘introspect’
in order to set a right and noble destination and, steady the pace of our march
to reach it. This will act as the beacon light to help us choose the right track
so that we can avoid committing mistakes in life.

1) A LOOK AT OUR OUTWARD JOURNEY
I have used the term ‘outward journey’ to refer to the achievements, which
we have made in the material realm. Unlike other animals, we have been
harnessing our potential to come out of the early barbaric stage and evolve into
an organized civilized society. Of course, our achievements in all spheres of life:
society, economy, polity, culture, art, religion, science and technology are really
spectacular. We have systematically organized our family life, law and order
with the help of state and its administrative machinery, codified rules and
regulations, and have built a complex economic system and a highly developed
education system. We have evolved highly complex religious and philosophical
systems to regulate our social life.
Today, Stars and planets, seas and mountains, the elements of Nature, or
the structure and composition of human gene are no more a mystery to us.
Machines have replaced human labour. Sophisticated means of transport and
communication have reduced the physical, social and cultural distance between
the nations. Literacy rate and educational level of people have gone up. Medical
science and technology have reduced the mortality rate and have enhanced the
longevity of our lives. The quality of the material life of at least, a significant
percentage of the people have really improved. We have evolved many sociopolitical ideologies such as, democracy, secularism, rationality and modernism
etc. In brief we have built a wonderful culture and civilization and, materially
we have been marching on the path of progress. These achievements have made
us to declare ourselves as ‘the crown of the animal world’.

2) A LOOK AT OUR INWARD JOURNEY
I have used the term ‘inward journey’ to convey the progress we have
made in understanding ‘the nature and source of the essence of our very existence
and all that surrounds us’. A significant feature of our effort is that we have
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not concentrated only on building a materialistic culture to satisfy the appetites
and urges of our body alone. Indeed we have given importance to understand
the purpose and the inherent essence of life also. Several sages, prophets and
reformers have worked hard to help us understand our true essence of our
personality to lead a peaceful life. We are aware of the religious, spiritual and
metaphysical efforts. We have evolved religious systems as well as several noble
concepts.
Our achievements so far are really enough to lead a decent civilized life
free from any type of evil. It is natural to expect a systematic, happy and a
peaceful life free from chaos as we have created a superb cultural and civilization
set up and, formulated a granary of time tested values and beliefs; and a host
of spiritual masters holding the torch to lead us from the front. We should have
eliminated all barriers that have come in the way of global peace. Human society
should flourish with peace, contentment, moral, ethical and all humanistic
values. Our society should have been a garden of peace free from all social evils.
However, if we look at the social, moral, ethical, and humanistic climate
around the world today, it is difficult to say with confidence that the present
situation is satisfactory. We are concentrating more on chasing materialistic
values and pleasure seeking activities totally ignoring human values. The ever
increasing crimes and social evils of all sorts, degenerating marital, familial,
social, communitarian, national and international values clearly suggest the
process of decay of human values, which is hastening at all levels. We are fast
becoming morally and ethically paupers.

3) THE PRESENT SCENARIO

Selfish People, who live and can afford materialistic pleasure seeking
luxury in life, may find the present situation comfortable. However, any sensitive
person with some social concern finds the present socio-economic and cultural
climate at all levels abominable and suffocating. Infact it is difficult to describe
the nature and magnitude of the problems of the present human society. To put
it briefly, life at all levels is filled with chaos signaling fatal consequences, if we
remain silent.
At the global level we see human society being divided into rich and poor
blocks. The developed countries are dominating over developing countries. The
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vast developing gap between the rich and poor is widening at an alarming
magnitude. Unemployment, Poverty, hunger, lack of medical, educational and
other civic amenities have made life of the majority of people are leading a
miserable life. While the rich are enjoying life, but a set of different kind of
problems and most of them are psychosomatic. The political situation is worsening
and, it is better not to say much about it.
One of the most dangerous diseases that have afflicted our society is
de-humanization of humanity, which if unchecked may lead us towards doom.
As individuals we have become mean, miserly, avaricious, and egoistic; and
have cultivated a craze for superficial worldly pleasures. We are destroying our
moral, ethical, and altruistic human values such as love, kindness, contentment,
fellow feeling, honesty, integrity, devotion to our duty, social concern for the
poor, and the disabled. We seem to have been driven by inhuman tendency for
not only increasing our desires [moral/immoral], but also satisfy them through
any means [ethical or unethical]. As a result of it we are becoming corrupt, ill
tempered, petty, restless, frustrated and nasty. The number of people taking to
crimes of all sorts and, also those becoming addicts of alcohol, drugs, adultery,
immoral sex etc are at an increasing rate, which is really shocking. People
suffering from various physical and mental diseases are increasing at an alarming
rate. We are disturbed, disorganized, demoralized and frustrated at the individual
level. The scenario gives an impression that modern society is becoming morally
and ethically hollow.
Degeneration at the individual level as seen above is ruining our family
life as well. Love, intimacy, mutual concern, sentimental bonds between family
members and the kindred are fast eroding. Today, mutual suspicion, jealousy,
selfishness, calculative-purpose-oriented relations are devoid of sentiments and
concerns that dominate our familial relations. As a result of it family, which
should continue as the cradle of humans and a granary of values, is becoming
disorganized. My observations are not exaggerated when we look at the increasing
rate at which divorce, desertions, intra-family bickering, and estrangement of
family bonds are happening.
Similarly, the overall social climate in the Communities is not happy and
peaceful. Social harmony, mutual concern, sense of belongingness, hospitality,
fraternal feelings and communitarianism which once flourished in human life
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is fading away. Casteism, communalism, hatred, factionalism, feuds and strife’s
are ruining the quiet and the cordial atmosphere of the communities. States,
which should have remained as administrative units, are being used to breed
regionalism, and rivalry among people even to share water and air. Languages
a medium of expressions of our thoughts and feelings. Unfortunately we are
using it as a divisive force by creating linguistic fanaticism, which is taking a
toll of innocent lives.
Religions, its institutions, Gods and God-men have given rise to religious
fundamentalism, bigotry and dogmatism. People have become victims of many
bloody wars fought in the name of religion. Nationalism and patriotism have
successfully divided humanity. It appears as if, humanity may lose its sanity in
the context our States patronizing the practitioners of unconvincing ideologies
such as: communalism, regionalism, racism, terrorism and jingoism. Growing
imperialistic tendency among the developed nations and a mad competition
among the countries for the production of lethal weapons for mass destruction
are seriously threatening not only peace and tranquility in human society, but
also inviting the destruction of all that inhabits the beautiful earth. The present
scenario at global level appears as if there is no hope for the emotional integration
of humanity.

4) ARE WE AT CROSSROADS?
The scenario sketched so far is a broader outline of the crises affecting
human society and, it is only the tip of the iceberg. Infact, our society is infested
with innumerable problems. The crises are one of the moral and ethical decay.
We should bear in mind that reckless destruction of human values which are
the very essence of the moral fabric of society would be suicidal. At this rate
of moral decay, the social climate would be filled with crimes, vices, poverty,
destitution, hunger, hatred and chaos.
The purpose of this narration is not to evoke an unfounded fear, nor
prophesy an unrealistic doom for humanity. Indeed, my feelings and impressions
are based on facts reported by psychologists, sociologists, political analysts,
media persons, medical practitioners, social reformers, futurologists, and
philosophers of our time. The widespread feeling is that peace and contentment
at all levels of our social life are fast disappearing and, people who should be
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creators of heaven are busy causing chaos in the world. Chaos in social life at
present has become so intense that it would be fatal to our society.

5) REVERSE JOURNEY?
According to our social history we started our life on earth as savages and
later, started reforming ourselves with the passage of time. And we accomplished
all that is needed to lead a life that might help us realize our true state. But now,
the widespread feeling is that we are missing the track somewhere. All efforts
in making human beings retain their awareness of the nature of inherent essence
appear to have not yielded desired results. Otherwise, how do we explain the
unprecedented rise in the number of people being afflicted with fatal
psychosomatic diseases, suicidal tendencies, divorce and desertion, addiction to
drinks and drugs and committing crimes etc? How do we account for bloodchilling terrorism, communalism and religious fundamentalism? Why the
portents of war are threatening us as each day passes.
Sensitive people are disgusted with the happenings around the world and
the type of culture that is unfolding before them. They are confused and worried
about the future of the humanity, the ‘crown of creation’. Are we ‘at crossroads?
Are we taking a reverse journey towards barbarism a stage; we passed by, long
time ago?

6) ARE OUR EARS CLOSED TO SANITY?
I am not making out an argument to state that no effort is being made to
correct the existing situation. I am also aware of the fact that since time immemorial
prophets and sages, philosophers and reformers are guiding humanity in ways
to realize peace in life and also maintain the same everywhere. Several teachers
and gurus have started counseling centers under the auspices of their Mission
and are busy engaged in spreading the message of peace. They are training
people in various psychoanalytic and meditating techniques as well as physical
exercises to overcome mental disorders. Political and religious leaders in all the
countries talk of peace everyday. There is no dearth of international agencies
striving for global peace also. However, our efforts have not yielded required
results, because we seem to keep our ears closed to saner advices.
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7) MY CONCERN
l

l

l
l

l

l

l

l

Why do human beings, as individuals, as a community, as a state, and as
a nation are not happy despite achieving economic progress and creating
relatively better facilities of living?
Why have we been restless and have fought bloody wars throughout our
history?
Why would not peace worth its meaning have ever prevailed in society?
Why are we nurturing selfishness, jealousy, hate, and all that which destroys
our ability to love our fellow beings?
Why does social inequality and exploitation continue to exist throughout
the world?
Why are we not concerned about the poor, the needy, animals and the
greenery, the rivers and mountains and in brief all that surrounds us?
Why do people become addicts to social evils? Why are we obsessed with
seeking illusory pleasure?
Why don’t we have concern or regard for moral, ethical and humanistic
values?

l

Why have we developed a craze for materialistic, pleasure-oriented life?

l

Why man, the masterpiece of creation has turned to be a monster?

Like this, a host of other questions should haunt any sane and sensitive
person.
o
n

If we remove the labels of caste, creed, religion, region,
nationality, name and fame etc; attached to our body,
what is left is the true Inherent state. It is a timeless,
nameless, casteless, mindless phenomenon, pure and
peaceful. It is a state devoid of greed, avarice, pain or
pleasure, fear, jealousy, hatred, knowledge of the past, or
any anxiety about the future. A scientific awareness of
this truth will lead us towards individual and global
peace.
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MY VISION AND MISSION

O

ver the ages humanity has evolved a system of linguistic symbols in order
to perceive or comprehend the physical and social world around us.
Accordingly we have a name, a label in every language for everything. Further
several mythical, mystical; explanations and stories have been spun to explain
the source, origin and nature of everything. These have been programmed into
our brains for successive generations of humanity over the millenniums. By and
large we have blindly accepted our labelled identity and have adhered to it
unquestioningly.
The basic elements of DNA the indispensable ingredient of all human
beings is same wherever they are, in whatever form they appear, to whichever
country, region, religion they belong and whichever God they worship, whichever
the holy book they read and whichever the language they speak. The basic
essence of meters of long cloth does not differ if we make few shirts of different
designs out of it. We have electric bulbs of different shapes and forms. But, the
energy that makes them light up is ofcourse the same electricity. Mango fruits
having different shapes possess the same essence. In this way we can ponder
air, water, sunlight, plants trees etc and you will realize that, irrefutably the
essence of all is same wherever they are.
I have a point and a purpose in stating the above facts. Humanity in
general is caught up in a perceived narrow world of time, space, shapes and
forms. This narrowed their vision. The apparent diversity is a product of
perception. Homogeneity poses certain practical problems for mundane life.
Heterogeneity is indispensable. But, this does not mean that we should believe
external form as real. Unfortunately, we have imbibed labels as real. Hence we
have a psychologically divided humanity having separate racial, religious,
regional, social, linguistic and cultural label or tag.
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l

How many of us care to ponder over the reality of tags?

l

Are we just labels?

l

Is there any inherent essence in us, which is beyond labels?

l

Do we just belong to a particular family, region, religion, place and time only?

l

Are fairy tales and mythical stories about what existed before universe real?

l

What would continue to exist after the exit of universe?

l

How many ideas and information programmed in our brain are real?

l

Are perceived ideas about religion, time, language, nation etc are real?

l

Is it scientifically true and compatible to believe different source, essence
of beings, Gods, elements of nature, region etc for humanity?

Ofcourse there is no dearth of answers and explanation. I feel that there
is no need to mythicize or mystify the answers. I am of the firm opinion that
perceived labels about our identity are not true. There is an urgent need to
examine the truth behind the perceived labels. Otherwise the future of the
divided humanity might not be safe.
n

The truth is that we are born as organisms with a body
and with a few genetically inherited traits such as instincts,
appetites, urges, but without mind as such. We are socially
and mentally blank without any social attributes at the
time of our birth. The family into which we are born gives
us a name, enrolls us into the lineage/ caste/ linguistic
group/ state/nationality to which it belongs.

n

The loss of ‘Inherent present state awareness’ is proving
very costly to the humankind. Since time immemorial we
are fighting against each other and even the bloody wars
are fought in the name of region, religion, caste, language
and so on. It is unfortunate that we are not willing to
introspect ourselves and realize that we are just human
beings and the true state of us has no labels.
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1) COSMIC ESSENCE IN DIFFERENT SHAPES AND FORMS:
The physical and socio-cultural features of human society are apparently
heterogeneous due to the differences in our physical features, language, religion,
food, occupation, governance, beliefs, practices etc. But this diversity is only an
incidental offshoot of various factors in the millennium, a long course of physical
and social evolution of human society. ‘Labelling’ men and matters for certain
existential convenience has led to physical, social and cultural types. Except the
physical features, which are inherited, the other features are neither inherited
nor inherent. We will realize the inherent ‘oneness’ in our fellow beings when
we look at them without labels. Therefore we should not attach any mythical,
mystical or emotional attachment to physical, social and cultural diversities; nor
should we be disturbed by these diversities as our inherent state is one only.

2) UNITY IN DIVERSITY
Our diversity has indeed added immense beauty to our life. Variety is
described as the very spice of life. Diverse factors are like different flowers in
the garden. We should not use these factors as weapons of ‘division’. We all
know that bees collect honey from innumerable variety of flowers and store it
in the same hive. The essence of different flowers loses identity when it is
collected in the honeycomb. Honey thus collected is delicious and elixir of life
too. No bee stakes claim for its individual share. The bees together share the
honey in the hive. Perhaps the bees might be aware of their own inherent
oneness and also the essence of flowers.

n
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Root cause of most of our national and international
problems like terrorism, victimizing innocent children
are due to lack of education that helps us to realize that,
we are not born with any caste, religion and the wide
spread ignorance about the real nature of the world and
our ‘Inherent present state’.
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3) ARE WE LEARNING FROM THE BEES?
How I wish, the bees should be an eye-opener to us! I feel that we are more
capable of ‘extraordinary’ life than the one we are leading now. I wish all of
us would set a noble ‘vision’ for our lives. The vision however humble it be,
‘individualistic and altruistic’ aspirations should be blended for a worthwhile
living. It should aim at:
l

l

l

l

Understanding the absolute, Everpresent, ultimate cosmic reality; and
unity in its physical manifestations
Seeing the ‘oneness’ of the inherent state of all and realize ‘unity in
diversity’ the universal truth.
Having strong and sincere urge to free ourselves from the shackles of
superimposed labels of caste, religion, nationality, race and language on
us and merge with the ‘Everpresent ultimate reality’.
Driving out all evil thoughts, selfish desires from our mind and maintaining
a mental equilibrium.

l

Improving the quality of human life and peace across the globe; and

l

Striving to become universal human beings.

Leading noble and socially useful life should become the core aspiration
of our vision. I hope that this will not be dismissed as ‘wishful thinking of an
Idealist’. For, I strongly believe that we as the crown of the animal world are
definitely capable of leading sublime life which is characterized by an orderly,
ego-aware, burden-nil, compassionate, creative, selfless, amiable and socially
useful life that should ultimately help us realize our inherent state and strive
to merge with the state that is the primordial source of everything and ever
present.

n

With Inherent present state we came to this world and
started our life. But the grave ignorance of this state is the
root cause of all our miseries and barrier to achieve global
peace.
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4) ACADEMIC EFFORT:
A Cosmetic Exercise
Academics in general have tried to answer the questions that I have raised
in the preceding section. They have been researching on the various aspects of
the issues, which I have sketched above. Yet, the findings of their study and the
remedies offered by them have not shown expected results. Moreover, it is
difficult to single out any particular cause, as it would be too simplistic an
explanation. In their opinion the present crisis is the result of the combination
of biological, historical, psychological and sociological factors.
A detailed examination of academic explanations is not given here although
they provide us highly valuable insights about the present crisis. Moreover,
academics have certain constraints of their own which prevent them from
penetrating deeply into the crux of our problems. Inevitably, they have to draw
inferences and conclusions on the basis of people’s opinions. But, I feel that the
socio-cultural chaos that is ruining the quality of our lives is due to ‘self-inflicted
de-humanization of our personality’. In fact we are the cause of the disease,
patients as well as the disease itself.
n

Generally all of us identify and present ourselves to the
world as a person with a name and as one belonging to
a country, a region, a religion, a caste, a class, a language,
etc. Unfortunately majority of us do not at least try to
realize that we are not born with any such socio-cultural
and religious labels. It is a simple truth that we are born
as organisms with few biologically inherited instincts and
reflexes.

n

The process of socialization we imbibe in ourselves a
language, religious beliefs and other socio-cultural habits
and qualities. We are given a name, a caste, religious,
regional tag etc. In this process, unconsciously, we begin
to identify ourselves as someone having a name, belonging
to a region, religion, a linguistic group, a caste etc.
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5) WHAT THEN ARE THE CAUSES?
A mysterious hand has not created the present crisis and its consequent
predicament. Infact, we are the creators of the present crisis. But, we do not
admit our folly, as it is usual with us. Somehow we avoid ourselves to be honest
and candid. The greatest seekers of truth and peace of all time and of all faiths
have exposed the mistakes, which humanity has been committing in the name
of culture, civilization and modernization. They have also warned us about the
impending disaster if we suppress the awareness of our true state and fail to
realize the truth about the ‘Everpresent-state’ the ultimate reality. I am only
repeating the ever-relevant truths revealed by the prophets of humanism giving
only a scientific touch to them.
The reasons for the humanity to land up at crossroads in a state of fear,
confusion, chaos and restlessness could be summarized as follows :
l

l

l

l

l

l

Sincere effort has not been made from the beginning to enkindle and
strengthen our awareness of the true inherent state. Instead we have been
forced to perceive and believe the labelled physical world as real.
Physical and Natural sciences concentrated more on exploring and
understanding what our eyes could see and brain perceive. They hardly
made significant effort to move beyond perceived matter and explore its
inherent essence and its source.
Social and life sciences focused more on inherited and implanted part of
our personality rather than our inherent essence.
We were not properly trained to understand the inherent essence of all
beings as being ‘same’ and the apparent diversity in physical form and
shape is superficial.
Vast majority of people are not aware of the very existence of the universal
and ‘Ever present state’ and its nature, which we generally refer to as
‘ultimate reality’.
Let alone the ultimate reality, we are unaware of the real nature of our
‘inherent essence’.
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l

Our inability to comprehend our true ‘essence’ without the help of labels.
We have cultivated a false image of ourselves and are not willing to come
out of that trap.

Personally I also feel that the root cause of most of our miseries is the wide
spread ignorance about the real nature of the world and our true inherent state.
It is true that all of us accept the world out there and our experience of it; we
perceive as real, totally forgetting the fact that both are labelled. Normally
majority of us do not evince much interest to scientifically know and understand
the nature of the unlabelled reality. All our knowledge of it is only the labelled
information, most of which is stored by others in our brain, which we have not
verified. This has compounded our problem. Often, our obsession with
unscientifically labelled interpretation of the reality has made us misunderstand
not only our labelled and programmed personality but also the Everpresent
reality.
But, the prevailing scenario in human societies across the globe is forcing
us to live in a divided and chaotic world. Sincere efforts have to be made to
help people realize that:
l

Our ‘Inherent present state’ is universally same in all beings and human
beings and it is impossible to label it.

l

It has no affiliation with any of the socio-ethnic labels and it does not think.

l

It has nothing to do with the vagaries of ‘mind’.

l

l

l

Mind is the cause and director of all our thoughts and actions and; it is
the sole cause for all.
It is better and safe to free ourselves from the clutches of mind irrespective
of the nature and quality of its advices.
Realizing the nature of the ‘Everpresent” and our “Inherent present state”
which is a quantum unit of the former, is the only way to regain the
withering humane qualities and ‘bliss’.
o
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9

WORLD PEACE ORGANIZATION

I

hope that there is no need to reiterate the necessity of realizing our Inherent
present state which is crucial to overcome many of our miseries that are, by
and large, psychosocial in their origin and nature. I have made it clear that, the
purpose of realizing of our ‘Ever present state’ is not to become an ascetic who
generally denounces any attachment to society and its concerns. Further I have
categorically stated that the objective should not aim at achieving our selfish goals
only. It is of no use focusing mainly on maintaining our own equipoise, at the
same time, even to remain a dumb spectator when everything around us is in
chaos. We must remember that we could experience and enjoy peace only when
there is peace everywhere. Therefore, in my opinion, the concept of realization
of ‘Inherent present state’ and ‘Everpresent state’ is not to remain just ‘detached’
or ‘unconcerned’ to the problems affecting the social climate. On the contrary,
all of us must love this world; lead a socially useful and exemplary life, which
would enable us to work for world peace and human welfare.
We are aware that peace alone can sustain our world. Our quest for peace
has been continuous; prophets, sages and reformers have been striving for it
since time immemorial. Unfortunately and also strangely enough, peace is
eluding us. It pains us to find human history presenting the graveyard of
millions of innocent lives being put to an end in bloody wars fought for
meaningless and often ignoble causes. Abominably the so-called modern men
also seem to have not learnt any lesson and have not burnt their jingoism or
the desire for a war. I have stated in the beginning that modern means of
transport and communication have undoubtedly reduced the physical distance
between the countries. But I am not confident to say that they have succeeded
in reducing the distance between the hearts of people. Paradoxically, they seem
to be becoming the hand-maids of modern warfare.
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We are on the threshold of a new millennium. World bodies and
international diplomatic networks talk of global peace every day. Huge amount
of money is being spent on seminars, workshops, conferences, and diplomatic
parleys to maintain global peace. Paradoxically, international wars and intranational civil wars have not been stopped. And there is an unprecedented
competition among the countries to acquire deadly weapons, despite lacking
infrastructure to fulfill the basic needs and education in the country. Do you
believe that humanity can sustain and survive perennial restlessness and
deadly wars? What shall remain after war? You may ponder over these questions.
It is in this background that I am making a strong appeal to my fellow
beings across this globe to strive sincerely and make necessary sacrifice to
transform this beautiful earth into a garden of peace. You may declare me a
dreamer and my ideas utopian. Yet, my conviction in the sanity of people is rock
like. And therefore, I make a passionate appeal for global peace and request
you to strive for transforming our globe into a garden of peace and happiness.
Peace alone is our hope. We shall introspect ourselves and identify the causes
for the unrest that is raging the globe. Such an effort will contribute to people’s
caution and strategy needed for action to fight against unrest and insecurity.

1. FACTORS HOSTILE TO WORLD PEACE
I need not have to recapitulate here the role of mind as the director as well
as the dictator of thoughts and actions. However, I would like to restate here that
the way in which our mind has been programmed has been largely responsible
for the generation of selfish thoughts and feelings in us. Our mind has been
programmed with all sorts of unreal labels that have erected a fort around our
inner essence. These labels stood as a wall between people. The following factors
have further intensified, narrowed and individualized the sentiments in people.
l
l

l

Geographical, socio-cultural and religious diversity of human society.
Nation-States with their own constitution, government and political
ideology have inculcated narrow nationalist tendency by arousing
unfounded fear in the minds of people. This has created competition for
deadly weapons.
Absence of a strong world body with an authoritative command to
propagate and preserve peace on earth.
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l

l

l
l

l

l

l

Lack of proper education system that can propagate universal human
values to bring about universal outlook in human beings.
Absence of control over those who preach all sorts of superstitions, dogmas
and religious fundamentalism.
Politicization of religion.
Absence of charismatic leaders who can lead humanity in the path of
peace.
Absence of a common language for the globe, which can facilitate the
mutual understanding among the people across the globe.
Unwieldy population has lead to scarcity of resources for people, who in
turn have created havoc everywhere.
Destruction of natural wealth and consequent environmental pollution.

2. STEPS FOR ACHIEVING WORLD PEACE
Many people may dismiss the idea of global peace as utopian at the outset.
They may even regard it as unattainable. Therefore there can be skeptical and
pessimistic people among us. No wonder a few could be stoic about the very
idea itself. Nevertheless, I have confidence in the wisdom of people, who, like
me might experience the need for world peace at some stage in their life.
I am convinced that no society can be thoroughly homogeneous. Each
society is a socio-cultural and political entity with all its diversity. We may look
at our Indian society in terms of its features–racial, linguistic, and religious and
such other socio-cultural diversities. Such a society is a nation politically in its
own right. There is a sense of unity amidst diversity. People here could be
educated to appreciate universal brotherhood and peaceful co-existence with
their fellow beings despite being diverse groups. Perhaps similar situations are
noticed in different parts of the world, where diverse groups live under one
political rule. Hence education everywhere should play a major role to make
people understand the urgency of universal brotherhood and peaceful
coexistence, which are the two pillars of world peace. But world peace depends
upon sincere desire and the firm conviction of people everywhere. It is certainly
a Herculean task. I think that the following steps would bring peace on earth.
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l

l
l

Educating people to identify the source of their ‘I’ and ‘ME’ as related
labels, which they have acquired in course of their socialization.
Helping people to realize their ‘Inherent present state’ and its universality.
Appealing to the people to understand the mischief of their mind and
break its barrier by imbibing in them The Spirit and Qualities of Universal
human Being.

l

Constituting a federation under a strong world body

l

Compulsory Education for global peace,

l

Promoting a common language for the globe.

l

Nuclear Disarmament.

l

Maintaining harmony with neighboring societies.

l

Protection to environment.

3. BREAKING THE MENTAL BARRIER–BEYOND MIND
We have already learnt that Inherent present state is universal and ever
present; it is not a unique quality of a few individuals only. Infact every human
being is endowed with it. We have been indoctrinated with narrow sentiments
and beliefs related to caste, religion, region, class mentality, and racist thinking
including extreme nationalist fervor. Such sentiments and feelings have sown
the seeds of reference to self like ‘me’, ‘mine’ and ‘ours’. Since these notions
have been programmed into our brain, they cannot be regarded as real. But they
have developed a tendency to believe in the unreal, which consequently, has
trapped us into a kind of suffocation, an unbearable state comprising of labels
of narrow sentiments and divisive tendencies. Obviously our ability to
contemplate on world-society and peace, suffer a serious setback. Most people
live under such conditions of life and hence will not bother about the larger
world and its health.
We all now know that brain is the producer of mind. Brain produces the
type of mind based on the type of data fed in to it. I need hardly say that world
peace does not exist far away from our thinking. It is difficult to expect people
to develop a broader vision and outlook when their mind is filled with narrow
divisive tendencies and sentiments. Therefore as the first step we must free our
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mind from the above thoughts and beliefs to realize our Present state. In this
context realization of our Inherent present state is very crucial as it helps us to
regard our fellow beings also as the embodiment of Everpresent state – the
universal principle. And also we will understand that the ‘others’ are not different
from ‘us’. We all constitute the single ‘humanity’. Truly it is this realization that
can do wonders to transform the individual into a ‘universal human being’.
Sooner the better, if people all over the world, realize this cardinal principle,
it is good for humanity.

4. A UNIVERSAL HUMAN BEING
l

l

Is enlightened, understands and lives in the ‘Inherent present state’ by
integrating it with the ‘Everpresent’.
Will not identify himself with his body and is aware of the relationship
between ‘body’, ‘Inherent present state’ and mind.

l

Will be always in equipoise and never allows his mind to dominate him.

l

Understands life as an integration of present and past.

l

l

l
l

l
l

l

l

Ignores the knowledge of the past to experience the blissfulness of the
Inherent present state.
Aware of references like ‘I’, ‘ME’ MINE and the related labels and all other
conditioning.
Is aware of the inner reality or essence of his fellow beings.
Empathizes with everyone and is aware of differences between ‘himself’
and the others.
Connects with everything and everybody and practices silence.
Is able to see the essence of every individual rather than superficial
differences between rich and the poor, black and white, and elite and the
common people.
Knows that caste, class, religion and political systems are some convenient
developments and acquired, which are purposely brought about in his life.
Knows the reason for his affiliation with religion, church, temple and
mosque. However it is possible for him to look back into the past to
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understand such developments affecting life and action. His memory can
place them in the present by scrutinizing the same in terms of its usefulness.
All this is possible for any person who can be cautious and vigilant.
l

l

l

Dispels his own as well as others familial, caste, religious, linguistic,
regional, national, and racial identities and the labels from his mind
Loves freedom and independence and is aware of all artificially created
physical and social boundaries
Finds himself in everybody and everything and, for him, life is more than
surviving, coping and enduring it mechanically.

l

Is an embodiment of humility, compassion and concern for all

l

He is not superstitious.

In brief, a universal man is one, who has thoroughly understood the
relation between himself and the others in the background of his ‘Inherent
present state’. He is one who has broken the shackles of caste, colour, creed,
sex, language, religion, region, and nationality. Universal human being is one
with all and has the ocean of love and concern.
Our planet is divided into more than 400 nations. Each nation state is an
area with a fixed geographical boundary. It has a system of government, based
on an ideology that is political/religious/cultural and racial identity. The people
of such a state are proud of themselves. Some of them claim their superiority
over others, either to subjugate them or to be the guardians of weak state.

n

We are universal human beings because universal essence
is inherent in us. Only we need to realize.

n

Labels have made us blind. Narrow labels have insulated
us, we are not labels, therefore let us come out of these
labelled, insulated cell and Tell the world we are
“universal human beings”.
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We have been continuing with modern states, each different from the
other in many ways. But there were always exceptions to the present state of
the world. However prophets and philosophers do not come under this category;
but even some of these holy men and thinkers have developed the barrier
between their followers in realizing their visions. The implications of my ideas
as discussed in this context should only mean that world peace suffers a serious
casualty in the present system of our political states. It is also true that prophets
and philosophers are far beyond such limitations of a state and, who preach
universality of humanity and world peace; but their followers make them focus
on their own approach, which may go against the unity of humanity. For the
above reasons, human beings who think that humanity is ‘one’ and the world
is one—must come out of the influence of modern states and also of prophets
and philosophers. And that is possible when they realize the ‘Inherent present
state’ and ‘Ever present’. Human survival is precariously dependent upon the
realization of the above condition of life; in other words, the need of the hour
is to be ‘aware’ and to ‘Practice’ the Inherent present state in individual and
‘Everpresent’ in collective life.
States must concentrate more on development of industry, agriculture,
transport, health, and education and communication facilities. Further, states
should also use all the power and resources at their command to propagate the
principles of peaceful coexistence and universal brotherhood among its people.
In brief they should work for the eradication of human suffering. Unfortunately
they seem to be indulging in petty politics by giving unnecessary importance
to inculcate regionalism, parochialism, nationalism and other such narrow
sentiments in their citizens.
Since time immemorial the custodians of religions have divided people
for political objective on the basis of caste, religion, language and race. They
have instigated people to fight amongst themselves. Our minds have been
conditioned in such a way that we hardly are able to believe that we are the
children of the earth and, the world is one big family. Whatever the reasons for
their birth, the states should promote the cause of world peace. Observers of
international affairs would certainly agree that nation-states and their
governments have become stumbling blocks for peace across the globe.
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HUMAN MISERIES ACROSS GLOBE

l

PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

Widespread Avarice, Meanness, Selfishness, Loss of Mutual Faith,
Widespread Suspicion, Jealousy, Restlessness, Addiction to Drinks
and Drugs, Deteriorating Health, Etc
l

SOCIAL PROBLEMS

Disorganizing Family Life, Weakening Social Institutions, Increasing
Divorce, Desertion, Casteism, Corruption Exploitation of the Poor,
Religious Fanatism, Dogmatism Communalism,
l

LOSS OF HUMAN VALUES

Deteriorating Humane Values such as Love, Kindness, Contentment
Fraternity, Honesty, Integrity, Devotion to duty, Social Concern
l

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

Poverty, Illiteracy, Unemployment, Overpopulation, Increasing crime,
Resource Crunch Backwardness, Racism, Terrorism, Jingoism,
Regionalism and Regional Imbalance, Inadequate Facilities for Health,
Housing Education, Health and Sports
l

PROBLEMS OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

Competition to produce /acquire weapons of mass destruction
Imperialistic and Jingoistic tendency, Subversive activities,
Regionalism, Regional imbalance, Arms race, Racism, Terrorism,
Religious Bigotry and Fundamentalism, Mafia.
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REASONS
1.

Ignorance, Poverty and Unemployment

2.

Conditioning of the Family and Society Around Individual

3.

Emotional Sentiments Towards Acquired Religion, Traditions,
Ideologies and Despotic /Fascist Men.
SOLUTION:
Global education with a Human touch and also compulsory
provision for the realization of the ”EVERPRESENT STATE”
through introspection.
RESULT: Every child born on this planet becomes universal
human being [U.H.B]
U.H.B is aware of labels of caste, class, clan, Religion, etc as
acquired and the facts behind conditioning.

U. H. B identifies the Inherent present state in everybody and as
a result develops sense of universal Brotherhood.
U.H.B has the capacity to breakaway from traditional thinking
and be rationalistic in their approach.
U.H.B is free from dependence on authorities, organized religion,
Jingoism etc.
U.H.B is the crown of the nature and always tends to make a
difference in life prospectively.
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Custodians of region have divided humanity and built physical, psychological
and socio-cultural barriers between themselves by
l

Drawing an imaginary boundary lines which in reality have become walls
between the hearts of the people.

l

Creating myths about the States.

l

Arousing petty nationalism.

l

Harbouring regionalism and imperialism.

l

Inculcating ethnocentric sentiments among people.

l

Imposing their religious and cultural elements etc.

We can find innumerable instances which endorse my observations in the
present day international situation and also in our history. Otherwise, how shall
we then account for the wars fought so far and those that are going on? It is
in this background I have been contemplating seriously and diligently in search
of a more effective and a sustainable organization for creating and preserving
peace across the globe. I have also shared my serious concern about problems
of humanity more particularly regarding the individual and world peace with
many like minded persons some of them, who are intellectuals. By and large
they all concur with my views.
We all know that there is no dearth of world bodies like UNO, IDA, IMF,
World Bank, and regional organizations like SAARC, Common Wealth etc which
are striving for world peace. But, there does not appear to be a major breakthrough
in establishing peace in the world. It is not that I am critical about them; rather
my interest about them is farfetched. In this context, I must admit that I conceive
of a strong world organization undisputedly committed to the cause of world
peace. I call it The World Peace Organization.

5) FORMATION OF THE WORLD PEACE ORGANIZATION (WPO)
I am aware of the magnitude and complexity of the tasks, hurdles and
challenges involved in making WPO a reality. But I am convinced and also
confident about the possibility of creating a guardian of world peace. I understand
from reading media reports about the happenings around the world that unrest
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condition and chaos are more rampant in developing countries suffering from
poverty, unemployment, illiteracy, and superstition. We all know that neither
an individual nor a country will be safe when their surrounding is burning.
Therefore, the advanced countries, at least should take initiative to bring all
states on a common platform to form an altruistic, apolitical World Peace
Organization.

Objectives of WPO:
For the last twenty years I have been dreaming of Global peace and
prosperity. WPO should,
l

Be a federation of all states small or big.

l

Ensure equal rights and obligations for all member societies.

l

l

l

l

l

Evolve and adopt a democratic, secular, humanistic and apolitical
constitution.
Promote a common language to facilitate communication and interaction
among people.
Promote the ideology of universal brotherhood through specially designed
system of compulsory education.
Promote the policy of disarmament.
Fight against terrorism, communalism, jingoism, parochialism, racism,
and any other ideology and movement detrimental to world peace.

l

Act as guardian to all states.

l

Work for eradicating regional imbalance in development.

l

l

Should maintain a Consortium of army and armaments drawn from all
the member states.
Should prepare a practicable agenda and action plan to ensure peace
everywhere.
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6. PRESENT SCENARIO
PROBLEMS OF NATIONS
Unemployment, Poverty, Hunger, Lack of adequate Medical and
Educational Facilities, and other such civic amenities… and Social and
Economic Backwardness.
BECAUSE…
Major part of national resources is spent on buying and maintaining
huge army and weapons of mass destruction
DUE TO THE…
Fear of war, insecurity, lack of confidence, enmity regarding artificial
boundaries etc. But more particularly
Due to the ignorance about the ‘Inherent Present State’ of humanity
which is universally same
SHOULD WE REMAIN DUMB SPECTATORS?
NO, WE SHOULD NOT
SOLUTION….
MAINTAINING a Single strong defense force for the entire world
BECAUSE, IT
1.

Protects all nations

2.

Every nation feels secured.

3.

Fearless-society

4.

Builds confidence

5.

Major share of money spent on defense can be utilized for growth and
development.

6.

Growth and development would eradicate socio-economic problems

7.

Prosperity prevails everywhere

8.

Would help us protect plants, trees and animals and the total environment

9.

Disarmament practicably possible.
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7) ORGANIZATIONAL SET UP OF WPO
The importance of a strong, sustainable, efficient organization to translate
the goals of WPO into concrete actions hardly needs any emphasis. Perhaps, we
need not have to indulge in any politics to form a world body like WPO. The
organizational structure of WPO could be like UNO also. The headquarters
could be located at a convenient place. Further, it can decentralize its
administration and can have its regional centers for effective implementation
of its goals and monitoring the peace initiatives.

Action Plan
I have already stated that WPO should not set highly ambitious and
impracticable goals. It should begin with a minimum agenda, like putting an
end to chaos, fear of war and establishing peace across the globe. This would
call for a program of action. I have the following.
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Like minded social workers and lovers of peace across the world should
come together and form a forum,
Members of this forum should take initiatives to work as peace
ambassadors; and meet and convince the socio-political leaders of all the
countries about the importance of world peace,
Membership drive should be undertaken through mass media more
particularly E-Media- television and internet
The forum should bring the leaders of all the countries on a common
platform and convince them to form WPO,
After getting the leaders concurrence, the WPO either through appeal or
coercion must command the member countries to surrender their weaponry
of mass destruction to the organization.
WPO itself should take the responsibility of guarding the safety of every
member state,
And it should function as a neutral body

In the direction of establishing and making an effective world body to
bring about peace on the globe, education must get the highest priority.
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8) EDUCATION FOR WORLD PEACE
We all know that education is not merely a process of making an individual
literate or imparting him some textual knowledge or skill. In fact education in
its true sense, should draw out our inner inherent faculties, and tell us how we
should conduct ourselves in life as members of human society, as universal
human beings. Apart from imparting professional knowledge and skill, it should
also inculcate in its clientele the universal human values. It should focus on
producing noble human beings who can transform this globe into a garden of
peace. It is true that education has been universally regarded as the right and
the most effective means to shape our lives. There has been a phenomenal
increase in the number of schools, colleges, polytechnics, universities and other
educational institutions across the globe. And the number of those educated in
these institutions is also increasing each day.
Journey from childhood to adolescence is a significant period in the life
of every child. It is during this period children assimilate knowledge, skills,
information, values, beliefs and norms etc. It is the most impressionable period
and also childrens brain more receptive. Children meekly accept without much
resistance whatever the trainers suggest. In essence it is during this period,
foundation for the personality of the child is laid. Parents could shape the
personality of their children, as they like. A child could be groomed as peaceloving decent citizen or a terrorist. Psychologists and sociologists all over the
world have endorsed this view.
It is in the above background I would like to advice both parents and
teachers all over the world to take extreme care in socializing and educating
the children.

PLEASE DO NOT
l

Inculcate religious dogmas, bigotry, blind beliefs and superstition;

l

Sow the seeds of racist, casteist, ethnic, linguistic and regional sentiments;

l

l

Inculcate unfounded, unscientific information about anything that
surrounds children;
Paste prejudices and stereotypes about men and matters into child’s brain;
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l

Allow children to cultivate jealousy, hatred, greed and selfishness;

l

Imbibe rude behavior;

l

Cultivate egoism;

l

Make them dull and lazy;

l

Suppress their curiosity, talents, and inquisitive nature in children.

FOCUS ON IMBIBING IN CHILDREN
l

l

l

l

l

l
l

l

Universal truth about the existence of infinite, absolute “Ever Present” as
the primordial cause of all
The nature and attributes of the “Ever present” as the “Macrocosm” and
everything and every human being as its quantum units
Awareness about the real nature of the “essence” of our existence and the
‘inherent oneness’ of all that surrounds us
Awareness about our “Inherent present state”
The awareness about the name, race, religious, caste, regional affiliations
as just labels and not real
Awareness about the three dimensions of our personality
Noble goals, all altruistic qualities such as love, kindness, creativity, the
sense of oneness of humanity
An ability to question the basis of organized religions, superstitions,
religious institutions etc

l

Scientific reasons for the prevailing diversity in human society

l

Ability to reject all unscientific beliefs, prejudices and stereotypes

l

Meaning and importance of peace

l

l

Ability to transcend the narrow socio-cultural and political circle and
acquire the quality of universal human being
Scientific reasons for the complementarities of cultures and civilizations
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Our system of education was meant to produce noble human beings who
would contribute for world peace. Unfortunately, this expectation of experts was
belied and as yet it has remained an illusion. It Pains me to observe that, with
the passage of time that we have not only distorted the meaning and object of
‘education’ but also using it in a destructive way. Perhaps, we are not prepared
to practice the true meaning, the spirit of philosophy and the objective of
education. Hence we have not exploited the potential of the existing educational
system. We have reduced this system to a process of preparing ‘persons as
mechanical objects’ devoid of human values. The world would not have been
what it is today if only we had used our education system in a more constructive
way. However this system is contributing in a significant way to chaos besetting
our society. In such a case what is the use of learning? Should people become
inhuman with all their destructive tendencies?
Today, our education system is concentrating more on producing doctors,
engineers, advocates, technicians and a host of other professionals who are only
job hunters. Obviously it is not focusing on producing integrated men and
women. It is neither helping us understand the life, nor the art and science of
living. However I am not against either the modern scientific knowledge or
professional education, likewise I am not for producing ascetics either. I am
aware of the importance of modern education. My only concern is that our
education is creating watertight compartments of learning for children. They are
taught the gospel of Mammon and its worship and trained to be its ardent
devotees in a number of ways. Moral, ethical and universalistic human values
do not find much space in our school curriculum. One distressing effect of our
education system is de-humanizing of our children. By no way is it helping our
children to realize their ‘Inherent present state’ to become universal human
beings.

n

Universal human being is aware of implanted
conditionings influenced on him/her.

n

Universal human being is free from bondages of religion,
traditions, rituals, authorities and superstitious ideologies.
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9) EVERPRESENT GLOBAL EDUCATION
For all Should help people discover in them a “Universal Human Being”
l

l

l

l

l

To create awareness that labels and notions we have about ourselves and
the world as products of perception and we are conditioned accordingly.
To create scientific understanding and awareness about the ‘sameness’ of
the silent part, the inherent essence of human beings.
To train people to ignore the apparent diversity in physical form and shape
as superficial and focus on unmasking the labelled experience and reality
in order to realize the truth behind our existential appearance.
To educate people to scientifically analyze the facts behind acquired religion,
language, culture and states and resolve to transcend beyond the
programmed mental boundaries in order to realize the ‘Inherent present
state’.
To create scientific understanding about the existence of the universal
‘Ever present state’ and its nature, which we generally refers to as ‘ultimate
reality’.

Charges against the present day education are not new. Great educationists
of our time have long felt that the present system is not comprehensive as it
is over-emphasizing on techniques or skills to earn a livelihood and as a result
of it we are affecting the minds of children.
The experts are cautioning us since a long time not to ignore human values
in the curriculum. I have just made a mention of it in this context. I am aware
that much has been said and written about educational ideals, yet we are in
greater confusion than ever. Despite many defects in our present system of
education, I believe that ‘right kind of education with an emphasis on the
Everpresent state, our Inherent present state and universal human values is
the solution for the current condition of strife, religious dogmatism and chaos
including terrorism, which are victimizing innocent children across the world.
I hereby make a fervent appeal to the world body to impress on the
national governments across the globe to make adequate provision in their
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school and college curriculum to imbibe in children a strong awareness about
the individual’s ‘Inherent Present State’ and the ‘Ever Present’. Let the
governments treat it as an order and implement the same in their education for
the reward of creating humans having the qualities of human understanding
coupled with love grace, dignity and fellow feeling. I suggest the following
components to be incorporated in the curriculum.
l

l

l

l

l

WPO should declare education as compulsory for all and a birth right of
every child/individual on this globe.
Modern scientific education devised to produce various professionals must
continue.
But importantly curriculum should be devised in such a way that it should
help people to create the meaning and significance of life as a whole.
Provision should be made to discover and understand the lasting humane
values.
Special curriculum should be framed to help children realize their ‘Inherent
present state’ and Everpresent state.

l

It should not condition human minds.

l

It should be intimately related to human crisis at all levels.

l

l

l

It should enable children blossom into complete, compassionate, integrated
and matured embodiments of human values. Such persons alone can
transform this chaotic world and restore peace on earth.
It should not inculcate narrow sentiments such as; nationalism, Casteism,
regionalism and religious dogmatism. Instead it should sow the seeds of
love, empathy, and human sensitivity in children who would be able to
scrutinize their projected mind.
It should not inculcate superstitions, dogmas and fear. Instead, it should
cultivate rationality, love for freedom, discipline and moral values.

Above all it should develop in children a strong desire to lead a highly
useful extraordinary life.
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10) COMMON LANGUAGE FORMULA
Effective communication is very essential to establish harmonious relations
between individuals, groups, communities and societies. Free, open and honest
exchange of feelings, ideas, thoughts and opinions between different communities
and societies would dispel mutual suspicion, misunderstanding and hostility if
any among people. Undoubtedly, language, besides being the most effective
means of communication also is a blender of human relations.
All of us are aware of the geographical vastness, the biosocial and the
religion– cultural diversity of the human society. It is a fact that we do not have
a universally common or familiar medium through which we can understand
the feelings, sentiments, views, opinions and ideas of our fellow beings across
the world. Perhaps, lack of such effective means of communication is also a
cause for the growing suspicion and animosity among groups and communities.
Infact absence of a common global language is creating problems in many ways.
Firstly, language is an indispensable pre-requisite to establish and cultivate
social relations among people. Human societies have evolved their own ways
of oral expression, which we call language. Some anti-social elements are using
language as an instrument to divide people by arousing narrow sentiments and
linguistic fanaticism among them. As a result of it, language has become a
deplorable divider of people. This function is the opposite of what it should have
been– a blender of human relations.
Ethnic groups across the globe have unnecessarily created tensions and
emotions among people, which have set them against the other. Excess love and
sentiments about the language will turn its speakers fanatic. Linguistic fanaticism
may develop when people are roused. It is really unfortunate that language in
a sense has become the enemy of humanity itself. We would not be emotional
and fanatical provided we treat language as only a medium for communication.
It should be always remembered that language is acquired through socialization.
And socialization is the inescapable process of living in one’s culture.
n

Language is a type of acquired program after birth.

n

Global language unites humanity.
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We need a common Global Language, because
l

l

l

l

l

l

It would help people to communicate with their fellow being across the
globe.
It would help people to move around the world, meet people, expand
the sphere of their interaction and widen social network.
It would help people to understand each other and share their feelings
and experiences. This would remove mental barrier.
It would facilitate people to resolve differences, overcome mutual
suspicion and learn to appreciate the bio-socio and cultural diversity in
human family.
It would integrate people and help them look beyond the perceived
physical, political and socio-cultural boundaries.
It would translate the concept of “Human family” into reality.

Secondly, man’s insecurity evokes in him suspicion about strangers and
it will be intense then we come across people with whom we cannot even talk?
It could be anybody’s experience of comfortable feeling to be able to talk, share
thoughts, feelings, happiness and problems with others. Language does all this.
Besides facilitating communication between individuals and groups, language
helps in being sympathetic to our fellow beings having their own beliefs and
ideas.
It is therefore my considered opinion that accepting and promoting a
common language for the globe is indeed fundamental and indispensable as a
pre-requisite for world peace. However, I am not suggesting that the regional
languages should however be treated lightly. It is a practical perception. Neither
can it be easy nor necessary to bring total transformation in regional language
and cultures. At the same time it is not difficult to promote a common language
for the globe for communication among the people. I believe that a single
language formula throughout the world can be an effective lubricant of human
relations.
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11) TOTAL DISARMAMENT:
Should We Unite to Flourish or Fight and Perish?
I admit that this idea may sound too idealistic, dreamy and even Utopian.
You may also dismiss this as an impracticable one. But I would request you to
pause for a while and introspect about the need for the world peace organization.
You would agree with me if I say that humanity cannot sustain itself in peace
under the threat of weapons. Piling up weapons of war and destruction in the
face of acute shortage of necessities of life, like food, clothing, shelter, and basic
health facilities is an act of crime against humanity.
Unfortunately advanced nations and developing countries are utilizing
sizable resources to possess arms and ammunitions at the cost of human welfare.
Worst is the condition of nations having hand-to-mouth existence for their
people. People in these countries are dying due to starvation and lack of medical
facilities. It is painful to know that these countries are spending lavishly on
weapons. Should this not pain the sensitive lot all over the globe? Is it not the
time that people wake up everywhere to resist the temptations of the weapon’s
game? Can there be a better way to utilize the resources to end poverty, destitution
and squalor of the unfortunate brethren in the third world nations?
The need for weapons has become obvious now. Of course to wage war,
kill innocent people and destroy a society. Let us retrospect and look at history
and ask ourselves a few questions.
l

What have we achieved from wars so far?

l

What good has it done to humanity?

l

Has it brought happiness, peace and prosperity to us?

l

Why should we then live in constant and perpetual fear of war at all?

We need food, cloths, shelter, education and medicine to destroy poverty,
destitution and squalor. I am at a loss to understand the way we are wasting
precious human and financial resource on innovation and production of deadly
weapons and maintenance of army etc. Our economics must make human
welfare as its focal point instead of pure business and commerce activity only.
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By doing so, we will push up human dignity which can ensure unity of people
all over the world.
We learn from history that deadly wars were fought for political, religious,
economic and cultural reasons; and also often due to capricious rulers. There
is a saying that when two tusks fight, it is the poor grass that suffers. Similarly
army generals win the war, but the soldiers and the poor people suffer. In this
context I may appeal to the political and cultural leaders of the countries and
also to the leaders of the world community to abstain from hatching imperialistic
designs and abetting chaos in the world. Such abstinence is possible.
Do we need deadly weapons when all of us realize our ‘Inherent present
state’? Why should we not give ‘omnipotent love’ a chance to destroy fratricidal
tendency, which has vitiated our social climate. Let us resolve to become
‘universal human beings’. It will cost us nothing to love our fellow beings.
In the name of ‘humanism’ and for the sake of ‘humanity’ and all that
exists on this beautiful earth I make an earnest appeal to the world body and
world leaders to eschew ‘Jingoism’. The World peace organization should
assert itself and exert pressure on states to adhere strictly to the policy of
disarmament and stop the production of weapons both mild and deadly. It
should propagate the principle of peaceful coexistence and act as the guardian
of world peace. From my experience and conviction I believe that world peace
is an attainable goal. The very concept of it should stem from our mind. The
easiest religion to profess in the world is to Practice Humanity. Practicing
humanity implies total respect for humans wherever they are and to whatever
culture they belong.

ADVANTAGES OF DISARMAMENT
Benefits that every state accrues by adopting the policy of disarmament
are obvious and it may not be difficult to calculate. Earlier in some context of
this treatise, I referred to states misusing the physical, human and financial
resources to raise and maintain the army and to equip it with deadly weapons.
We know that the above mentioned resources are scarce and hence they should
not be misused. Unfortunately all states are obsessed with physical security and
defense. When this is the situation in the world no state can whole heartedly
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channelize its resources to agriculture, industry, forestry and such other
developmental activities, which can build humanity into prosperity. A prosperous
world can be a peaceful world.
To sum up, I would say that the WPO should act as the guardian of peace
everywhere. People across the world can live without fear of war. States can save
enormous funds and human resource otherwise being spent on defense until
now. The money and the other resource thus saved could be invested in the
developmental activities to achieve socio-economic prosperity. There will be no
tension whatsoever. As a member of the WPO even a small country will have
the military support backed up by the WPO. Perhaps… I May be permitted to
end this treatise with an optimistic note SANITY SHALL PREVAIL TO SAVE
HUMANITY FROM THE BRINK OF DISASTER.
o
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AN APPEAL
By :
The Author

Dear friends,
I thank you profusely for having browsed my presentation on “Everpresent
State - A Scientific Solution to Individual and Global Peace”. I very humbly
admit at the outset that this book is only an appeal to humanity, certainly not
a gospel. It is not my intention to propagate a new religion or theology or
philosophy or cult. To be honest, I am averse to such ideas. One of the objectives
of this work is to expose the failure of custodians of organized religions in
conveying to its adherents the universal truth about the ‘Primordial Everpresent’
and our ‘Inherent present state’ scientifically. Such an effort would not have
divided humanity on religious lines. I am hereby appealing to humanity across
the world to examine the truth behind the labels about ourselves and the world
including religion programmed in our brain and realize the way they affected
the unity of humanity. My sole objective is to restore peace for individuals as
well as for the globe. Peace alone can protect humanity from disaster.
I am an optimist. There is no use in crying over the mistakes of human
history. Brave people will not have time to shed tears. Every problem has a
solution, provided we have the firm desire and will to fight problems in their
own backyard. Of course humanity is caught up in the whirlpool of chaos and
confusion. But, there is more than enough “HOPE FOR RESURRECTION”.
Hopes should not be treated as a wakeful dream and, neither be deferred.
I am aware that world-peace in the present global context is a Herculean task.
There might be millions of people like us who are concerned about humanity
and its present predicament. We need to organize them. Form a forum to give
expression to our vision. We need to travel a lot and organize people.
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We have to approach national and world leaders, ambassadors of world
peace to take necessary action in this regard. Mission also will involve
educationists, scientists and progressive thinkers to evolve a suitable
curriculum. All this requires your kind help and support. Before preparing an
action plan I would like to elicit your views and suggestions. Hence, I have
herewith appended a questionnaire to elicit your most valuable opinion.
Please feel free to express your opinion. Your suggestion will be highly
valued by us.
Drops of water make a stream, streams make a river and several rivers
make an ocean, but the original source is the single drop of water. Our mission
may take some time to become a reality. But let us sow the seeds of universal
brotherhood and love.
Please enroll and register by visiting our web site
www.everpresentstate.com or mail your letters to the address given below:
Dr. M.K. Srikantaiah
President of Translife Mission
No.7, Sri Sadguru Nilaya,
R.M.V. 2nd Stage, 2nd Main, 4th Cross,
BANGALORE - 560 094, INDIA
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"

REGISTRATION - 1
Dear friends,
Do you agree with my suggestion for the inclusion of lessons and
short-term training in our curriculum to help students realize the awareness
of ‘Everpresent’ as well as their ‘Inherent Present’ as an effective tool for
global peace? Please feel free to express your opinion.
Yes, I agree

Please cut & mail

No, I do not agree, because,

To make this mission a reality,
I am willing to work
I will join the mission as a volunteer
I will support from outside
I want to support financially
Name :.....................................................................................................................
Address : .......................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................

"

...................................................................................................................................
Tel:..............................................................Fax :............................................................
Email:...........................................................................................................................
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"

REGISTRATION - 2
Need for a Common guardian for global peace
Yes, I agree that there is a need
No, I do not agree, because
Response form for World Peace Organization
World Peace Organization acts like a guardian for whole world
irrespective of its status.
I will agree with the above concept and endorse your views fully.

Please cut & mail

I would like some clarification and I will discuss with you
I do not agree,
To make it a reality,
I am willing to work as a volunteer
I will join the movement
I will simply support from outside
I want to support financially
Name :.....................................................................................................................
Address : .......................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................

"

...................................................................................................................................
Tel:..............................................................Fax :............................................................
Email:...........................................................................................................................
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"

REGISTRATION - 3
Feel free to express your opinion on promoting a Common language
movement [Includes preservation of existing language and culture] for the
globe as a step for global peace.

Yes, I agree
No, I do not agree, because

Please cut & mail

I would help the movement in the following ways
I am willing to work as a volunteer
I will join the movement and spread the vision
I support from outside
I would give financial support to the movement
Name :.....................................................................................................................
Address : .......................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................

"

Tel:..............................................................Fax :............................................................
Email:...........................................................................................................................
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